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Abstract 

The project is concerned with software for the Sinclair Spectrum 

computer which I have written for use in teaching mathematics. It 

commences with a short introduction outlining the reason I undertook 

the study. 

Chapter 1 considers a program on transformation geometry, which 

illustrates rotations, reflections, translations, enlargements, shears 

and stretches applied to any shape formed by joining pOints with a set 

of continuous straight lines. The coordinates of the pOints are input 

by the user, or the preset object (a triangle) may be chosen. Any 

combination of the transformations is allowed, and the transformation 

may be applied to the current image, the previous image or to the 

original object. 

Chapter 2 contains three programs. The first illustrates 

relations between patterns of dots arranged as squares and triangles. 

The program cn the Fibonacci Sequence illustrates how the sequence is 

generated, using the breeding patterns of rabbits. It also shows that 

the ratio of consecutive pairs of terms in the sequence approaches 

the golden ratio. The third program is concerned with prime numbers 

and will print the sieve of Eratosthenes, list the primes, test a 
th number to see if it is prime, or output the N prime, when N is input. 

The program in chapter 3 shows the locus of a point, P, under 

given conditions. The conditions, which are chosen by the user, are 

illustrated graphically and the locus is plotted. 

All the programs in the chapters are described in two ways. 

Firstly, how they are controlled and what they do when executed, 

secondly, ways in which I have used the programs with various groups 

of pupils. 
.; , 

The listings for the programs, together with accompanying notes, 

are given in the appendices at the end of the project. 
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-----------------------------------------------------------

Introduction 

During recent years the price of microcomputers has dropped so 

markedly that they are now commonplace in homes and schools. The 

potential use of the microcomputer in schools is enormous, but any 

use should be an improvement on traditional methods if it is to be of 

value. Many of the early attempts at computer assisted learning 

failed, in my opinion, in this respect. For example, programs which 

were meant to test a child's ability in a particular topic gave a 

score but failed to diagnose where the child needed help. 

The programs which I have written in this project have exploited 

the graphics capability of the computer to create interest and to 

improve understanding in various aspects of mathematics. The topics 

chosen are some which I consider need to be demonstrated dynamically 

or which pupils find difficult using traditional methods. The 

demonstrations are intended to be teacher controlled but, as more 

computers become available for use by the children, the programs 

could be modified to make them pupil controlled, so that each child 

may progress at his own pace. 

I decided to produce my own software on a Sinclair Spectrum for 

the following reasons. Firstly, the only computer available in the 

school where I work is a Research Machines RML 380Z, which can be 

used in few rooms because of transportation problems. The computer 

also needs to be booked at least a week in advance, which eliminates 

any spontaneous use. Even when more computers are available in the 

school, they will be housed in a computer room and priority will be 

given to Computer Studies classes. There will be little opportunity 

to use them regularly in mathematics lessons. I required a computer 

that was easily moved from room to room if necessary, which would be 

available for use at any time during mathematics lessons. I chose the 

Sinclair Spectrum because it was small, inexpensive and capable of 

high resolution graphics. 

The reason for producing my own software was that I have found 

no secondary school mathematics software for the Spectrum. Software 

is available for other computers, including the 380Z, but none of 

those covering the topics of this project was considered 

satisfactory. All the programs on transformation geometry, for 
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example, plotted the image without showing the transformation 

dynamically. One program for the BBC computer showing the locus of a 

point on a ladder which is slipping down a wall considered only the 

midpoint, and did not allow generalisation. 

Since buying the Spectrum, I have used it in the olassroom 

mainly for demonstration purposes, that is as an 'electronic 

blackboard'. The programs which I have produced fall into two 

categories; short programs which are mostly used as an introduction 

to a topic or for clarification and longer programs used for teaching 

a topic. The short programs were usually written in an evening for 

use in the next day's lesson, examples of which are Pythagoras' 

Theorem, the sine curve and coordinates. The programs contained in 

this project are the longer ones which have been developed over a 

period of time and are intended for use throughout the particular 

topiC. 

The listings of the programs and the diagrams in chapters one 

and three have been produced using a Sinclair printer, which were 

then copied on a photocopier. ~ this method, diagrams may be 

produced to issue to the pupils, if required. 

In this study mention is also made of short programs, sometimes 

consisting of only a few lines, written during the lesson to help 

teach a particular concept. Little work has been done on using 

computer programming to teach mathematical concepts in this way, but 

with more pupils entering secondary school being able to write 

computer programs, this could be another worthwhile use of the 

computer, especially in introducing basic ideas of algebra. 
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Chapter One 

One of the main criteria for using the computer in the teaching 

of mathematics is that the computer has an advantage over other 

methods of presentation. 

Transformation Geometry, the subject of this chapter, is 

certainly a topic about which this is true. Diagrams can be produced 

much more accurately and quickly than on a blackboard. Of course the 

size of the display screen is limiting, but the ability to produce 

dynamic demonstrations of the transformations, together with the 

facility for repeating them, far outweighs this restriction. 

The chapter is in two parts: 

1. Explanation of the program's execution. 

2. Examples of ways in which I have used the program, 

and how it might be used. 

The program listing, with explanation, is given in appendix A. 

The title of the program is 'transforms'. 

The flow diagram on the following page shows how the program is 

executed and controlled using the various keys. 
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n.oW DIAGRAM TO SHOW THE EXECUTION OF 'transforms' PROGRAM 

Kessages which appear at the bottom of the screen are printed in quotes (.). 
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----------------------- -----

The program is executed by pressing 'RUN' followed by 'ENTER', 

which will result in the screen being cleared. 

All the messages are written on the bottom two lines of the 

screen and, as are the graphic displays, written white on a black 

background. I have found by experiment that this combination gives 

greater clarity and viewing distance. The use of different colours for 

objects and images was tried, but the Spectrum computer is unable to 

display more than two colours in any character square (8 pixels x 

8 pixels). The tests resulted in parts of figures which overlapped 

others being changed in colour; this caused confusion. It was decided 

therefore to use just two colours. 

Control of the program is achieved by a single press of a key -

usually any key, but some instructions require specific keys to be 

pressed. When input is required, the data is typed and followed by 

pressing the 'ENTER' key. 

Message - 'Demonstration? y/n'. 
After certain of the transformations have been executed, 

there is a section of the subroutine which demonstrates the 

properties of that particular transformation. Pressing the 'y' 

key will result in the demonstration being given, pressing the 

'n' key will result in the by-passing of that section of the 

subroutine. (No other key will produce a response.) 

Message - 'Choose range? y/n'. 

Throughout the program the scale of the axes will be 

increased if necessary to accommodate any image for which the 

existing axes are too small (this will result in the screen 

being cleared and then redrawn). The scale is calculated so as 

to fill as much of the screen as possible. The user has the 

option of setting a range of values on the x and y scales. 

Pressing the 'n' key will result in the initial ranges of 

-1 to 1 on both the x and y scales; the axes are then displayed. 

Pressing the 'y' key will produce messages asking for the 

minimum and maximum values of the ranges of x and y to be input. 

The automatic adjustment will still operate if these ranges are 

too small. 
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It was decided not to number the scales for two reasons. Firstly, 

I felt that it would not add to the clarity of the diagram and, 

secondly, because each number character is printed in an 8 pixel x 

8 pixel square, multiples of eight pixels would have to be used for 

the scales to ensure that the numbers were printed next to the marks 

on the axes. This would result in smaller diagrams. 

Because of the decision not to number the axes, it is necessary 

to ensure that the axes always contain zero, To achieve this, if the 

minimum and maximum of the range are both positive, the minimum is set 

to O. If the minimum and maximum of the range are both negative, then 

the maximum is set to O. 

Message - 'Preset object? y/n'. 

The preset object is written into the program as a DATA 

statement. Pressing the 'y' key will result in the initial object 

being set to this (see the display on the flow diagram on page 4). 
Pressing the 'n' key enables the object data to be input 

as follows: 

Message - 'Closed curve - y/n', 

Pressing the 'y' key results in the last point of the object 

being joined to the first, forming a closed shape. 

Pressing the 'n' key results in the first and last points 

remaining unjoined. 

Message - 'How many pOints?'. 

Input the number of vertices of the object. 

Message - 'x coord?' 'y coord?'. 

Input the vertices as coordinates, in the order which they 

are to be joined (VI' V2, V3, ••••••• Vn ). 

The object is drawn as follows: 

plot Vl , draw Vl V2, draw V2V
3

, ••••••• •• draw V lV, n- n 

It the response to 'closed curve' was 'y' then draw VnVI , 

Two examples of objects, together with the appropriate responses, 

are shown on the following page. 
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I 
'Closed ourve - yln' y 

'How many pOints?' 4 
'x ooord?' 2 'y ooord?' 1 

'x ooord?' 2 'y ooord?' 3 

", 
" 
'" '. 

l---"'~ 

I 
'Closed curve - yln' n 

'How many pOints?' 4 

'x ooord?' 1 'y 

'x ooord?' 3 'y 

Fi~. 1.1 

The objeot 

resulting from 

inputting the 

data below. 

ooord?' 2 

ooord?' 2 

Fig. 1.2 

The objeot 

resulting from 

inputting the 

data below. 

'x ooord?' 1 'y ooord?' 1 'x ooord?' 1 'y ooord?' 3 
'x ooord?' 2 'y ooord?' 2 'x ooord?' 1 'y ooord?' 2 
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-------------------------------_ .. __ .-

Message - 'Rot, reF, Trans, Enl, sHear, Stretch'. 

The capitals are written in inverse video (black on a white 

square) to make them stand out as the key letters. Pressing the 

appropriate letter executes the transformation: 

'r' - rotation 

'f' - reflection 

't' - translation 

'e' - enlargement 

'h' - shear 

's' - stretch. 

After execution of the transformation, the bottom of the screen 

remains blank until a key is pressed. This is so that the next 

instruction message does not distract from the diagram. 

Message - 'Rep, Sup, sTart, New, Fol, Axes, Previous image' 

(capitals as above). 

Pressing 'r' (repeat) results in the repetition of the 

transformation previously performed. 

Pressing 'n' (new) results in the program being executed 

from the beginning. 

Pressing 't' (start) results in the screen being cleared, 

the original object 'being set as the object for the transformation 

to follow and the screen display as, for example, figure 1.1 

or figure 1.2. 

Pressing's' (superimpose), 'f' (follow) or 'p' (previous 

image) leaves the display unaltered. For the transformation next 

performed, the object will be: 

's' - the original objeot, 

'f' - the image of the transformation executed previously, 

'p' - the objeot of the transformation executed previously. 

Pressing 'a' (axes) enables the ranges of the axes to be 

ohanged as before. The transformation previously executed is then 

repeated with these new scales. 
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---------------------------- ----

The Transformations 

General 

Any key except 'f' may be used to initiate the next part of the 

display. The 'f' key is used when any construction line or 

demonstration line is required to flash (i.e. drawn repeatedly using 

the 'exclusive or' command, OVER 1). The line flashes when the 'f' key 

is held down. Depressing and releasing any other key will continue the 

construction or demonstration. 

Rotation 

Message - 'Angle of rot, in degrees? @ . 
Any angle, positive or negative, may be input. 

Message - 'x coord of centre of rot? UJ' (input required) 

- 'y coord of centre of rot? (1l' (input required). 

The centre of rotation is plotted, and intermediate images are 

drawn every 50 to show the rotation. (If the angle of rotation is not 

a multiple of 5, then the first image is drawn so that each 

subsequent image is found by rotating 50.) Each image is erased before 

the next is drawn, until the final image is displayed. 

Demonstration (if desired - see page 5) 

Taking each vertex in turn: 

1. Lines are drawn from the object to the centre of 

rotation and then to the image. This demonstrates that 

the distance from the centre of rotation remains 

constant and also that the angle between the lines 

equals the angle of rotation; 

2. An arc is drawn from the object to the image to 

indicate that each point moves in a circular path. 

3. The lines and arc are then erased. 

The diagram on the next page shows the final image of the object 

in figure 1.1 when the input responses are 60, 1, 1. The demonstration 

lines have been drawn in red for clarity. 
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Reflection 

Fig. 1.3 
Rotation of 600 

about (1,1). 

Since I have used the properties of a reflection, i.e. the mirror 

line is the mediator of the line segment joining an object point to 

its image, to construct the final image, there is no separate 

demonstration of these properties. 

Message - 'Invariant line y - mx + c, y/n 

It was felt that most pupils below the 6th form (i.e. those 

for whom the program is intended) would have met equations of 

straight lines in the form of either y = mx + c or x a c, rather 

than ax + by + C - O. This subroutine has therefore been written 

in two parts. 

Pressing the 'y' key produces the response 'm? [IJ' 'c? ~ " 

each requiring input. 

Pressing the 'n' key produces the response: 

'Invariant line x-c. c? I]J , • 
The invariant line is drawn when c has been input. 

The image of each point is produced as follows: 

1. A line is drawn from the object point perpendicular to the 

mirror line so that the mirror line bisects it. 

2. The line is erased, leaving the end point (the image) 

plotted. 

When all the image points are plotted, they are joined to form 

the image. 
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-------------------------_ .. - --

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show refleotions with the inputs -1 (following 

an 'n' response) and 1, 4 (following a 'y' response)? respeotively. 

~/. 

.' " 
" " .' .' 

.'~' 
.' " 

.... , 

," 
" " 

"I' " • 

. { '" " , .. ' 
'0, •••• . ,' 

"" ,.,~ ' ... 
0' " 

0' " .... ", 

•.... " ,,/ 
" ", ..... ,'. 
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Fi~. 1.4 

Refleotion in 

x - -1 • 

Fig. 1.5 

Refleotion in 

y = x + 4. 



The two diagrams below show the initial stages of the reflection 

in the line y - x + 4. The mirror line is drawn first (figure 1.6a). 

Figure 1.6b shows the first stage of constructing the image of A. It 

can be seen that, because of the OVER 1 command, part of the object 

has been erased. If OVER 0 were used, in which case the line AB would 

not be erased, it would be unclear which of the two images, that of A 

or that of E, was being constructed. In this case particularly, 

holding down the tft key to cause the line to flash on and off 

improves the clarity of the construction. 

A fUrther depression of a key results in a display as in 

figure 1.6a, but with the image of A plotted • 

/ 
,./ 

" /' 
./ ," 

.. ' .. . ' 
" 

." .. ' 
,t 

. ' .' .' ." 
.. .' 

. ' .' .' 

. ' .' " .' .' , ." 
'.''''", .... t 

, ,,' 

.'..... " .' .' x .' ... " 

X " .. . .... .... " .,' '" .' ..." ,,' , 
.' <")]) 

./ & " 
_",' .... 

,.- .' 

c. 

A 
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The letters 

have been added 

to clarify the 

explanation • 

Fi~ 1.6b 



---------------- -------

Translation 

Message - 'Vector. X comp?I1l' - requires the input of the 

x component of the translation vector. 

'Vector. X comp? 4 Y comp? IJJ ' - requires the input of 

the y component of the translation vector. 

On depressing any key the object is translated onto the image in 

ten stages. The intermediate stages are drawn and then erased after a 

slight pause. 

Demonstration 

Using each point of the object in turn: 

1. A line is drawn from the object to the image. 

2. The line is erased. 

The final stage: 

1. Draws all the lines indicated above to show that they 

are all parallel and equal in length. 

2. Erases all the lines. 

The diagram below shows the object and the final image for the 

vector (~) • (The demonstration lines have been drawn in red for 

clarity.) 

, 
" /' 

'" ....... 
" 
"" / , " ,,' 
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Translation, 

vector (~). 



Enlargement 

Message - 'C of Enl. x coord? UJ' - requires input of the 

x coordinate of the centre of enlargement. 

- 'C of Enl. x coord? 1 y coord? 11J' - requires input 

of the y coordinate of the centre of enlargement. 

Message - 'Scale factor? 1], - input may be any real number. 

The centre of enlargement is plotted. 

The i~e of each point in turn is constructed as follows: 

1. A line is drawn from the centre of enlargement to the 

object. 

2. If the scale factor is positive then the line is erased. 

3. The first line, enlarged by the scale factor is drawn 

from the centre of enlargement. 

4. The line (lines, if s.f. is negative) is erased, and the 

i~e (the endpoint,of the second line) is plotted. 

When all the image points have been plotted, they are joined to 

form the image. 

The diagram below shows an enlargement of scale factor 2, centre 

of enlargement (1, 3). 

....... ,."'" .... .... "., "'. 
0" ... " ". 

, .. ,........ . .......•.... ,.".:..... . ..... . 
,\,' ,'- ........... , 

" ,,1 0" ... 
"rl" " ... ....... .... '" 

~.' "' /" "> <,' .' " ,.., 
... ,/ 

.. ",... . .. /" 
..... .0° 

" .' ..... ,. .l~ 
" ,t' , ..... 
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Shear 

The data for the invariant line is input as for Reflection, 

page 10. 

This is followed by the messages: 

'Object x coord? [!J , 
'Object x coord? 1 y coord? ~ , 
'Image x coord? [!;J , 
'Image x coord? 2 y coord? l1J ' • 

These require an object point and its image under the shear to be 

input. If either the object point (x,y) or the image point (xx,yy) 

lies on the invariant line, or the line joining them is not parallel to 

the invariant line, the message 'Incorrect information - press any key' 

is printed. Pressing any key results in the input messages above, 

requiring the object point and its image to be input again. 

The invariant line is drawn and the object shape is then 

transformed in ten stages. Each intermediate stage is drawn and then 

erased. 

The following two diagrams show an intermediate stage (figure 1.9) 

and the final image (figure 1.10) for the shear with invariant line 

y - x + 4 and (1, 3)~(2, 4). 

" 
" ~. 

/' 
/' 

1 

", 

/ 

" " 

Fig. 1.9 
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/ 
/ 

" .' 

Fi~. 1.10 

"'~' .... . ' '..., .' " " , '- " '- " , " 
I" .... ...... , .. 

Figure 1.9 shows that some parts of the image coincide with the 

object. If OVER 1 was used for the whole image, these parts would be 

erased, and so OVER 0 is used where this happens, OVER 1 for the rest 

of the image. 

Figure 1.10 is an example of where the transformation may be 

required to be repeated with extended axes, to show more of the 

invariant line. 

Demonstration 

Each point is demonstrated as follows: 

a) If the object point is the same distance from the 

invariant line as (x,y) and on the same side of the 

invariant line, then 

1. A line is drawn jOining (x,y) to (xx,yy) 

2. A line is drawn from the object point to its 

image. 

This demonstrates that both points shear the same 

distance in the same direction. 

3. Both lines are erased. 

b) If the object point is not the same distance from the 

invariant line as (x,y) or if they are on opposite 

sides then: 

1. A line is drawn through the objeot point and 

thr~h (x,y) to meet the invariant line. 

(The scales will have been adjusted, if neoessary, 
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so that this point on the invariant line is 

included in the di&!TBm.) 

2. A line is drawn from (x,y) to (xx,yy). 
3. A line is drawn through where the first line 

meets the invariant line and through (xx,yy). 
4. A line is drawn from the object, parallel to the 

invariant line, to meet the third line (at the 

image). 

This demonstrates the method of finding the image of a point, 

~iven the invariant line, another point t~ether with its 

image. It also shows that pOints are sheared in proportion 

to their distances from the invariant line, and that points 

on opposite sides of the invariant line shear in opposite 

directions. 

5. All the four lines are erased. 

Fi~e 1.11 shows the shear after the first three st~s of the 

demonstration. St~e 1 is shown in red, stage 2 in green, stage 3 in 

black, for clarity • 

./ .' .. ,~---7 
" ", 

'--;~ .,/ 
,t ____ t' 

Fig. 1.11 

Fi~e 1.12 (see the next page) shows the addition of the fourth 

line of the demonstration indicating the effect of the 'exclusive or' 

command. Holding down the 'f' key will cause the alternate displays 

of figures 1.11 and 1.12 (see previous comments in Reflection, 

page 12). 
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"'\" -- .,/ ..... . -....,' I' I' .' -----t"'---- " •••• •••• ,0' ________ ,0-
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. \ .......... ~\..... . ........ . 

<~ ........ 
'. " " 

Fig. 1.12 

F1!ure 1.13 shows a shear with x • -1 invariant and (1,2)~(1,3). 

(The demonstration lines have been drawn in red, for clarity.) 
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-------------------------_. -- ---

Stretch 

The data for the invariant line is input as for Reflection, 

p~e 10. 
This is followed by the message - 'scale factor? [1;] , • 
Any value may be input for the scale factor. Input of 0 results 

in the shape being transformed onto the invariant line. A negative 

scale factor is equivalent to a reflection in the invariant line, 

followed by a stretch taking the modulus of the scale factor. 

The invariant line is drawn and the object shape is then 

transformed onto its image in 10 stages. Each intermediate stage is 

drawn and then erased after a slight pause. 

Figure 1.14 shows the object of figure 1.1 and its image after a 

stretch from the line x • -1, scale factor 0.5. 

Fig. 1.14 

I -r-

Figure 1.15 (see next page) shows the image after a stretch from 

the line y - 2x + 2, scale factor 2. 

In the situation where part of an image coincides with part of 

the object (e.g. an edge of the object is perpendicular to the 

invariant line) it is drawn as explained on page 16 for the shear. 
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Demonstration 

Each point is treated in turn as follows: 

1. A line is drawn from the object, perpendicular to the 

invariant line, to meet the invariant line. (Where 

necessary, the axes will have been adjusted to 

accommodate this point on the diagram.) 

2. The line is then erased. 

,. A line is drawn from this point on the invariant line, 

perpendicular to the invariant line, whose length is 

that of the first line multiplied by the scale factor. 

4. This line is then erased. 

The demonstration shows that each point is transformed 

perpendicular to the invariant line. The distance of the image 

from the invariant line equals the distance of the object from 

the invariant line multiplied by the scale factor. Points on the 

invariant line are invariant. 

Figures 1.16 and 1.17 show stages 1 and 3 of the 

demonstration, applied to the stretch of figure 1.14. 
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Usine the program in the classroom 

It is not intended. that the computer simulation should be the 

only means of illustrating transformations - much of the preliminary 

work on reflections and rotations, for example, will involve the use 

of mirrors and tracing paper. 

I shall explain some of the ways in which I have used the prQ!Tam 

with !T0ups of children, and suggest further uses. 

1. Investigating Translations - 4th year !Toup in the 50-75% 
ability range. 

This series of lessons followed work on displacement vectors, and 

so the children were familiar with representing displacements by a 

column matrix. 

Before the beginning of the lesson, the translation vector (16°) 
had been input. The initial display was as in figure 1.18, although I 

would suggest turning down the brilliance control to black out the 

screen until required. This is a useful teaching point, whenever the 

children's attention is required to be directed away from the screen. 

Fig 1.18 

It was explained that a new transformation was to be investigated, 

the translation was then demonstrated. Questioning the pupils brought 

out the property that all the points move the same distance and in the 

same direction (see figure 1.19); the transformation was described by 

the children as 'a straight move, without turning'. 
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Fig. 1.19 

It was agreed that this description was insufficient to describe 

the transformation precisely. Since the idea of a displacement vector 

was recently acquired, it was soon suggested that a column vector 

could be used to describe the translation. (16°) was found for the 

example given. 

The children were then told to choose a vectcr of their own, and 

to illustrate its translation. One pupil asked whether they had to 

start with a triangle. Subsequently the shape shown in figure 1.20 

was chosen by the class as the object. 

Fig. 1.20 
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... ---------------- . 

I found that a small number of pupils had transposed the vector 

components in carrying out the translation and so, in the next lesson 

these and other pupils were invited to show their translations, using 

the computer. I believe that -to discover their error themselves in 

this way was more effective in rectifying it than if I had told them 

why they were wrong. This led on to some guided discussion to try to 

give the pupils a better 'feel' for how changing a vector will affect 

the translation. Using the computer to superimpose the different 

images, I asked for a vector which would cause the object to move the 

same amount up as to the right, vectors which would translate the 

object higher, more to the right than up, vertically, horizontally, 

how would the object move under a specified translation, and so on. 

At the end of the session it was clear to all the pupils that the top 

(x) component controlled the horizontal displacement and the bottom 

(y) component controlled the vertical displacement. 

A similar approach was adopted with translations whose vectors 

had negative components. 

This work was consolidated with an exercise which contained two 

types of questions, those which required the pupils to draw objects 

with given coordinates and to translate them with given vectors, and 

those requiring the pupils to draw objects and images with given 

coordinates and then to give the vector to describe the translation 

from one to the other. 

The idea of an inverse translation was introduced by illustrating 

the translation (l~) and then asking what translation would transform 

this image back onto the original. The immediate response was '-(;0) , , 

which I illustrated using the computer. 'Oh! No, (-i~)' was the 

next response, which was also shown on the computer. The correct 

answer was then suggested. Each suggestion had been written on the 

blackboard, beside (l~),and then eliminated when found to be incorrect. 

In the subsequent work on inverses, I asked more guided questions 

before asking for the inverse to be stated. For the translation (-~), 
I asked in what general direction the object had been translated, how 

far left and how far up, and similar questions to lead to the inverse. 

Nearly all the pupils were then able to wri te down ( _~) as the 

the required vector. Using the computer to test the answers and the 

blackboard to record the results, the simple rule was established for 
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finding the inverse of a translation, when given its vector. 

Graham Ruddock, in 'Children's Understanding of Mathematicsl 

11-16' (1981), concludes from his research that double translations 

were found to be particularly difficult. Elsewhere in the book, 

however, it is suggested that combinations of translation vectors 

provide a concrete use of directed numbers and gives meaning to the 

addition of directed numbers, especially negative. 

I concluded the topic by considering the combination of 

translations and found that the pupils were able to add directed 

numbers more efficiently than when presented in a more abstract way. 

Using the computer display, the pupils had little difficulty in 

understanding how translations combine to give the equivalent of a 

single translation. Initially pairs of translations were illustrated 

on the screen and the children were asked what transformation would 

map the original object onto the second image. Nearly all the pupils 

responded with a translation. The pairs of translations were written 

on the blackboard and it was soon realised that the vectors needed to 

be added to obtain the single translation, which was then demonstrated 

by using the computer {see figures 1.21, 1.22 and 1.23). 
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Fig. 1.21 

Translation ( §). 
(The line shown 

in red is 

eliminated on 

-the'- screen 

. because of 

OVER 1 

command. ) 



,------------------------------------------------------ -

Fig. 1.22 

Translation (~). 

Fig. 1.23 

Translation from 

the original 

object of (~2). 

I then posed the problem of finding the second of a pair of 

translation vectors which combine to give a stated translation vector. 

It was my intention only to consider pairs of translations, but a 

mistake by one boy led to the consideration of more than two. He was 

asked which translation combines with (-~) to give the equivalent of 

(-~3) . His answer of (-~) was shown on the display (see figures 1.24 

1.25 and 1.26) after which he stated that he should have said (-~) • 

This correction was then illustrated by pressing 'Previous image' 

option and inputting (-~) (see figure 1.27). 
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Fig. 1.24 

Translation 

(-~3) . 

Fig. 1.25 

Translation 

Fig. 1.26 



--------------------------_ .. - -- -- ---

Fig. 1.21 

Translation 

I returned to the pupil's first image and asked him what 

translation was needed to transform this image onto the final 

position, to which he replied correctly. The class was then able to 

generalise a rule for the combination of any number of vectors. 

Conclusions 

(i) The children were interested in the lessons, and no-one 

asked what the purpose was of learning about translations 

(a response which I have encountered when using more formal 

methods of instruction). This was probably partly due to the 

novelty of using the computer but also, I believe, because 

the translations were being demonstrated dynamically. 

(ii) The children were able to give meaning to negative numbers 

and combine them with meaning, although it is doubtful if 

many could abstract this to addition of directed numbers. 

(iii) The stimulus of the computer display enabled the subject to 

extend beyond the level normally expected of a pupil in this 

ability range. 
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2. The Combinations of Rotations and Refleotions - 4th year group 

in the 25-50% ability range. 

During the lessons before the computer was used, the pupils had 

been investigating the effect of the transformation matrioes 

p (~ _~) , Q (-~ ~) , R (~ ~), S (_~ -~) , X (~ -~) , y (-~ _~) , 

Z (_~ ~) , I (~ ~) , on the figure with ooordinates ° (0,0), 

A (1,1), B (2,1), C (2,0). The resulting figure is shown below. 

Q 

'f 
Fig. 1.28 

s z 

After discussion with the pupils, it was agreed that all the 

transformations represented by the matrices were rotations or 

reflections; the pupils used tracing paper,to find the transformations. 

The results were then tested using the computer. The opportunity arose 

to remind the pupils that to describe a rotation precisely needs the 

centre of rotation in addition to the angle, and also that a oonvention 

for the direction of rotation was necessary to avoid ambiguity. It was 

also shown that a rotation of 2100 was equivalent to a rotation of 

_900 about the same centre. 

The following list was produced: 

Reflection in the x-axis - P 

in the y-axis - Q 

in y - x - R 

Rotation about 0 of 900 
- X 

1800 
- y 

2100 
- z 

in y • -x - S The identity transformation - I 
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In considering the combinations of reflections and rotations, I 

followed a similar approach of pupil investigation using tracing 

paper, together with illustrations of the transformations using the 

computer. A combination table as shown below was produced on a 

worksheet and pupils were asked to find what single transformation 

is equivalent to 'P followed by Q'. 

-U 
11) 
L 

LL 

I 

I 

X 

Y 
z 
P 
Q 

R 

S 

Se C Cl n d (ra.n sforrY'\ a.tion 

X Y Z P Q R S 

Fig. 1.29 

All the pupils produced the answer 'Y', which was demonstrated 

as in figures 1.30, 1.31 and 1.32, and then recorded on the table. 
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Fig. 1.30 

A reflection 

in the x-axis. 
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Fig. 1.31 
'P followed 

by Q'. 

Fig. 1.32 
Part of the 

demonstration 

to show that 

'P followed 

by Q' is 

equivalent to a 

1800 rotation 

about O. 

I then asked the pupils to complete the row of the table where P 

was the first transformation. This showed later to be a poor choice of 

rows because, although most pupils had the correct transformation, the 

reasoning was incorrect in some cases. This became apparent when 

'P followed by X is equivalent to R' was demonstrated on the computer 

(see figures 1.33, 1.34 and 1.35). 
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Fig. 1.33 
Transformation 

P. 

Fig. 1.34 
'P followed 

by X' • 

Fig 1.35 
Ip followed by 

X is equivalent 

to R'. 

(The series of 

construction 

lines are 

shown in red.) 



One ~irl remarked that she had found transformation R by 

considering which transformation mapped the shape labelled P onto the 

shape labelled X in figure 1.28. The whole row could be completed with 

the correct answers using this reasoning, and so it was necessary to 

ensure that 'P followed by X' was correctly interpreted. I believe 

that the computer demonstration helped greatly in this respect but 

the teacher needs to be aware of this error in thinking, where the 

pupil interprets the single transformations as different positions 

of the original object. I think that for demonstrating transformation 

A followed by transformation B it would have been better to have 

chosen A and B such that BA • C, but CA ~ B to ensure that the correct 

answer cannot be achieved from this incorrect reasoning. 

The remainder of the table was completed with few mistakes. 

Subsequent lessons used the results of this table to investigate 

how transformation matrices combine to give the matrix which 

represents the combined transformation. 

3. Combinations of Transformations - 5th year group in the top 20% 

abili ty range. 

General combinations of transformations are unlikely to be within 

the understanding of the majority of pupils, but I think that more 

able pupils can benefit by the study of the subject. I have taught 

this topic in the past using the S.M.P. textbooks, but found that the 

time taken by the pupils to produce diagrams and the inaccuracy of the 

resulting di~ams usually led to a lack of interest after a short 

while. The use of the computer helped remove these restrictions. 

The first of a series of lessons was spontaneous in that, when 

the class arrived in the room, the computer was set up from a previous 

lesson, for demonstrating the combination of translations as already 

outlined. I was asked about the computer program and showed the pupils 

how I had used it with the 4th year class. This led to the question 

'What else can it do?' and onto the discussion of combining 

transformations in general. The class was eager to suggest combinations 

to investigate. With my guidance, the task was approached in a more 

systematic way, starting with simple examples of one type of 

transformation, leading to general examples. 
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---------------------------- -- - - -

,Rotation 

The first reaotion of the pupils was to state that a rotation 

followed by a rotation was equivalent to a single rotation. 

Investigation revealed that a translation may also result. 

The 'discoveries' are shown below. 
(a) ! rotation of aO followed by a rotation of _ao or 360 _ aO 

about the same centre is equivalent to the identity (see 

figures 1.36, 1.37 and 1.38). 

I 
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Fig. 1.36 

The initial 

(preset) objeot. 

Fig. 1.31 

! rotation 

of 800 

about (2,1). 
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Fig. 1.38 

The second 

rotation 

of 2800 

about (2,1). 

(b) A rotation of aO followed b~ a rotation of bO is equivalent 

to a rotation ot (a + b)o. 

Discussion led to the conclusion that there is no relation 

between the three centres of rotation (unless all the rotations 

have the same centre) since the centre for the (a + b)o rotation 

varied with a and b. Fi~es 1.39, 1.40 and 1.41 illustrate this. 

The centre for the (a + b)o rotation (shown in red) has been 

found b~ construction. 
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Fig. 1.39 
A rotation 

of 40° 

about (3,3). 
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Fig. 1.40 

A seoond 

rotation 

of 300 

about (5,4). 

Fig. 1.41 

A second 

rotation 

of 1000 

about (5,4) 



(0) A rotation of aO followed by a rotation of _ao about a 

different oentre is equivalent to a translation. 

Figures 1.42 and 1.43 show a rotation of 400 about (3,3), 

followed by a rotation of _400 about (10,3). The final image may 

also be obtained by translating the original tri~le. 

"\ / \ "'-... 

I\.~ 

Fig. 1.42 

Fig. 1.43 
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Figures 1.44 and 1.45 show that by' varying the angle a, 600 in 

this example, a different translation results, and so no relation 

between the vector joining the two centres and the translation could 

be found. 

'\ 

~ 
1\ \//"" 

Fig. 1.44 
A rotation 

of 600 

about (~,~). 

Fig. 1.45 

A second 

rotation 
of _600 

about (10, ~). 

When a a 180, however, we obtain the following result -

(d) A half turn about X followed by a half turn about Y is 
-'>0 

equivalent to a translation 2XY (see figures 1.46, 1.41 and 

1.48). 
~ 

Reversing the order of the rotations gives translation 2YX 

(see figures 1.49, 1.50 and 1.51). 
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Fig. 1.46 
A rotation 

of 1800 

about (2,1). 

Fig. 1.47 
! second 

rotation 

of 1800 

about (4,2). 

Fig. 1.48 

The two 

rotations are 

equivalent to 

a single 

translation 

(~) . 
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Fig. 1.49 

A. rotation 

of 1800 

about (4,2). 

Fig. 1.50 

A second 

rotation 

of 1800 

about (2,1). 

Fig. 1.51 

The two 

rotations are 

equivalent to 

a single 

translation 

(:v· 



--------------------------~- - ---- ----

Reflection 

More thought went into answering the question 'What single 

transformation is equivalent to a reflection followed by another 

reflection?', and it was ~ed that a rotation or a translation was 

possible. The conclusions were as follows -

(a) A reflection followed by a reflection in the same mirror 

line is equivalent to the identity transformation. 

(b) A reflection in two parallel lines, ml and ~, is equivalent 

to a translation. The translation is perpendicular to the 

mirror lines and equal to twioe the displacement from ~ to 

~. Figures 1.52, 1.53 and 1.54 illustrate this. The axes 
are adjusted where neoessary to aooommodate the images • 

.------------------------------------~ 

,to 
" l • 

l\ 
.~ " 
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l\ 

<,,~ 
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Fig. 1.52 

A reflection 

in the line 

x-I. 

Fig. 1.53 

A second 

refleotion 

in the line 

x - -5. 



--------------------------- - - ~ 

/ 
~. 

l 
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Fig. 1.54 

The two 

reflections 

combine to give 

a translation 

Reversing the order of the reflections reverses the translation. 

Figures 1.55, 1.56 and 1.57 show that a reflecticn in the line x - -5, 

followed by a reflection in the line x - 1, is equivalent to a 

translation (1;). 

< 

l\ 
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Fig. 1.55 

A reflection 

in the line 

x D -5. 



" " 

Fig. 1.56 

A second 

reflection 

in the line 

x-I. 

Fig. 1.57 

The two 

reflections 

combine to give 

a translation 

(c) A reflection in line ~ followed by a reflection in line ~, 

where ~ and m2 intersect, is equivalent to a.rotation. The 

centre of the rotation is the point where ~ and m2 
intersect. The angle of rotation is twice the angle between 

~ and ~, in the sense of the rotation from ml to~. 

Figures 1.58 to 1.60 show an example. Figures 1.61 to 1.63 

use the same reflections but in the reverse order, which gives a 

rotation in the opposite direction. 
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Fig. 1.58 
A reflection 

in the line 

'1 .. 2. 

Fig. 1.59 
A second 

reflection 

in the line 

y - x + 3. 

Fig. 1.60 

The two 

reflections 

are equivalent 

to a rotation 

of 90° 
about (-1,2). 
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Fig. 1.61 

A reflection 

in the line 

y = x + 3. 

Fig. 1.62 

A second 

reflection 

in the line 

y - 2. 

Fig. 1.63 

The two 

reflections 

are equivalent 

to a rotation 
of _900 

about (-1,2). 



Enlargement 

(a) I began the discussion on enlargements by considering the 

inverse of an enlargement with scale factor 2, centre (1,1). 

Fig. 1.64 

An enlargement 

scale factor 2, 

centre (1,1). 

It was agreed that the inverse would be an enlargement with 

centre (1,1). The suggestion of a scale factor of -2 for the 

inverse was demonstrated using the computer (see figure 1.65). I 

found that the ease with which a suggested answer could be tested 

and, if necessary, rejected encouraged the pupils to respond more 

readily. The investigational approach lessened the feeling of 

inadequacy at giving the wrong answer. Further discussion led to 

the method of finding the scale factor for the inverse. 
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Fig. 1.65 

A second 

enlargement 

scale factor -2, 

centre (1,1) 

does not map 

the image onto 

the original 

object. 



(b) An enlargement of scale factor 2, for example, followed by 

an enlargement of scale factor 3, with the same centre of 

enlargement, is equivalent to a single enlargement with the 

same centre. Figures 1.66 and 1.67 show the triangle with 

vertices (3,6), (4,8) and (6,6) after an enlargement scale 

factor 2, centre (1,6) followed by an enlargement scale 

factor 3, centre (1,6). (The scale has been altered in 

figure 1.67 to accommodate the second enlargement.) 

Fig. 1.66 

Fig. 1.67 
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The first suggestion was that the scale factor of the single 

enlargement was 5 (shown in figure 1.68) but it was soon realised 

that the produot of 2 and 3 was required, not the sum. 

l 
t~ l 

I l 
l I 

l~ I' 
t • 
I l 

l ~ 
" l 

I Fig. 1.68 
The original 

triangle 

enlarged with 

soale factor 5, 
centre (1,6). 

(c) Further investigation with different centres of enlargement 

suggested that when two enlargements combine to give a 

single enlargement, the three centres are collinear. The 

following series of diagrams shows the development. 

,----------------------------------------, 
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Fig. 1.69 
An enlargement 

scale factor 2, 

centre (1,6). 



Fig. 1.70 

A second 

enlargement 

scale factor 3, 
centre (4,3). 

The figure above suggested that the two enlargements were 

equivalent to a single enlargement, scale factor 6, whose centre lies 

on the line x + y - 7. The point (2,5) was tried as the centre of . 

enlargement (see figure 1.71). 

A 
1;' ~~ 

l·.~ 
·~I~~~·~ 

Fig. 1.71 

The original 

triangle 

enlarged with 

scale factor 6, 

centre (2,5). 

The original triangle was then enlarged with scale factor 6, 

using (2.1,4.9) as the centre of enlargement - this is shown in 

figure 1.72. (2.2,4.8) was found to be the required centre. 
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Fig. 1.72 

A further 

enlargement of 

the original 

triangle using 

(2.1,4.9) as 

the centre. 

The pupils then tried examples of their own on graph paper to 

confirm that the three centres were collinear. Figure 1.73 shows an 

enlargement scale factor 2 with centre (1,6), followed by an 

enlargement scale factor -3 with centre (4.3). The centre for the 

single enlargement which is equivalent to their combination has been 

found by construction (in red). 

Fig. 1.73 

No pupil noticed that (2.2,4.8) divides the line joining (1,6) 

and (4,3) in the ratio 2:3. A sixth form group would be capable of 

investigating this, using vector methods, to obtain the general rule: 

An enlargement scale factor m, centre A, followed by an enlargement 
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scale factor n, centre B, is equivalent to an enlargement scale 
~ n-l-? 1 factor mn, centre X, where AX - 1 AB, mn ,. 1-mn -

(d) I asked the class if there was an exception to the rule that 

the combination of two enlargements was equivalent to a single 

enlargement whose scale factor is the product of the two single 

scale factors. The identity transformation was suggested, and, 

after some prompting, a translation (i.e. when mn - 1 in the rule 

above). This was then investigated. 

Figures 1.14 to 1.16 show that an enlargement centre CI (1,1) 
scale factor 2, followed by an enlargement centre C2(13,1) scale 

factor i, is equivalent to a translation iclb2, i.e. (_~). 
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Fig. 1.14 
An enlargement 

scale factor 2, 

centre (1,1), 
applied to the 

triangle with 

vertices (4,6), 
(5,a) and (1,6). 

Fig. 1.15 
A second 

enlargement 

scale factor i, 
centre (1;,1). 



---------------------------------- -

J 

Fig 1.76 

The two 

enlargements 

oombine to give 

a single 

translation 

When asked what the effeot of reversing the two soale faotors 
would be, a translation of (-~) was suggested, but it was found to 

be (-~2), as shown in figures 1.77 to 1.79. (The soale of the axes is 

ohan&ed in figure 1.78 to acoommodate the seoond image.) 
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Fig. 1.77 

An enlargement 

soale faotor i, 
oentre (1,7). 



Fig. 1.78 

A second 
enlargement, 

scale factor 2, 

centre (l~,l). 

Fig. 1.79 
The two 

enlargements 

combine to give 

a single 

translation 

The series of diagrams in figUres 1.80 to 1.82 shows a similar 

result after an enlargement with scale factor t followed by an 

enlargement with scale factor ~. Figures 1.8~ to 1.85 show an 

enlargement with scale factor 3 followed by an enlargement with 
1 scale factor 3 . 

-5~-
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Fig. 1.80 

An enlargement 

scale factor 3, 

centre (1,7). 

Fig. 1.81 

A second 

enlargement 

scale factor t, 
centre (13,1). 

Fig 1.82 

The two 

enlargements 

combine to give 

a single 

translation 
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Fig. 1.83 
An enlargement 

1 
scale factor 3' 
centre (1,7). 

Fig. 1.84 

A second 

enlargement 

scale factor 3, 
centre (13,1). 

Fig. 1.85 

The two 

enlargements 

combine to give 

a single 

translation 

(-24) 12 • 



Although we did not investigate negative scale factors, it was 

found that, for n )0, an enlargement scale factor n with centre 01 

followed by an enlargement scale factor 1 with centre 02 was 
n 1 .,-i» 

equivalent to a translation described by the vector (1 - ;)°1°2 , 

At this stage, I felt that a number of pupils in the group were 

beginning to find the work too difficult, but I think that fUrther 

investigation by 6th form pupils would be valuable. The proof of the 

theorem stated above would appear ideally suited to vector methods; 

the discovery in the previous section c could be investigated using 

the ratio theorem, 

If we consider the three triangles in figure 1.75 (shown again in 

figure 1.86, labelled A, B and ° for clarity) it is possible to obtain 

similar results to those above by considering: 

(i) the enlargement which is equivalent to the translation from 

A to 0, followed by an enlargement which maps ° onto E, 
(ii) the enlargement which is equivalent to an enlargement which 

maps E onto 0, followed by a translation from ° onto A, 
(iii) the translation which maps A onto 0, where A and ° are the 

images of E under enlargements with the same scale factor but 

with different centres of enlargement. 

Fig. 1.86 
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Stretch 

I have included this transformation in the program because it 

appears in some G.C.E. '0' level texts, but I have not used it with 

pupils. It is possible to use the program to demonstrate the 

properties of a stretch, i.e. that points are transformed 

perpendicular to the invariant line in proportion to their distances 

from it, the constant of proportionality being the scale factor. 

Two-way stretches may be shown as the combination of two one-way 

stretches (see figures 1.87 and 1.88). 

D 

D 
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Fig. 1.87 

A stretch 1'rom 

the y-axis with 

scale 1'actor 3, 
applied to a 

square with 

vertices (1,1), 

(2,1), (2,2) 

and (1,2). 

Fig. 1.88 

The result of 

a second 

stretch from 

the x-axis with 

scale factor 2. 



The combination of two stretches with the same scale factor and 

perpendicular invariant lines is equivalent to an enlargement with the 

same scale factor, and centre where the invariant lines cross. 

Figure 1.89 shows a stretch from the y-axis with scale factor 3, 
followed by a stretch from the x-axis with scale factor 3. The red 

lines have been drawn to show tha~ the combination is equivalent to 

an enlargement, centre (0,0), scale factor 3. 

Fig. 1.89 

~ear 

This is undoubtedly the most difficult of the transformations 

for the children to understand, and it is becoming less common for '0' 
level syllabuses to include the shear. I think that the main problem 

is that children are unable to easily represent the transformation in 

a concrete way, and so the concept of a shear becomes an abstract one. 

The S.M.P. text introduces the shear as the transformation of a pile 

of thin exercise books, as shown in figure 1.90. 
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Fig. 1.90 

This idea can easily be transferred to a shear where the invariant c.~.·. 

line is part of the object, as in figure 1.91, but understanding 

becomes noticeably more difficult when the invariant line lies outside 

the object, as in figure 1.92, or passes through the object, as in 

figure 1.93. I found that using the computer to illustrate various 

shears helped the pupils to understand the transformation better. It 

helped to reinforce the properties that only points on the invariant 

line remain unchanged, points shear in proportion to their distances 

from the invariant line, and pOints on opposite sides of the invariant 

line shear in opposite directions. 

The object for all the shears in this section is the rectangle 

whose coordinates are (2,6), (2,8), (5,8) and (5,6). 
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Fig. 1.91 

A shear with 

invariant line 

y - 6 and 
(2,7)-7 (4,7). 



----------------------

D Fig. 1.92 

A shear with 

invariant line 

y-3and 
(1,4h~ (3,4). 

Fig. 1.93 
A shear with 

invariant line 

y - 6t and 
(2,7)....,. (4,7). 

Another difficulty which I have encountered with pupils is in 

constructing an image for a given object and shear. The computer 

program will demonstrate this construction (which can be justified 

using similar triangles) and may also be used to demonstrate the 

combination of shears, but I consider that such a study is not 

suitable for pupils below sixth form level. 

I conclude this section by illustrating some possible results 

which may be found when investigating the ,combination of shears. 

(a) Two shears with the same invariant line are equivalent to 
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------------------------------------------------------------ -

the identity or to a single shear with the same invariant 

line. 
Figures 1.94 and 1.95 illustrate this, and also show a further 

difficulty of having an invariant line which is not horizontal; this 

requires a level of understanding far greater than the exercise books 

analogy of figure 1.90. 

L-____________________________________________ -" 

1 

Fig. 1.94 

A shear with 

invariant line 

x .. 8, and 

Fig. 1.95 
A second 

shear with 

invariant line 

x .. 8, and 

(5,3)~(5,8). 

(b) Two shears with parallel invariant lines are equivalent to 

either a translation parallel to the invariant lines, or a single 

shear whose invariant line is parallel to the others. 
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Fig. 1.96 

A shear with 

invariant line 

y .. 2 and 

(2,3) -7 (:3,3). 

Fig. 1.97 
A second shear 

with invariant 

line ya 4 and 

(6,6) ~(4,6) 

combines with 

the first 

to give a 

translation 

(~) . 

Fig. 1.96 

A second shear 

vi th invariant 

line y .. 4 and 

(6,6)~ (3,6) 

combines with 

the first to 

give a shear 

wi th invariant 

line y - 8 and 

(2,6)~ (3,6). 



(c) Two shears with intersecting invariant lines are not 

equivalent to a single shear. 

(The vertices have been labelled in figure 1.100 to show that the 

transformation AllCD onto A"B"C"D" is not a shear since AA", BB", 

CC" and DD" are not parallel.) 

D 

,I 

C 

Fig. 1.99 

A shear with 

invariant line 

y .. 3 and 

(1,4) -7 (3,4). 

Fig. 1.100 

A second shear 

with invariant 

line x - 6 and 
(7,6) -';> (7,5). 

In teaching the shearing transformation, I have found that the 

pupils are often left with a feeling of incompleteness because the 

set of shears is not closed under combination, and also because they 

are unable to find another single transformation which is equivalent 

to one shear followed by another. 
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Chapter Two 

In the previous chapter the dynamic capabilities of the computer 

were the main features. This chapter contains three programs, each 

concerned with an aspect of the study, of number, which illustrate 

different reasons for using the computer in teaching the various 

topics. The program listings are given in appendices B, C and D. 

I shall describe the programs as before, the execution and the 

use of the program in the classroom. 

1. Number patterns. Program name 'num-pat'. 

The program shows three basic patterns involving square numbers, 

three involving triangle numbers, and a relation between square 

numbers and triangle numbers. The flow diagram on the next page shows 

how the program is controlled using various keys. In general, during 

any particular demonstration, pressing and releasing a key will 

advance that demonstration a step. 

The 'x' key is used to exit from the demonstration (usually at 

the end of a stage). 

The 'z' key is used for a specific purpose during one of the 

demonstrations (see the flow diagram). 

Following the RUN command, the screen is blank until a key is 

pressed, after which the initial options are displayed. 
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I 

ELOW DIAGRAM TO SHOW THE EXECUTION OF 'num-pat' PROGRAM 

Screen display The option letters are displayed in inverse video 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

Triangle numbers ••• T ./ -Square numbers ••• S 
Tn+Tn-1=Sn ••• R 

r t s, , ,,, 
x 

Screen display 
f- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - --- a '- Demonstration A x 

Sn=Sn-1 + (2n-1) •••• A b Demonstration B x 
1+3+5+7 ••••• B 
1+2+3+ ••• +2+1 ••• C c '- Demonstration 0 x 

". 

I \ 

X -
Screen display a Demonstration A x '--------------- - -- - -
Tn+(n+1)=Tn+1 ••• A h ' Demonstration B x '-
1+2+3 •••• +n=Tn ••• B 

c : n(n+1)!2=Tn ••• 0 Demonstration 0 x '-
/ 

z 

'i' 
x 

I Relation R I " Demonstration of n(n+1)!2=:E. i x 
. t~1 

, 

'-

/ 



Triangle numbers 

(a) tn + (n + 1) = t o+'. (t n is the nth triangle number. ) 

The demonstration begins with one dot to represent t,. 

Each stage of the demonstration shows that by adding one 

more dot than was added in the previous stage a triangular 

arrangement is generated, giving the sequence 1, 3, 6 , 10, 

The following series of figures shows one stage. (Each step 

is advanced by pressing and releasing any key except 'x'. ) 

Fig. 2.1 

Step 1. A row of green dots is added to the previous 

triangle . Releasing the key while the green dots are being 

printed results in figure 2 .1, releasing after they are printed 

results in figure 2. 2. The question mark flashes to allow time 

for the pupils to respond with the number of green dots. 

Fig . 2. 2 
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Fig . 2 . 3 

Step 2 . The number of the green dots is printed . 

The question mark flashes to allow time for the pupils to 

respond with the total number of dots. 

Fig. 2.4 

Step 3. The green dots are changed to magenta and the total 

number of dots is printed . 

Pressing the 'x' key at thi s stage results in the sequence 

being generated without the pattern of dots (see figure 2.5). 

This will also happen when any key is pressed after the stage 

which shows 190 + 20 = 210 (210 is the largest triangle of dots 

which can be accommodated on the screen ) . 
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Fig. 2.5 

The sequence continued without the pattern of dots . 

The sequence is continued by pressing and releasing a key, 

the previous results being scrolled up. Holding down the key 

will halt the scrolling until the key i s released. Pressing the 

' x ' key at this stage returns to the initial option display. 

n 

(b) t~ - ~k. (The sum of the first n natural numbers is the 
k't nth triangle number. ) 

Thie demonstration displaye each triangle in turn . The 

following sequence of steps is then generated by pressing and 

releasing a key (to execute each step) . 

Fig. 2.6 

Step 1 prints a triangular arrangement of dots. 
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Fig . 2.7 

Step 2 divides the triangle into rows of dots, by drawing 

horizontal lines. 

Fig. 2 . 8 

Step 3 prints, at the side of the triangle , the number of 

dots in each row. (These are consecutive natural numbers. ) 
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Fig. 2. 9 

Step 4 prints these numbers as an addition sum. The '?' 

flashes to allow time for the pupils to respond with the total. 

Fig . 2. 10 

Step 5 prints the total number in place of the question mark. 

A return to the initial option display is achieved by 

pressing the ' x' key at this stage, or by pressing any key after 

the 19th triangle number (which is the largest that can be 

accommodated on the screen) has been shown . 
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(c ) n(n + 1 )/2 = t n • 

Using, in turn, a rectangular arrangement of dots lx2 , 2%3, 

3%4, 4x5, etc. the following series of steps (shown for 8x9 ) is 

executed by pressing and releasing a key for each step. 

Fig. 2.11 

Step 1 prints the rectangle of dots together with its 

di mensions . The '?' flashes to allow time for the pupils to 

respond with the total number of dots . 

Fig. 2. 12 

Step 2 prints the total number of dots, in place of the 

flashing question mark. 
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Fig . 2. 13 

Step 3 divi des the rectangular arrangement of dots into 

two equal numbers by drawing a diagonal line and changing half 

of the dots to green . The question mark flashes until the next 

step is initi ated. 

Fig . 2.14 

Step 4 prints the number of dots in each half, in place of 

the question mark . 
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Fig. 2.15 

Step 5 erases the upper half of the rectangle and 

transforms the remaining right angled triangle into an 

isosceles triangle, row by row. 

Repeatedly pressing the 'z' key at this stage generates the 

stages of demonstration (b ) above, for the triangle which is on 

the screen . Figure 2.16 shows the completed demonstration. 

An optional step to demonstrate 

for n = 8 . 

-13-

Fig . 2.16 

that ~l = nen + 1 ) 
. 2 
,,<::\ 

, shown 



The sequence is printed without the demonstration of dots 

when 17 x 18 + 2 = 153 has been demonstrated , or by pressing the 

'x' key at one of the stages shown in figures 2.15 and 2 . 16 . 

This is shown in figures 2. 17 and 2 . 18 . 

Fig. 2.17 

The result of pressing the 'x' key after the stage shown 

in figure 2. 15. 

Fig . 2. 18 

The result of pressing the 'x, key after the stage shown 

in figure 2.16 . 

Pressi ng the ' x ' key at this stage returns to the initial 

option display. Pressing any other key continues the sequence. 
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Square numbers 

(a) S ~ S 1 + (20-1) . n n-
The demonstration begins with one dot to represent Sl ' the 

first square number . Each stage demonstrates that by adding the 

nth odd number t o the (n_l )th square number gives the nth square 

number . The sequence of figures 2.19 - 2. 21 shows one etage , 

each step being advancsd by pressing and releasing a key . 

Fig. 2. 19 

Step 1 adds the red dots to the previous square, prints the 

number of green dots in the previous square and the flashing '?' 

t o allow time for the pupils to respond with the number of 

additional dots . 

Fig . 2. 20 

Step 2 ovsrprints t he ' ?' with the addi tional number of 

dots and prints a second ' ?' whi ch also flashes until the next 

step is initiated . 



Fig . 2. 21 

Step 3 changes the red dots to green and overprints '1' 

with the total number of dots (the next square number ) . 

Pressing the 'x ' key at this stage, or any key when 

361 + 39 - 400 has been demonstrated, results in the sequence 

being printed as in figure 2. 22 . 

1 • • 1.3 • • •• s • ~ 
~.7 • l~ 
l~.~ • 2S 
2S.11 • 3~ 
3~.13 • .~ 
.~.lS • ~. S •• 17 • el 
el.l~ • le • • • • 1.".21 • 121 Fi g . 2. 22 

• • 121.a3 • 1 •• 
1 •• • .. 5 • l~~ 
lS~ • ..,? • l~S 
J.~s • ..,~ $ aas 
2ae • 31 • ..,SS 
ass • 33 • ae~ 
2e~ • 3S • 32. 
32. • 3? • 3S1 
3.1 • 3~ • •• e -- • .1 • •• 1 
• t.: ,...., l \. .. 

The sequence continues without the dot demonstration. 

Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial option dieplay . 

Pressing any other key will halt the printing and scrolling 

until it is released, when the process continues . 
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~ 2 
(b ) ~(2k-l ) = S = n • Ie-, n 

Each stage of this demonstration consists of displaying a 

square arrangement of dots (starting with 1) and then dividing 

the dots to show that the square is equivalent to the sum of 

the first n odd numbers . One s t age (for n = 9) i s shown in 

figures 2 . 23 - 2. 27 . 

Fig . 2. 2, 

Step 1 prints a square arrangement of dots . 

Fig . 2. 24 

Step 2 divi des the dots into gnomons by drawi ng L-shaped 

lines . 
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Step 3 prints the number of dots in each gnomon 

(oonseoutive odd numbers ) . 

Fi g . 2 . 25 

Fig. 2 . 26 

Step 4 prints these numbers as an addition sum. 
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Fig . 2 . 27 

Step 5 print s the total number of dots . 

The initial opt ion display returns if the ' x' key is 

presssd at the end of the stage , or if any key is pr essed after 

1 + 3 + 5 + •.•..•• + 37 - 361 has been demonstrated . 

2 (c ) 1 + 2 + 3 + ..•• + n + . . .• + 3 + 2 + 1 = S = n • 
n 

This section is similar to (b ) above except that the square 

arrangement of dots is divided as in the following sequence of 

diagrams . 

Fig . 2.28 

Step 1 pri nts a square arrangement of dots . 
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Fig. 2. 29 

Step 2 divides the square into diagonal rows of dots . 

Fig. 2 . 30 

Step 3 prints the number of dots in each diagonal row . 
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Fig. 2. 31 

Step 4 prints the sum of these numbers below the square , as 

shown . The ques tion mark flashes to al l ow time for the pupils to 

respond with the total number of dots . 

Fig. 2.32 

Step 5 prints the total number of dots i n the square . 

Pressing the ' x' key at this stage results in the initial 

option display . Pressing any key at the stage shown in 

figure 2.33 will also return to the initial opti on display. 
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Fig. 2. 33 

The largest square demonstrated for option c. 

The relation between triangle and square numbers - t + t 1 = S • n n- n 

Taking successive pairs of consecutive triangle numbers, the 

computer demonstrates that the sum of two consecutive triangle 

numbers is a square number. The following sequence of diagrams shows 

the steps of one stage, for the numbers 66 and 78 . 

Fig. 2.34 

Step 1 prints two triangular arrangements of dots. 
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Fig. 2. 35 

Step 2 prints the number of dots in each of the triangles 

(two consecutive triangle numbers) . 

Fig . 2. 36 

Step 3 print s '+' between the two numbers and a flashing 

question mark to allow time for the pupils to respond with the 

sum of the two numbers . 
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The next step is executed in three parts, with about two seconds 

between each part, after a single press of a key. (So that each part 

could be photographed , it was necessary to press the BREAK key - the 

CONT key continues the demonstration . ) 

Step 4a . The left triangle is transformed row by row into 

a right angled triangle . 

Step 4b . The right triangle is transformed row by row into 

a right angled triangle. 
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Fig . 2 . 39 

Step 4c. The right triangle is moved to the left so that 

the two triangles together form a square . 

Fig . 2.40 

Step 5 changes the colour of all ths dots to cyan, and 

prints the total in place of '1'. 

Pressing the 'x' key at this stage results in figure 2.41. 

A similar list is printed after the s tage vhich shovs 190 + 210 - 400 

(the largest square vhich can be accommodated on the screen ) . 
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• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • 
• • • • • •• • 
• • • • • • 
• • • 
• • • • • Fig. 2.41 
• • • • • • 

• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 

66 + ?6 c 144 
?6 + 91 c 169 
<;;1 + 105 = 1<;;6 
le5 + 120 = aa5 
Hie + 136 = a56 
13e. + 153 = 2e9 
1!53 + 171 = 324 
171 + 190 = 361 
1<;;0 + lile = 400 
lile + :;131 = 441 
li3l + liS3 = 484 

J .: ,- ., I. l. -

The sequence has been generated without the demonstration 

of dots. (One line of dots of the square has scrolled off the 

top of the screen.) 

Pressing the 'x' key at this stage returns to the initial option 

display. Pressing any other key continues the sequence . 

Using the program 

The program was originally written for the Sinclair ZX 81 

computer and was later transferred to the Sinclair Spectrum. The 

initial purpose of using the computer to teach this topic was to 

stimulate interest from low ability second year pupils, last lesson 

on Fridays. I felt that, in addition to providing some practice in 

arithmetic, the study of number patterns could be enjoyable for these 

pupils, but most text books which include the topic involve too much 

reading for the least able pupils. Using the computer, however, 

produced an enthusiasm which was not always present with this group 

of pupils. 

Each section of the program constituted a lesson's work (thirty 

minutes ) . The order in which I introduced each demonstration is 

evident from the order in which they appear in the program, each 

being added as it was written. When I first used the program, one 

relation was introduced each week, but to sustain the interest more 
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effectively, I wi l l, in future, spread the lessons throughout the 

year. 

Each lesson took the form of demonstrating a few stages of the 

relation or pattern, with the pupils recording the results in their 

exercise books. After the relation had been ' discovered', the pupils 

were encouraged to complete the next stage before the computer 

demonstration . Allowing some of the children to advance the 

demonstration contributed to their enthusiasm. 

Since the program has been completed , I have used it with a more 

able 4th year group to introduce sequences . The pupils were already 

familiar with the patterns of square and triangle numbers and so the 

computer program was being used as a reminder and also to promote 

discussion of how the sequences of triangle and square numbers may be 

defined. I introduced the notation tn for the nth term in the sequence 

of triangle numbers and s for the square numbers . With thi s notation, 
. () n n(n+l) () the relat~ons t + n+l = t l' t = 2 ' s + 2n+l = s 1 and 2 n n+ n n n+ 

s = n were established . 
n 

Previous work with this group had included flow diagrams, and so 

flow diagrams were produced to generate the sequences of triangle 

and square numbers . Using these flow diagrams, computer programs to 

list the sequences were written (as a class ) and subsequently run on 

the computer . 

The third group of pupils with whom I have used the number 

patterns program was in the first year of the Advanced level 

mathematics course, for introducing basic ideas on induction, and 

iteration. The pupils were shown each demonstration in turn and asked 

to generalise the results . It was agreed that the relations, although 

being demonstrated for specific values of n , had not been proved, 

so the class set about this task. Taking s = n2 as a definition, 
n 

sn+l = sn + (2n+l) was proved using elementary algebra. 

Considering t = 1 + 2 + 3 + ••. • + n gave the opportunity to 
n 

and 

introduce the ~ notation . With this definition of t n , the relation 
" tn+l - tn + (n+l ) was proved, since ;£ i + (n+l) 
~ ::: I 

0+ ' 

= ~ i. 
i.:.\ 

Proof by induction was developed more formally when the identity ., 
~i = n(n+l )/2 was considered (see figure 2.16 for the demon-
i.~\ 

stration) . Demonstrations b and c for the square numbers gave 
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~ n-'" 
.~ (2i-l) • n 2 and ~ i + ;:£ i • n', which were shown to be 
I. So I i. So f ~ .. I 

identical, and so the first was chosen for proof by induction. 

Returning to the sequences for t" and s" , ways of defining 

these and sequences in general were considersd, firstly by giving the 
n(n + 1) 2 general term, t " z 2 ' s " . n , seccndly using an iterative 

definition. For the triangle and square numbers this involved 

() n(n + 1) 
eliminating n from t".. ~ t" + n+l and t" • 2 to give 

t ". , D i(2t" + 1 +j8t" + 1), and eliminating n from sn _ n2 and 

s" .. , • B" + (2n+l) to give SM' • S" + 2 fin + l. 

As all the pupils in the group vere familiar with BASIC , a short 

program was produced which generated the sequence iteratively: 

10 LET u = 1 
20 PRINT u 
30 LET u = (2*u + 1 + SQR( 8*u + 1))/2 
40 001'0 20 

This generates the triangle numbers . Replacing line 30 with 

LET u - u + 2*SQRu + 1 generates the square numbers. 

To enforce the idea of iteration, a standard exercise was taken 

from an ' A' lsvel textbook which involved generating a sequence from 

an iterative definition and then proving the given expression for the 
th n term. Two programs were used, one for generating the sequence 

from the iterative definition, the other from the nth term. An 

example is given in figure 2.42. Subsequent questions needed only to 

change lines 10 and 30. 

Sequence General term 

~ • 1, ~+l • 2~ + l. u n D 2n 
-l. 

Program (a) Sequence generated 

10 LET u • 1 1 
20 PRINT u 3 
30 LET u • 2*u + 1 7 
40 GCTO 20 15 Fig. 2 .42 

31 
63 

Program (b ) 127 

10 LET n • 0 255 

20 LET n - n + 1 511 
30 PRINT :?'tn - 1 1023 

40 GCTO 20 2047 
4095 etc. 
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In discussion with the pupils, most considered that writing 

these programs helped them to understand better the idea of a 

sequence, especially those defined iteratively. 

Conclusion 

Although other means could have been used to teach the topics 

which I have outlined, using the computer in this way provides a 

welcome change from the more traditional methods . The children were 

motivatsd, and some valuable ideas were learned. Producing simple 

computer programs as described helped to reinforce the understanding 

of these ideas . 

The next program was written initially for similar reasons to 

that on number patterns, namely to promote an interest in mathematics 

with the least able pupils who are so often denied the chance to 

investigate mathematics because of the language used in textbooks. 

It resulted, however, in being of use to other groups of pupils . 

2. The Fibonacci Sequence. Program name 'fibonacci' . 

Ths program was saved using SAVE LINE 1, which results in the 

program running immediately following the LOAD command. Initially the 

screen is blank until a key is pressed, which begins the demonstration 

of the Fibonacci Sequence by illustrating rabbits . Fibonacci is said 

to have generated the sequence by considering a pair of rabbits 

(represented by a single rabbit on the screen ) . Rabbits can only 

breed when one month old . (Breeding rabbits are represented in yellow, 

young rabbits in white. ) Each stage (one month ) of the demonstration 

is advanced by pressing and releaSing a key, and consists of the 

following steps (shown here for the 7th month ) . 
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, 
1 , , , 

1 • • ~ , & , 
1 • • ~ , & , , , 
~ + • ~ 

Fig . 2. 43 , , , , , ~ , , , • • e 

Step 1 draws a green horizontel line (to represent grass ) . 

, 
1 , , , 

1 • · .. , , , 
1 • · ~ , , , , , .. • · ~ Fig . 2 . 44 , , , , , , , , , . • e , , , , , 

Step 2 draws the rabbits which were old enough to breed 

the previous month (yellow ) . 
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I 1 

& 
& I 1 • · .. a I & 1 • 

• :3 a I a & I .. . 
• !!. a I a a A & I & :3 • • e a I a Aa A & A & A 

Fig . 2.45 

Step, draws their offspring for the current month (white ) . 

I 1 , , I • .. , a 1 . • ". Fig. 2.46 , a ~ a .. . • ~ , a • , a t a • , • < , 
" 

, a, a, , I ' , , 

Step 4 draws their offspring from the previous month, 

now old enough to breed (yellow) . 
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& 1 , , , 
I · • • , , l I • • :; , , • i. , .. • ~. 

Fig . 2.47 , , , , , . , , , • · .: , A, , " A, , A, , & ~ • 1 :: 

Step 5 prints the sum of white and yellow rabbits for 

the month. 

Following the demonstration for the 6th month, pressing and 

releasing a key results in the option message as shown in 

figure 2.48 

Fig . 2 .48 

The results of pressing the appropriate keys are as follows: 

' r ' repeats the rabbit sequence, fr om the first month. 
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Fi g . 2.49 

'c' continues the sequence. 

Fig. 2 . 50 

' p ' prints the sequence from the first term . 
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Fig. 2.51 

'g' prints the ratio of successive pairs of terms of 

the Fibonacci Sequence. 

Pressing any key will continue the sequences of figures 2.49, 

2. 50 and 2.51 . Pressing the ' x' key will clear the screen and then 

display the options shown in figure 2. 48 . 

Using the program 

I have used this program in similar ways to that on number 

patterns, as a light-hearted way of introducing the Fibonacci 

sequence. With the least able groups , I was only concerned with the 

sequence of numbers and how they could be generated . The more able 

fourth year group again followed up the demonstration by producing 

and running a simple computer program to generate the sequence. The 

pupils were particularly interested in the rate at which the terms 

increased (almost exponentially) and so the sequence was printed 

until the numbers were expressed in standard form. I took this 

opportunity to do some r evision work with the class on standard form 

and rounding off . 

The display shown in figure 2.51 was added to use with an able 

fifth year class who had just completed some work on quadratic 

equations. As a final problem I had asked them to find the length of 

a rectangle whose width was one unit, such that taking away a unit 

square would leave a similar rectangle. The solution gives the 
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golden ratio which was shown, using the program, to be the limit of 

the ratio of successive terms of the Fibonacci Sequence. 

The program provided another example for the sixth form of 

defining a sequence iteratively, where each term is generated from 

the two previous terms. n n 

Proof of the identity Un = A-((l +2 J5 ) - (1 - 2 / 5) ) where 

u, = 1, u~ = 1 and u K .. = U K + u,<_, gave an example of complete 

induction since the proof involves the assumption that the identity 

is true for n ~ k. 

The printout for option ' g ' demonstrates that lim u~ = ~ 
n~OO Un-t 

(the golden ratio ) and may be used to Ulustrate the concept of a 

limi t. 

The final program in this chapter is concerned with the prime 

numbers. It was written as a result of work on prime numbers being 

undertaken with a very able third year class. The pupils had 

produced the sieve of Eratosthenes for numbers up to 200, and such 

questions as 'Is 983 a prime number?' and 'What is the l OOOth prime 

number?' arose. To answer these questions we set about producing a 

computer program to find the prime numbers. Some of the pupils had a 

good knowledge of BASIC and the following program w~s produced . 

10 DIM p( l OOO ) 
20 LEl' m = 1 
30 LEl' p(l ) = 2 
40 LEl' k = 3 
50 PRINT p(m ) 
60 FOR j = 1 TO m 
70 IF INT(k/p(j » *p(j ) = k THEN LEl' k = k + 1: GOTO 60 
80 NEXT j 
90 LEl' m & m + 1 

100 LEl' p(m ) = k 
110 LEl' k = k + 1 
120 GOTO 50 

This prints out the prime numbers in a list. 

I had to translate the flow diagram decision box 'Is k divisible 

by the previous prime numbers?' into BASIC (l ine 70 ) , but the 

remainder of the program was mostly pupils' work. 

It had been noted by one pupil that , in completing the sieve, no 

other numbers were deleted after 13. From this , discussion led to the 

conclusion that if a number, k, had no prime factor which was less 
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than fi, it vould have no factor greater than /k. This led to 

line 65 IF p(j»SQBk THEN GOTO 90 being inserted , vhich decreased 

the number of steps to find each successive prime . 

On the Sinclair Spectrum, the program vas slov to execute, and 

so I produced the program 'prime'. It is simil ar to that above, but 

I have speeded up the execution by using the fact that any prime 

number over 3 is of the form 6n ± 1 (this is easily pr oved using 

simple algebra) and so not all the natural numbers need to be tested . 

Setting up the array p is still very slov and so, after the initial 

execution, · the program vas saved using SAVE LINE 3. This ensures that 

the array p contains the prime numbers on loading the program, by 

running the program from line 3, so avoiding DIM p(lOOO) which would 

set all the members of the array t o zero. 

I find this program a convenient way of storing the prime 

mumbers , which can be output as a list, or as the sieve of 

Eratosthenes . Children enjoy checking their results for the sieve 

against those displ ayed by the computer. 

3. Prime numbers . Program name ' prime' . 

Th I S prograa can 9&ve ny Prlee 
nO.be,. . up 0 he 1000lh. 
Press t.o l,st. he pr,.es. 
Press ror the 5,eve of 
Eratoslhenes . 
press . if you ~Lsh to prlnl 

speca.f1.c pr-see 
Press . to lest pr,aa. 
Press 11 to SlOP . 

Initial display. on loading the program. 

Fig. 2. 52 

The folloving series of figures shovs the results of pressing 

the various keys. 
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;2 
3 
5 
7 
11 
13 
17 
19 
23 
29 
31 
37 
41 
43 
47 
53 
59 
61 
67 
71 
73 
7 

.. ,.rott" 

Fig . 2 . 53 

Pressing 'p' lists the prime numbers up to the lOOOth. 

, 
~ . 
4 
b~ 

Fig . 2.54 

Pressing 'e' results in the sieve of Eratosthenes being 

printed. Prime numbers are printed white on a black background. 

Other numbers are printed in black on white, the background 

being set to BRIGHT 1 for even numbers, BRIGHT 0 for odd numbere 

greater than 1. 

Pressing any key continues the eieve. 
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Fig. 2.55 

Fig. 2. 56 

After 1000 numbers have been printed, the sieve continues as in 

figure 2.57 , with five 4-figure numbers to each line. 

Fig. 2. 57 
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3 .s the 3rd pr1me 
11 is the 5th pr1 •• 
2 .s the 1st pr.Me 
83 is the 23rd pr1Me 
379 . s the 75th pr1Me 
193 as ~h e 44th pri •• 
7919 1 5 the 1000th pr1Me 
6779.s he 872nd pr •• e 

rnpu 
1~4 

Fig. 2. 58 

th Option 'n' - the n prime number is printed when n is 

input. The screen display shown is after input of 3, 5, 1, 23 . 
75. 44 . 1000 and 872 . 154 is about to be input. 

5 .s the 3rd pr •• e 
11 .5 the 5th pr._e 
2 .s the 1 s t pr ••• 
83 is the 23rd pr._. 
379 is the 75th prim e 
193 .s the 44th pr.~e 
79 19 . s the 1000 h pr •• e 
6779 .s the 872nd pr,Ne 
ee? ~S th e 154 h priMe 

00 you .ant ano her ~ ~ ,n. 

Fig . 2. 59 

The screen display after 154 is input. Pressing the 'y' 

key will await input, as in figure 2. 59. pressing the ' n' key 

will return to the initial display of figure 2. 52 . 
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45 is not a praMe. 
3 &S a pri. e. 
79 is a prl. e. 
98 is not a priMe. 
100 is not a priMe . 
-S IS not a pr ..... 
o as not a pri.e. 
7 .4./. s not a prlee. 
13 '1. sa p r.1 • e .. 
1983 a s not a pr •••. 
1987 is a pr •• e. 

Xnpu . '" he nUMber 0 

Fig . 2. 60 

Option 't' - tests whether the number which is input is 

prime or not. Any number up to 79192 may be tested (7919 is the 

1000th prime). The figure above shows the screen display after 

45 , 3, 79, 98, 100, -5, 0, 7.4, 13, 1983 and 1987 have been 

i.nput. 406 is about to be i.nput. 

45 s not a priMe. 
3 i a pri ee . 
79 5 a prl. e . 
98 5 not a p r iM e . 
100 is not a priM e. 
-5 is not a priee. 
e is not a priMe. 
7 .4 is not a priMe. 
13 is a p r-lee. 
1983 as not a pr •• • • 
19B7 is a pr-lee. 
406 is not a prl_e. 

Do you ... 5h lo 
<'/'" 

e 

Fig. 2.61 

nath r ? 

The screen di.splay after 406 has been i.nput. Pressi.ng the 

'y' key will await i.nput as in figure 2 .60, pressi.ng the 'n' key 

will return to the i.n1tial display of figure 2.52 . 
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Chapter Three 

The final program which I have produced for inclusion in this 

study is concerned with loci. The idea of a locus occurs throughout 

many mathematics texts, but I have found that a great deal of time 

is required to investigate the topic in a practical way, to any depth. 

Using the computer to draw the loci lifts the burden of producing 

numerous time-consuming diagrams, and allows the pupils to concentrate 

on the mathematics behind the locus. I use this program to promote 

discussion about loci, how they change when the conditions are changed 

and, where possible, the underlying mathematics. 

There are five main sections in the program, four of which stem 

from the School Mathematics Project '0' level course, the other is 

intended for use at 'A' level. 

Throughout the program pressing a key will execute the next 

stage. So that only one stage is executed at a time, the program 

continues to run only when the key is released. Each locus is drawn by 

(i) drawing any necessary construction lines to find a position of P, 

(ii) erasing those lines and plotting the position of P. This is then 

repeated for the next pOSition of P, until all the positions have been 

plotted. During the drawing of the locus, holding down the 'm' key 

will halt this process at the stage after the construction lines are 

drawn, holding down the 'n'" key will halt the process after these 

lines have been erased. Releasing the key continues the demonstration. 

The scale is adjusted after the required input, to accommodate the 

figures on the screen. When the locus is complete, pressing the 'r' 

key repeats the demonstration, pressing another key returns the 

initial option display to the screen. 

The program name is 'loci'. On pressing RUN, the initial options 

are displayed on the screen (see figure ;.1). As with the 

transformations program, the printing is white on a black background. 

I have, so far, used this program with two groups of pupils, an 

able 4th year set and with a sixth form group. I shall describe the 

way in which I have used it within each section. 

The program listing is given in appendix E. 
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This program demonstrates the 
locus of a point P under ce~tain 
conditions 

P lies on AB where 
~ - A and B are two fixed pOints 
§ - ~ and S li~ on two 

perpendiCUlar lines 
~ - A lies on a cirCle and B is 

fixed 

~ - The ratio of the di~tances 
from a fixed paint and from 
a fixed line is constant 

§ - Relation between angle PAS 
and angle PBA, where Rand B 
are fixed pOints 

Fig. 3.1 

The option is chosen by pressing the appropriate key. 

Option A 

Figure 3.2 shows the screen display when option A is chosen. 

Rand B are fixed paints 

~ _ P moves such that 
AP:BP = m:n 

§ - P moves such 
constant 

that PR 

Fig. 3.2 

+ P6 is 

Pressing and releasing the 'a' key at this stage results in the 

display as in figure 3.3, which requires m to be input. If m is not 

positive then the error message in figure 3.4 is printed. When m has 

been accepted, n, which must also be positive, is input (see fig.3.5). 

After n has been input, the letters m and n are replaced with their 

values, and the message in figure 3.6 is printed. ifhen a key is 

pressed and released the locus is drawn as already explained. 
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LOCUS 0' a point P such ~hat 

AP:SP '" m:n 

where A and S arE fixed 

Input I» 

Locus 0' a point P suCh that 

AP:BP = f.I:i1 

whece A and B ale fixed 

m must be positive, try again 

Locus of a paint P such thdt 

AP:BP = m:n 

where R ~nd Bars fixed 

Inpu t n 

Locus of a point P SUCh that 

RP: BP = 3": 5 

where R .~nd B arR fixed 

Press any key to show the locus 
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Fig. 3.3 
Input of IQ is 

awaited. 

Fig. 3.4 
Error message 

if m is not 

positive. 

Fig. 3.5 
Input of n is 

awaited. 

Fig. 3.6 
The values of m 

and n are 

printed. 



I used this section with the 4th year group in an introductory 

lesson on loci. It had been explained what was meant by a locus and I 

asked what the locus of P was, where P was a constant distance from 

a fixed point. Some pupils suggested a circle immediately, but others 

needed a concrete example, for which I used a 'conker' being whirled 

round on a string. When asked the locus of P, where the distances of P 

from two fixed points, A and B, were equal, there was no response. 

Asking for one position of P produced the answer 'midway between A and 

B'. At this stage, I asked the pupils to draw a diagram with A and B 

marked, and to draw some possible positions of P, after which the 

mediator was suggested. I then demonstrated the locus using the 

computer - this is shown in figures 3.7-3.9. 

A 
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Fig. 3.7 
The 'm' key is 

held down to 

show the first 

position of P. 

Fig. 3.8 

The 'm' key is 

held down to 

show P in an 

intermediate 

position. 



A. J3 Fig. 3.9 
The completed 

locus. 

Following this demonstration the class considered what the locus 

of P would be if the ratio PA:PB was not 1:1. With the ratio 3:5, 
the first suggestion was that the locus would be a line perpendicular 

to AB cutting AB in the ratio 3:5. Another suggestion was that it 

would curve something like a parabola. No-one predicted a Circle, and 

the pupils were surprised when the locus was drawn. Figures 3.10-3.12 

show the demonstration of the locus. 

," .... " . . . . . . 

A 8. 

\ ", 

: ,-/"-,, 
... . ,.~ 

\.;... ...... 
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Fig. 3.10 

An intermediate 

position to 

show that 

PA:PB = 3:5 • 



-

8 B, 

-

,' .... " 
", ", 

",", ..... 

Fig. 3.11 

An intermediate 

posi tion shown 

without the 

cons tructi on 

lines (holding 

down the 'n' 

key). 

Fig. 3.12 

The complete 

locus. 

Further discussion led to the realisation that the line through 

A and B formed a diameter of the circle, and that the centre was to 

the left of A. Pressing a key plots the centre of the circle and draws 

the complete circle (see figure 3.13). 
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B. Fig. 3.13 

Several other ratios were demonstrated to show that a circle was 

p;oduced in each case. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show that when m/n >1 

the circle encloses B. (The computer program automatically adjusts the 

positions of A and B to accommodate the complete figure on the screen.) 

.... 

R 
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." 

Fig. 3.14 

The locus of 

P when 

PA:PB = 3:1. 



.R 

Fig. 3.15 
The complete 

circle has been 

drawn, and its 

centre plotted. 

To conclude this lesson on loci, I asked the pupils what they 

thought the locus of P would be if AP + PB were constant. Nost thought 

that it would be a circle. Demonstration of the locus under this 

condition required the 'b' key to be pressed at the stage shown in 

figure 3.2 - this resulted in figure 3.16. 

LOCUS of a point P such that 

AB: AP+PB .- m: n 

where Rand 6 are fix~d 

Input m 

Fig. 3.16 

The ratio 3:2 was suggested, but this resulted in an error 

mess~saying that n could not be less than m, and so the ratio 

3:4 was chosen (see figure 3.17). 
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LQCUS Qf a point P such th2t 

AB:AP+PB = 3:4 

where A and B are fixed 

Press .';In,=, k.e,:: to ShOhl the lOCuS. 

Fig. 3.17 

Figure 3.18 shows the stage by which most pupils realised that 

the locus was not a circle. 

. . . . 

FI 
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Fig. 3.18 

An intermediate 

stage with 

the 'm' key 

held down • 

Fig. 3.19 

A later stage 

with the 'n' 

key held down. 



.... 

...... 
, 

~'ig. 3.20 

The complete 

locus of P. 

Some other values were chosen for m and n, which showed that the 

ellipse approached a circle as m/n approached 0 and that the ellipse 

became long and thin as m/n approached 1. After discussion, it was 

agreed that m and n could be equal, in which case P is on AB. This was 

confirmed using the computer. Figure 3.21 shows an intermediate stage 

in plotting the locus when PA + PB = AB. 

.................• _ .............. _ .......... : ........................•.... t;'i Fig. 3.21 
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With the sixth form group of pupils, I used this section of the 

program to reinforce the idea of a locus and how to find its cartesian 

equation. I first demonstrated that the locus of P such that PA = PB 

was the mediator of AB (see figure 3.9). I then asked how the equation 

of the mediator of two points could be found. The suggestion from the 

pupils was to find the equation of a line perpendicular to AB through 

the midpoint of AB, which was found for two specified points. I then 

showed that the same equation could be obtained by writing down the 

condition on P, i.e. j(x-x,)'+ (y-y,)' = j(x-x,)'+ (Y-Y2)1, and 

simplifying it. 

The demonstration that the locus of P when PA:PB = 3:5 is a circle 

(see figure 3.13) surprised this group as it had the fourth year pupils. 

The suggestion that the equation could be found by finding the centre 

of the circle and its radius led to the emergence of some useful ideas 

concerning the division of a line in a given ratio, internally and 

externally. Using A as (0,0) and B as (8,0) gave the centre (-4!,0) 
and the radius 7~ units. It was pointed out that we were assuming that 

the locus was a circle without proof. By considering the condition on 

P, i.e. PA:PB = 3:5, gave jx' + y' : j(x-8)' + y' = 3:5, which led 

to the required equation x' + y' + 9x - 36 = O. The pupils recognised 

this as the equation of a circle, and worked through several examples 

using different ratios and different points. I referred to these 

results in a later lesson which dealt with the division of a line 

in a given ratio more formally. 

Option B 

Figure 3.22 shows the display which results from choosing initial 

option B as shown in figure 3.1. 

Locus of a point whiCh lies 
on AB 

R moves on the y-axis 
6 moves on the x-axis Fig. 3.22 

AP:P6 = m:n 

Input III 
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r-------------------------------- - ~--

This section of the program was written as a follow-up to an 

investigation in the School Mathematics Project book G (4th year) 

which asks what the locus is of a man who is standing on a slipping 

ladder which has one end leaning against a wall and the other end on 

the ground. The first suggestion from the class was that the man 

would fall in a straight line, but most pupils thought that the locus 

would be a curve. It was suggested by one pupil that the curve would 

be concave - later questioning revealed that she was thinking of an 

envelope. No-one suggested that the path would be circular. 

As before, I asked the pupils to draw a diagram to illustrate 

the locus by plotting the midpoint of the ladder in various positions. 

All the children were surprised to find that the locus was a quarter 

circle. This investigation was extended to consider a line of fixed 

length moving with one end on each of the axes. To set up the situation 

using the computer, m and n were both input as I (see figure 3.23). 

Locus of a point which lies 
on AB 

R moves on the y-axiS 
B moves on the x-axis 

AP:PB '" 1.:1. 

AB cons t·3n t ,. .. ,. .... El 
AO + OB constant ••••• § 

Fig. 3.23 

I had already input m and n into the computer, and had also 

pressed the 'a' key for option A. This displays the two axes, and 

awaits a key to be pressed to show the locus. By turning down the 

contrast of the television, the screen appeared blank until I was 

ready for the demonstration. 

Figures 3.24-3.26 show the demonstration. 
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I 
I 

.... 

..I. .. . .. 
I 
I 

I 
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Fig 3.24 
The 'm' key is 

held down to 

show AJ3 in the 

first quadrant. 

Fig 3.25 
The 'n' key is 

held down to 

show the locus 

when AB is in 

the second 

quadrant. 

Fig 3.26 
The complete 

locus • 



--------------------------

This demonstration was followed by discussion on how the locus 

changes when the man is higher or lower than the centre of the ladder. 

One pupil suggested that the locus would be an ellipse, which was 

confirmed by computer demonstration using several values of m and n. 

Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show two examples. 

I 
... .1.. 

Fig. 3.27 

PA:PB = 1:2 

Fig. 3.28 

PA:PB = 3:2 

The pupils were interested in these findings, and so we 

considered the locus of P, where P divides AB externally. I introduced 

this by drawing on the blackboard a ladder whose top was leaning over 

a garden wall. Guided discussion led to this being expressed as the 
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ratio of -1:2, when the centre of the ladder was at the top of the 

wall. The pupils were very able 4th year pupils, and so had little 

trouble in'visualising how thw ladder would move although appreCiating 

that, in practice, such motion would be impossible. Figure 3.29 shows 

part of the locus for PA:PB = -1:2, halted so that the relative 

lengths may be discussed. Figure ;.;0 shows a similar stage for 

PA:PB = 5:-2. 

. .. .. 
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Fig. ;.29 

Fig, ;.;0 
: 



Questioning the pupil who had expected a concave curve confirmed 

that she had been thinking of the envelope of an astroid which she had 

met earlier in the S.H.P. course. I asked if the pupils recalled an 

envelope which they had previously drawn similar to the astroid. Some 

remembered drawing the envelope of a parabola by loining points on 

the two axes. The difference between the two envelopes was realised 

(AO + OB is constant in the latter case) and so I asked what they 

thought the locus of P would be under this condition. The general 

opinion was that a curve would be produced. Several ratios were 

demonstrated using the computer, some of which are shown in figures 

....... 

----------------+---~.,-----------

-1l6-

Fig. 3.31 
An intermediate 

stage for 

PA:PB = 1:1, 

with the 'm' 

key held down. 

Fig. 3.32 
An intermediate 

stage for 

PA:PB = 1:1, 

with the 'n' 

key held down. 



I 

." " 

.............. . ............ . 

..... 

..... 

I 
,j '. , ! 

I 
I 
! 

'. 

'. 

'. 
'. 

'. , 
, .. 

.' '. 
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.' 

'. .' " ." .... .. '. ". , 
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Fig. 3.33 
The completed 

locus for 

PA:PB = 1:1. 

Fig. 3.34 
The completed 

locus for 

PA:PB = 1:2. 

Fig. 3.35 
The completed 

locus for 

PA:PB = 3:2. 



, 
"; 
- I , 

! 
; , 
i , 
L-- .---
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{ 

I , 
i _

. -I-

Fig. 3.36 

An intermediate 

stage for 

PA:PB a -1:2. 

Fig. 3.37 

An intermediate 

stage for 

PA:PB ~ 5:-2. 

The computer program will also demonstrate that, when m or n is 

zero, the locus of P lies on an axis. 

Option C 

Figure 3.38 shows the display which results from choosing 

option C (see figure 3.1). Error messages oocur if 1 is neeative or 

r is not positive. Figure 3.39 shows the display when 1=3 and r=l; m 

and n are now required to be input. An e=or message occurs if both 

m and n are zero. Ratios are adjusted so that, if m or n is negative, 

the numerically larger is made positive. If both ID and n are negative 

the ratio is expressed as the equivalent ratio of positive numbers. 
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R ties on a circle, centre C. 
B is a fixed point. 

The ratio of 6C:radius = t:r 

Inpu t t 

A lies on a CirCle, centre c. 
6 is a fixed point 

The ratio of BC:carlius = 3:1 

Loc.IS Df a point whiCh lies 
on AB 

RP:PB = m:n 

Input m 

Fig. 3.38 

Fig. 3.39 

This section was also developed from an investigation in the 

S.M.P. course. A rotating wheel has a piece of elastic attached to its 

rim at point A, the other end of the elastic is fixed at point B. The 

middle of the elastic is marked and the children investigate the locus 

of this midpoint by drawing several positions of the wheel. With the 

4th year group I followed the procedure of the previous lessons, the 

pupils producing a diagram to find the locus, which is a circle, 

followed by the computer produced diagrams to investigate the results 

for different positions of P on AB. Before using the computer I asked 

the class why the locus was a circle, to which one pupil stated that 

the original circle had been enlarged with scale factor t. Most of the 

pupils realised that this was so because the way that they had 

constructed the locus was as they would construct the enlargement. It 

was suggested that if PA:PB = 2:3 then .the scale factor woulb be 2/3, 

but was found to be 3/5. Figures 3.40-3.43 shm., this. 

By holding down the 'm' key for figure 3.41, the drawing of the 

locus was halted to enable the pupils to see that BP:BA = 3:5, giving 

an enlargement, scale factor 3/5. centre of enlargement B. 
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FiB". 3.40 

B is the fixed 

point. 

The circle, 

centre C, 

represents 

the wheel. 

Fig. 3.41 

An intermediate 

stag-e in 

demonstrating 

the locus. 

Fig. 3.42 

The completed 

locus. 



----------------------------------------

Fig. 3.43 

The final 

stage of the 

demonstration 

plots the 

centre of the 

locus, and 

draws the 

circle. 

Generalising this finding produced the result that if AP:PB = 

m:n the circle is enlarged with scale factor n/(m+n). Negative values 

of m and n were discussed (i.e. P lies outside AB) and some values 

were chosen to test whether our result was true in these cases. 

Figure 3.44 shows that m=-l and n=2 gives an enlargement scale factor 2, 

and figure 3.45 shows that m=3 and n=)2 gives an enlargement scale 

factor -2. Both results satisfy n/(m+n) for the scale factor. 
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Fig 3.44 

An intermediate 

stage where 

PA:PB = -1:2. 



.' 

..... . " 

Fig. 3.45 
An intermediate 

stage where 

PA:PB = 3:-2 • 

When.asked if having B inside the circle would affect the result, 

most pupils thought that the locus would still be a circle. The 

computer demonstration confirmed this and also that the scale factor 

for the enlargement was n/(m+n). Figures 3.46-3.49 show various values 

l~hich result in B inside the original circle. 

(

I .......... . . . . . . . . . . . · . · . · . 
B C. 

./ 
/ 

,./" 
-----------_/ 
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l:r = 2:3, 

m:n ;:: 3:4, 
enlargement 

scale factor 



· .... 

//--~\ 

/\c. 
: 

.... .. ' 
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Fig. 3.47 

l:r = 2:3. 

m:n = -2:3, 
enlargement 

scale factor 

3. 

Fig. 3.48 

l:r = 2:3. 

m:n = ;:-1, 
enlargement 

scale factor 

-1/2. 

Fig. 3.49 

l:r = 1:4. 

m:n = 3:-1, 
enlargement 

scale factor 

-1/2 • 



------------------------~ -------~ 

Option D 

When the Id' key is pressed at the stage shown in figure 3.1, 

the following display results. 

l is a fixed tine, A is a fixed 
pOint 

PH is the perpendicular from P 
to the line t 

AP:PN = nl:n 

:Input 1ft 

Fig. 3.50 

The loci which result from the various values of m and n are 

(i) a parabola if m=n, (ii) an ellipse if m<n, (iii) a hyperbola if 

m>n. 

I decided to produce this section of the program to use with the 

6th form group as an introduction to the conic sections. In teaching 

the topic in the past, I have felt that pupils are often unable to 

visualise how the curve changes with different eccentricities. By 

using the computer to show the locus being drawn point by point, the 

relation between the curve and its eccentricity was seen more readily 

than from a text book diagram. 

The first values which I input were m=l and n=l, which led to a 

parabola. Apart from saying that the locus passed midway between the 

fixed point and line, no-one suggested what shape would result. 

Figure 3.51 shows the parabola being plotted, with the 

construction lines clearly showing PA = PN. 

Figure 3.52 shows the completed locus. 
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Fig. 3.51 

Fig. 3.52 

At this stage I introduced the concepts of focus, directrix and 

eccentricity. 

Figure 3.53 shows the locus produced when m:n = 3:5, which gives 

an ellipse. Several values were input to give an eccentricity which 

was less than 1, from which it could be seen that, as m/n approached 0, 

the ellipse approached a circle, and as m/n approached 1 the ellipse 

became longer. The pupils quickly realised that the ellipse has two 

foci and BO it was shown that, by letting m/n ~ 1, a parabola may be 

compared to an ellipse with its second focus at infinity. 
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Fig. 3.53 

A stage in the 

plotting of 

the locus when 

m:n ZI ;:5-

Figures 3.54-3.56 show the locus when m=1 and n=6. The hyperbola 

is drawn in two stages, the pause after the first part has been drawn 

allowing time for discussion. At first the pupils thought that the 

curve was a parabola, but on further consideration they realised that 

the parabola approached two parallel lines, but the hyperbola 

approached two intersecting lines. 

Pressing the 'a' key after the hyperbola has been plotted draws 

the asymptotes as in figure 3.51. 

t 

'. 
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Fig. 3.54 

PA:PN = 1:6. 
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Fig. 3.55 
The seoond 

part of the 

hyperbola. 

Fig. 3.56 
The oomplete 

hyperbola. 

Fig. 3.57 
The asymptotes 

have been 

drawn. 



As before, different values of m and n were input to see how 

these affected the hyperbola. As m ~ n the asymptotes became less 

steep, showing that the hyperbola became nearer to the shape of the 

parabola. As m/n became larger, the asymptotes became steeper. 

Figure ).58 shows the completed hyperbola and its asymptotes 

when m/n = 2. 
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Fig. ).58 

Pressing the 'et key at the stage shown in figure 3.1 produces 

the display of figure ).59. 

A and B a.~ fix~d 
P moves in such a way that 

GlI ••• PB ,0 tat Et san tic lO C I<. W i s ~ 
at th~ same .ate as PR 

~ •.• PS rotates anticlockwise ~t 
twice the .ate of PR 

~ ••• Other relations 

This section was written to be used in conjunction with an 

investigation in the S.M.P. '0' level course which concerns two 

rotating double-ended searchlights at A and B. Different relations 
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between the angles of rotation give various looi for the point of 

intersection of the searchlight beams. The pupils are supplied with 

several oopies of the diagram in figure 3.60, and plot the 

interseotion of the required lines. 

~'ig. 3.60 

I have found from experience that some pupils are confused 

beoause of the number of lines in the diagram. Using the oomputer 

helped to make the situation clearer. 

This section has three options - 'a' where the two searchlights 

rotate at the same rate, 'b' where one searchlight rotates at twice 

the rate of the other, 'c' which allows the user to define the relation 

between the searchlights. 

(a) When the 'a' key is pressed figure 3.61 results, whioh 

requires the initial angle whioh the searchlight through B makes with 

the horizontal to be input. 

Figure 3.62 shows the initial positions of the searchlights when 

60 has been input. Part of the letter B has been erased because of the 

'exclusive or' print command. 
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Rand B are fixed 
P moves in such a way that 

~ •.. PB rotates anticloCkWise 
at the same rate as PR 

~ .•. PB rotates anticlockwise at 
tll.lice: the rate of PA 

~ ••• Otke,- r~lations 

Option ~ - PR is initiat{~ 
horizontal. 

:Input the initial angle, in 
degrees, which PS makes With the 
positive x direction 

/ 
/~ 

/1 
-------~A~---------------o~II~-----

" / 
/ 

/ 

Fig. 3.61 

Fig. 3.62 

At this stage I asked the pupils to draw the line through B in 

red to mark the initial position of this searchlight, and then 

demonstrated the locus on the computer. By using the 'm' key, each 

position was held so that the pupils could plot the points on their 

diagrams and also discuss what was happening. Figure 3.63 shows one 

position of P. 
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As expected from having previously taught this topic, a number 

of pupils were unsure how to continue from where the line through B 

was horizontal. I had halted the locus plotting at this position so 

that the pupils could discuss how they thought the locus would 

continue. Some thought that the locus would be symmetrical about AB, 

'like a figure 6', but on showing the next position (see figure 3.64) 
the pupils were able to complete the circle (see figure 3.65). 
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Fig. 3.64 
The next 

position 

plotted after 

PB becomes 

horizontal. 



.I Fig. 3.65 
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l The final 

/ positions of 
/ the lines are 

/ , 
8/ 

as the initial 

-n / 
positions. 
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Having found that the locus was a circle, I pressed the 'r' key, 

which repeated the demonstration. From figure 3.63, the pupils were 

able to see that, because the angle subtended from AB was 60°, the 

locus from B to A was an arc of a circle. From figures 3.63 and 3.64, 
o where angle APB c 120 , the circle is completed because opposite 

angles of a cyclic quadrilateral are supplementary. 

Figure 3.66 shows an intermediate stage of drawing the locus 

when the initial angle which PB makes with the horizontal is 1200
• 

Fig. 3.66 
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(b) Pressing the 'b' key results in the locus where PB rotates 

at twice the angle of PA. Initially A and B are plotted with both 

searchlight beams horizontal. 

I used this demonstration in a similar way to that outlined 

above, advancing in steps to enable the pupils to mark the positions 

of P on their diagrams. Figures 3.67 and 3.68 show intermediate stages, 

clearly indicating that the locus is a circle centre B, radius AB. 

This was easily proved by joining A through B - if angle PAB = kO, 

then the exterior angle PBA = 2ko, making the triangle PBA isosceles, 

and PB = AB. 

Fig. 3.68 
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(0) Pressing the '0' key results in the message displayed in 

figure 3.69. Printed at the bottom of the soreen is j = "L", whioh 

indioates that a string is required to be input. The string is 

evaluated in the program to find j, the angle whioh PE makes with AB. 

A and B are fixed 
P moves in such a way that 

~ ••• PB rotates anticloc~wise 
at the same rate as PR 

~ ••• PB rotates anticlockwise at 
twica th~ rate Of PR 

S ... Other relations 

Option ~ - PR is initially 
hori<.:onta I,. 

PA rotates aflticloc~wise to mdke 
angle. ~ degi-:e:es (JJi. th the: 
positive K direction~ 
Input the ~e.tati()n het:.;;ee.n. the. 
angle J) WhiCh PS makes with the 
positive.'( di.-ection, and I; 

Fig. 3.69 

Sinoe a oirole oould be predioted for options 'a' and 'b' above 

the oiroles were drawn to fill the soreen vertioally, with the positions 

of A and B adjusted aooordingly. Beoause the loous in this seotion 

oannot be predioted, A and B have been plotted 30 pixels apart, in the 

oentre of the soreen. This was found to be suitable for the relations 

which were oonsidered. Unlike the previous two looi, the plotting is 

in a oontinuous loop. Holding down the 'm' key halts the prooess with 

the two lines drawn, the 'n' key halts the prooess without the lines. 

Pressing the 'x' key will exit from,the loop and return to the initial 

option display. 
The S.M.P. text suggests other relations whioh may be oonsidered 

but many pupils find these diffioult to plot. The remainder of the 

looi whioh I shall illustrate were therefore shown on the oomputer 

without the pupils reproduoing them. 

The first relation whioh was oonsidered was j = 120 - k (see 

figures 3.70-3.73). I halted this loous at the stage shown in figure 

3.70 to ask the olass what happens to the ourve. Most oould see that 

the ourve approached a straight line, and this was a way of 

introduoing the idea of an asymptote whioh they oould easily 
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understand (although I did not use the word 'asymptote'). Figure 3.71 

shows that the curve continues from the other direction of the 

asymptote. At the stage shown in figure 3.72, the pupils predicted 

that the locus would meet the first point plotted. Figure 3.73 shows 

the completed locus by holding down the 'n' key. Pressing the 'x' key 

at this stage returns to the initial option display. 
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I .I 

/.' / 
/

' , / 
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I f / 
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/ / 
/1 

J/ 
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Fig. 3.72 

Fig. 3.73 

The completed 

locus is a 

rectangular 

hyperbola. 

The pupils were keen to try various other relations, some of 

which are shown below. Figure 3.74 shows another rectangular hyperbola 

from the relation j = 90 - k. It can be demonstrated that any relation 

of the form j = -& - k will result in a rectangular hyperbola, unless 

~ = 180 when the mediator of AB is produced (see figure 3.75). 
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Fig. 3.74 

The ccmplete 

locus for the 

relation 

j = 90 - k, 

shm~ing the 

final pcsi tion 

of the 

searchlights. 

Fig. 3.75 

An intermediate 

stage in 

plotting the 

locus for 

the relation 

j = 180 - k. 

Fig. 3.76 

A stage in the 

plotting of 

the relation 

j = 3k 
(input as 3*k). 



.... ". 
'. 

6 
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Fig. 3.77 
A further 

stage in 

plotting the 

relation 

j = 3k. 

Fig. 3.78 

The relation 

j = 3k, 
showing the 

searchlights 

returned to 

their initial 

positions. 

Fig. 3.79 

An intermediate 

stage of the 

locus when 

j= 120 + 2k. 



:.A····B. 
. .... ,} 

......... 

Fig. 3.80 

The completed 

locus for the 

relation 

j = 120 + 2k. 

Fig. 3.81 

A stage in 

plotting the 

relation 

j = 120 - 2k. 

I halted the demonstration as in figure 3.81 to ask the pupils 

how they thought that it would continue. Most thought that the branch 

about to be drawn would pass through B, but this curve had three 

asymptotes, as can be seen from figure 3.82. 
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Fig. 3.82 

The oompleted 

loous for the 

relation 

j = 120 - 2k. 

Fig. 3.83 

The oompleted 

loous for the 

relation 

j = 4k. 

I found that the idea of a loous as the path whioh a point 

traoes out when moving under oertain conditions was more easily 

understood by the pupils when demonstrated using the oomputer, than 

by methods whioh involve only drawing. The demonstrations promoted 

disoussion among the pupils and an interest in investigating how 

different oonditions ohanged the loous. They were keen to experiment 

and to try to prediot the outoomes. 

Although I do not expeot many pupils to remember whioh looi 

resulted from the different oonditions, the series of lessons was 
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valuable in showing the pupils that mathematics is not just learning 

facts and techniques. In addition, as has been shown, other aspects 

of mathematics were reinforced by considering why certain loci were 

produced. 

At the sixth form level, demonstrating the locus of P 

dynamically helped the pupils to understand the technique of finding 

the cartesian equation by writing down the condition which P must 

satisfy. ~lhen teaching the conic sections in a later lesson, I felt 

that a greater insight had been achieved by investigating the curves 

using the computer. 
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Appendix A - The listing for the program 'transforms'. 
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I 

!is 
I 

1 BORDER 121: PAPER 121: INK 7: C 
LS : POKE 23659,O: PRINT RT22,e 
;"Demonstration? YJn": POKE 236 
59,2 

2 IF" INKEY$="n" THEN LET d$=" 
n": GO TO 5 

:3 IF" INKEY$ (>"y" THEN GO TO 2 
4. LET d$="Y" 
5 IF" INKEY!:; { } .... THEN GO TO 5 

6 CLS : RESTORE : O~)ER ., 
7 LET lbn>l =-:1: LET I~X:< =:1: LET 

mny=-1: LET mx~=:l 

1121 DEF FN flx)=IX+DX)*SS+S 
11 DEF FN 9(Y)~(Y+OY)*SS+5 

12 POKE 23659,121: PRINT AT 22,0 
; "Choose range? y/n ": POKE 2365 
9 2 

, 13 IF INKEY$="Y" TtlEN GO SL'B 2 
8121: GO TO 16 

3 
14. IF INKEY$ (> "n" THEN GO TO 1 

15 IF INKEY$o···· THEN GO T0:15 
16 LET minx=rfIn:<: LET 1?J3X:~~l!l:'D:: 

LET minv=mn-y: LEl :i:3X~=!-~X~ 

16 LET ss =121: LET ff=0: LET 99= 
0: LET hh=0: LET i i =12.1: GO SLIB 3D 
iZI 

1 - Sets the screen background to black and writing to white. 
C15 clears the screen. POKE 23659.0 enables printing on the 
bottom two lines of the screen (normally used only for the 
input messages). POKE 23659.2 returns to normal. 

2 - Sets d,8 to "y" or "n" depending on which key is pressed. 
3 - The INKEY$ control is used so that this operation is carried 

out by pressing one key only. No other key will produce an 
exit from the 2-3-2 loop. 

5 - The program continues only when the key is released. 

6 - RESTORES DATA statement for the preset object: OVER 0 is the 
normal printing mode. 

7 - Sets minimum values of the axis scales to -1 (mnx and mny). 
maximum values (mxx and mxy) of the axis scales to 1. 

10 - FN f and FN g are used for the PLOT command. ss = the number of 
pixels per unit of the axes. ox, oy translate the origin from 
(5.5) on the screen. 

12 - Option message to choose the ranges of x and y. 

Pressing the 'y' key results in the execution of the sub
routine 280 to input minimum and maximum values of x and y 
(mnx, mny, mxx, mxy). The 'n' key is the only other key which 
allows the continuation of the program. 

15 - The program only continues when the key is released. 
16 - The values of minx, maxx. miny and maxy will change during the 

execution of the program. This line is so that the original 
values are not lost. 

18 - ss = number of pixels per unit, ff = number of images on the 
screen, gg = number of invariant lines of the form y=mx+c on 
the screen, hh = number of centres of enlargement/rotation, 
ii = the number of lines of the form =c: SUB 300 draws axes. 



, 
..... 
""" V1 , 

20 REM Input th~ coordjnates 0 
f the obJec t 

22 POKE 23659,O: PRINT AT 22,0 
;"preset ob.Ject? ~ ... !'n "; POKE 236 
59 ... 2 

23 IF INKEY$="~" Tf;EN READ C $, 
n: LET "'$="Y": GO TO 30 

3 
24- IF INKEY$<>"n" THEN GO TO 2 

25 IF INKE'I' $ < >"" THEN GO TO 2S 
26 LET I'$="n" 
27 INPUT "Closed curve - 1.:J .... ·n " 

,= C$: IF C$<>"Y" AND c$<>"n" THEN 
GO TO 27 

28 INPUT "How many pOints? I 

n 
30 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 30 
31 DIM m{~O); DIM C(~0l: DIN k 

(10): DIM U(10): DIM z(10): DIM 
a(n): DIM bIn): DIM v{10,n+l.J: D 
IN w(10,n+l.): DIM Xfn~1J: DIM YI 
n~1): DIM tIn): DIM sfn): DIM e( 
n+1): DIM 'In+1): DIM p!n+1): OX 
M q fn+.1) 

35 IF r$="Y" THEN GC SU6 950: 
GO TO 4-2 

40 FOR J=1 TO n: INPUT "X coo ... 
d? ";x(J);" Y coord? ";lJ{J): N 
EXT J 

22 - Option message to choose the preset object, or not. 
'y' is pressed if the preset object is required. The DATA 
statement is on line 970. cf; = "y" to indicate that the shape 
is closed. n = the number of vertices of the Object. 

Only 'y' or 'n' keys continue the execution of the program. 
25 - The program only continues when the key is released. 
26 - rf; = the response (y or n) to the question 'Preset object?' 
27 - Requires "y" or "n" to be input in response to the message 

'Closed curve - y/n'. 
n = the number of vertices of the object. 

30 - Program only continues when a key is released. 
31 - Sets up arrays to store the images displayed on the screen 

(maximum 10). m = gradients of invariant lines, c = their y
intercepts. k = values of the x=k invariant lines. (u,z) = the 
centres of enlargement/rotation. a,b are used to compute and 
draw the sides of the images. (v,w) = coordinates of the 
various images. (x,y) = coordinates of the object of the 
current transformation. s,t are the vecto~ components of the 
sides of the object. e,f store the final image of the current 
transformation. p,q - various uses. 

35 - SUB 950 inputs the DATA for the preset object. 

40 - Inputs the coordinates for the object, if the preset object 
is not required 



4-a-FOR j=:l-TO n 
4-5 IF xCj) >maxx THEN LET maxx= 

INT x (J) + (INT x (j) <) X (J) ): LET t 
t=l. 

4-6 IF X (j) <m i nx THEN LET JlI i nx = 
INT x(J): LET tt=l 

4-7 IF y(j) <miny THEN LET miny= 
:nrr \lIJ); LE. \\=l. 

46 IF ~(J»maxy THEN LET maxy= 
INT y ( J) + (INT Y (j) < > y I j) ): LET t 
t=l 

4-9 NEXT J 
50 IF tt=l. THEN GO SUB 300 
55 LET xCn+1)=x!1): LET yln+1) 

=y ( l.) 
60 FOR J=l. TO n: LET sljJ=x(j+ 

l.)-x(,i): LET tIJ)=\lIJ+1)-\llj): N 
EXT .. i 

75 GO SUS 523: GO SUB 730 
90 POKE 23659,0: PRINT AT 22,0 

;"l:lot,J .-efij .. grans, 8ril, sJi)ear~ 
§t~etch '0: PQKE :23659~2 

95 LET g$= .... 
100 IF INKEY$="r" ,HEN GO sua :!. 

000: GO TO 220 
l.l.0 IF INKEY$="f" THEN GO SUS 2 

000: GO TO 220 
120 IF INI\EY$=" t" THEN GO SUB "::-

000: GO TO 220 
l.30 IF INKEY$="e" THEN GO SL'S 4-

000: GO TO 220 
l.4-0 IF INKEY$='"h" THEN GO SUB 5 

000: GO TO 220 
l.4-5 IF INKEY$="s" THEN GO SUB 7 

000: GO TO 220 
150 GO TO :l00 

5 

220 IF INKEY$= .. •· THEN GO TO 220 
225 IF INKEY $ < > ... , THEN GO TO 22 

42 - 49 Each point is tested to see if it lies within the existing 
ranges of x and y. If not, the range is extended to include 
(xj'Yj). (The range is extended to include the next integer.) 

If the range has been extended, the flag tt is set to 1 (it was 
initially set to O~ in SUB 300). 

50 - SUB 300 redraws the axes, if necessary. 
55 - 60 s and t are the components of the vectors which form the 

sides of the object. 

75 - SUB 523 draws the object, SUB 730 stores the object in memory. 

90 - 150 Jumps to~the transformation subroutine corresponding to the 
key which is pressed: r - rotation, f - reflection, 
t - translation, e - enlargement, h - shear, s - stretch. 

No other key will produce a response. 

220 - 225 On return from the transformation subroutine, a key needs 
to be pressed and released to continue execution. 



230 POKE 23659,O; PRINT AT 22,0 
; "!:.'Iep, ~up " sjja (' t, mlew, liio l, r:1.>: e 
s~~revious j~aga·~: POKE 23659,2 

235 IF INKEY$="a" THEN LET 9$=" 
a"; GO SLlB 280: GO SlIB 8513: GO S 
UB 300; GO SUB 530: GO SUB ('et: 
GO TO 220 

24.0 IF INKEY$="(''' THEN LET 9$=" _ 
(,"; CLS : GO SUB 490; GO SLIB 5313 -

GO SUB ('et; GO TO 220 

250 IF INl<.EY$="s" THEN LET 9$=" 
S": GO sua ('et, GO SUB 730; GO S 
UB 910: GO TO 90 

255 IF INKEY$::"P" TH'EN LET 9$=u 
p": GO SUS rat; GO SUB 775: GO T 
o 90 

260 IF INKEY$="t" THEN LET 9$=" 
t": OVER 0: GO SUB 800; CLS GO 

SUB 3013: GO TO 42 

21::.5 IF INKEY$=" ," THEN LET 9$=" 
f": GO SUB ret: GO SUB 7313: GO T 
o 913 

270 IF INKEY$-()"n" THEN GO TO :2 
35 

275 IF INKEY $ < >"" THEN GO TO 2:7 
5 

276 GO TO 1 

230 - Prints the message listing the options as explained in the notes 
on the program. 

235 - 'a' response allows the axes scales to be changed (SUB 280). 
SUB 850 tests if all the images and lines on display are within 
the new ranges, increasing the range if necessary. SUB 300 draws 
new axes. SUB 530 draws all images, lines, centres of enlargement 
or rotation, on the new axes. SUB ret returns and repeats the 
previous transformation. 

240 - 'r' response repeats the transformation. CLS clears the screen. 
SUB 490 draws the axes. SUB 530 and SUB ret as above. The value 
of ret is the current transformation subroutine address. 
(See note below".) 

250 - 's' response sets the original object as the object for the 
next transformation. SUB 730 stores the current image in the 
memory. SUB 910 recalls the original object. 

255 - 'p' response sets the previous object as the current objeot 
(SUB 775). 

260 - 't' exeoutes the program starting with the display of the 
original object, on the original soales (unless they have been 
altered by response 'a' above). 
SUB 800 recalls the original object. 

265 - 'f' response sets the current image as the object for the next 
transformation. 

270 - 276 If none of the other keys have been pressed, only 'n' will 
produce a response. 
'n' response reruns the program from the beginning. 

"Repeating the transformation requires erasing the current image. Doing this using the OVER 1 command 
resulted in erasing parts of the axes, etc. on occasions. I therefore decided to achieve the desired 
effect by clearing the screen and redrawing the display as it was prior to the transformation. 



I .... 
t; 
I 

280 IF INKEY$ { >""' THEN GO TO 28 ., 
282 INPUT "min .>~.? ";mnx.:" Ji:=~: ~: 

? .. i mxx 
285 INPUT "min y? ";"'ny;" llla:~ ',J 

? •• "mXY 
'290 RETURN 
300 REM axes and scates 
301 LET tt"c: 
305 CLS 
310 IF maxx(0 THEN GO TO 370 
320 IF minxc0 THEN GO TO 360 
330 LET sx=INT (260/!ilaxx.!: LET 

minx=0: LET ox=0 
34.0 GO TO 4.00 
350 LET $ox=INT (250/ (,"axx-ID';nx) 

): LET ox=-minx 
36121 GO TO 400 
370 LET s:..-<=I:·rT t-2SC.··L).\nx). ~ LET 
maXX=0: LET OX=-ffiinx 
400 IF maxy<0 THEN GO TO 460 
410 IF minyc0 THEN GO TO 440 
4.20 LET $oy=INT (170/maxy.l: LET 

miny=0: LET oy=0 
430 GO TO 4-70 
440 LET sy=INT 1170/0i,axy-m.iny.l 

): LET oy =-IDi ny 
4.50 GO TO 470 
4.60 LET $oy=INT (-170/minyJ: LET 
maxy=0: LET oy=-miny 
470 IF .s.X)sy THEN LET SS=:Sl:) 
4.80 IF .s x < =.5 ~ THEN LET ss ::;oSX 
4-90 PLOT ox*$os+S,0: ORAl..! 121,:175 
500 PLOT 0,0',1*55+5: DRAW 255,O 
510 FOR j=0 TO maxx-minx: PLOT 

5+j*55,C'Y*5$o+4: NEXT .j 
52121 FOR j=e TO maxY-ffiiny: PLOT 

oX*$o$o+4,5+j*ss: NEXT j 
522 RETURN 
523 REM Draw object 
524. PLOT FN f Oc (1)) ,FN 9 i',J (:1)) 
525 FOR ~=1 TO n-IC$="n".I: DRAU 
s C~) -rss,t Cf.) *5S: NEXT" 
526 PLOT FN fix (1)) ,FN 91Y(1)) 
528 RETURN 

280 - 290 Subroutine to change the ranges of the scales. 

300 - 522 Subroutine to compute the scales and axes. 

310 - 370 If both minx and maxx are less than 0, maxx is set 
to O. If both minx and maxx are more than 0, minx is set 
to O. The range of x is maxx-minx. sx gives the number of 
pixels per unit necessary on the x-axis. 
ox is the horizontal translation from minx to the y-axis. 

400 - 460 As above but for the y range. 

470 - 480 ss is set to the smaller of sx and sy. 
490 - 500 Draws the axes. 

510 - Marks the scale on the x-axis. 

520 - Marks the scale on the y-axis. 

522 - End of the subroutine. 
523 - 528 Subroutine to draw the object. 

cp = "n" indicates that the shape is not closed, and so the 
first and last vertices are not joined. 



530 OVER 0: REM Radraw scraan 530 -
535 FOR 9=~ TO ff 

620 Subroutine to redraw all the images, lines, etc. on display. 
535 - 590 Draws all the previous images. 

54-121 PLOT FN f (V (9, ~U ) ,FN 9 (t« (9, 
~ 1 ) 
550 FOR k=~ TO n 
560 LET a(r.,.J={v{9,h+.l.J-V(9,*' . .l.J* 

ss: LET b(r.j=(W(g,/i.+l)-u>(9,t.l);~. 

565 DRRW aC/i.) ,bCll 
570 NEXT t. 
59101 NEXT 9 
500 FOR k =:1. TO hh: PLOT FN f (v ( 

"') ) ,FN 9 (Z (k) ): NEXT k 
510 FOR ~=l TO 99: GO SUB 530: 

NEXT I"-
515 FOR 1=1 TO .z: PLOT FN f (K( 
1~~60~E¥B~~ 121,175: N~XT k 

630 LET towx=minx 
54-0 LET ly=mlk)*tO\,'x+cikl 
550 IF ty>maxy OR ly<miny THEN 

LET lowx=lowx+l: GO TO 54121 
550 LET hix=maxx 
570 LET hy=m (,,:. *hix+c (1;.) 
580 IF hy>maxy OR hy<miny THEN 

LET hix=hiX-l: GO TO 57121 
690 PLOT FN f ( l()!~x) ,FN 9 (ly) [.} 

RAW (hix-lO\~X) *55, (hy-lyl *55 
700 RETURN 

540 - Plots the first vertex of the image. 
550 - 570 Draws the edges of the image. 

600 - Plots all previous centres of enlargement/rotation. 

610 - Draws all previous invariant lines of the form y=mx+c 
(see SUB 630). 

615 - Draws all previous lines of the form x=k. 
620 - End of the subroutine. 

630 - 700 Subroutine to draw lines of the form y = mx + c. 
630 - 650 Finds the lowest value of x (lowx) such that mx + c lies 

within the range of y by setting lowx:minx and increasing 
lowx by 1 until the value of m*lowx+c lies between miny and 
maxy. 

660 - 680 Finds the highest value of x (hix) so that the value of 
m*hix + c, hiy, lies between miny and maxy. 

690 - Draws the line from x = lowx to x = hix. 

700 - End of the subroutine. 



730 LET ff=ff+:1 
735 FOR K=~ TO n 
740 LET vlff,kJ=x(k) LET W(ff, 

~) =y (l\) 
750 NEXT I: 
760 LET V { f f '" n +1.) =y ~ f f." :1} ~ LET 

v! (ff ,n+~) =\~ (ff ,1) 
770 RETURN 
775 LET ff=ff+l 
775 FOR k =~ TO n: LET V If f., k) =e 

(K): LET \., ( f f , k) = f (k): NEXT l( 
777 LET v(ff.,n+l)=v(fi,~): LET 

w ( f f J n + 1.) =W ( f f J ~) 
778 RETURN 
780 LET 99=99+:1.: LET m(99)=m: L 

ET cIgg)=c: RETURN 
790 LET hh=hh+l.: LET ulhh)=x: L 

ET Z(hh).;;;y; R,f::;TURN 

800 FOR I:=~ TO n 
8:1.0 LET X(l;.)=VI~,K) LET ~{JO="" 

( 1 , K ) 
8~5 NEXT 1\ 
820 LET ff=0: LET 99=0: LET hh= 

0: LET ii=0 
830 LET minx=mnx: LET maxx=mxx: 
LET miny=mn~: LET maXy=mxy 
840 RETURN 

730 - 770 Subroutine which sets the next members of arrays v and w 
with the x and y~coordinates respectively of the current 
object. 

775 - 778 Subroutine which sets the next members of arrays v and w 
with the x and y coordinates of the current image. (These are 
stored in arrays e and f when the subroutine is called.) 

780 - Subroutine to store the gradient and the y-intercept of the 
current invariant line of the form y=mx+c in arrays m and c. 

790 - Subroutine to store the coordinates of the current centre of 
enlargement/rotation in arrays u and z. 

800 - 840 Subroutine to reset the program with the original object. 

800 - 815 Sets the object for the next transformation as the 
original object (stored in v(1,1 to n) and w(1,1 to n». 

820 - Resets the parameters for drawing the display. 

830 - Resets the scales to the original values or those which 
were input following the 'a' response in line 230. 



t. 
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650 LET minX=mnx: LET ma~x=m:(x: 
LET !:~inY'::.';.i:·:n:J. LET ma>::.t=mxs,; 
85~ FOR k=~ TO ff 
655 FOR J:1 TO n. LET PP~VlK~JI 

: GO sue 670: LET qq=wlk.J) GO 
SLIB 885: NEXT ,i 

855 NEXT k 
850 FOR ~=:I. TO hh: LET pp=uIX): 
GO SUB 870: LET qq=ztK): GO SUB 
3S5 ~ NE>-'''T i\. 
663 FOR k=:I. 
GO SUB 865: 
866 FOR k=:I. 
GO SUB 870: 
856 RETURN 

TO 99: 
NEXT k 
TO ii: 
NEXT k 

LET qq=CIK) 

LET PP=k (kl 

870 IF pp >fhaxx THEN LET ma:,-::~ =IN 
T PP+(INT PP<,PPJ: LET tt=l. 

875 IF pp<minx THEN LET minX=IN 
T PP: LET tt=l 

8e., FfE,URN 
885 IF qq<miny THEN LET min~=IN 

T qq: LET tt=:l 
690 IF qq>maxy THEN LET max!,!=IN 

T qq+(INT qq<>qq) LET tt=l 
695 RETURN 
900 LET ii='1+1: LET klii)=C: R 

ETURN 
910 LET X(1)=v(l.,l.): LET Y(l.)=~ 

(1,1) 
9:1.5 FOR k=1 TO n 
920 LET xlk+1)=v(1,k+l) 
9:30 LET Y III +:1.) =lJ! (:I.,;;' +:1.) 
935 LET s(k)=x(k+l.)-xlk): LET t 

tU =!:1 (1:+1) -!:I (1\) 
940 NEXT k 
945 RETL'RN 

850 - 868 Subroutine to change the ranges of the axes, i.e. the values 
of mnx, mxx, mny and mxy 

854 - 856 Tests all the images on the screen to ensure that the 
ranges are increased to include them on the new scales. 

860 - Tests centres of enlargement/rotation, as above. 

863 - Tests the y-intercepts of the invariant lines of the 
form y = mx + c, as above. 

866 - Tests values of k for invariant lines of the form x = k, 
as above. 

870 - 880 Subroutine to increase the range of x to include pp from 
subroutine 850 • 
tt is set to 1 if the range has been increased. 

885 - 895 Subroutine to increase the range of y to include qq from 
subroutine 850. 
tt is set to 1 if the range has been increased. 

900 - Subroutine to store the current value of c in array k, for the 
invariant lines of the form x = c. 

910 - 945 Subroutine to set the object for the next transformation as 
the original object. It differs from subroutine 800 in that all 
images on the screen are net erased. This subroutine is called 
when the 'superimpose' option is chosen in line 230. 
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9se REM Pr~ se t. 0 bjCl et. C'RTA give 
s the nUnlbe.- Of pOints followed 
bY the coordinates 

960 FOR k=l TO n: READ x(k): RE 
AD Y (R.l: NEXT I; 

970 C·:::iTA ":4" ,"3J 6J' -3~3 .. -1.~4 .. :l. 
980 RETURN 

10@0 ~F INKEY$c>···· THEN GO TO 10 
00: REM Rotation about Ix,!}) ,ang 
lea 
:1.03,0 LET l'et=1000, IF 9$="'-" THE 
N GO TO 1220 
::'015 IF 9$="P" THEN GO TO 3.510 
1020 IF 9$="f" OR 9$="S" THEN GO 

TO ::'450 
1025 IF 9$="01" THEN GO TO :1.070 

:1.030 INPUT "Angle 0 f rot .• in deg 
re:e:s? ";a 
1.04-0 INPUT "l{ eool'd 0 f centre. 0 f 

rot'? ".;x 
:1.050 INPUT "y eool'd of centre. of 

rot'? ";':1 
1060 GO SUB 7900 
:1.070 IF 01<>0 THEN GO TO :1.140 

1080 IF xcminx THEN LET min;c=INT 
X: LET tt=l 

1090 IF x>lllaxx THEN LET maxx=-:INT 
x+(INT x<>xl: LET tt=l 

110@ IF ~ {t'llin!:i THEN L.ET it\il"'t~=INT 
y: LET tt=l 

:1.110 :IF y>maxy THEN LET maxl,/-=:INT 
y + (INT Y { >'J.l; LET t t =:1. 

1120 IF tt=:I. THEN GO SUB 300: GO 
SUB 530 

1130 PLOT FN f (x) ,FN 9 HO 
1:1.35 RETURN 

950 - 980 Subroutine to set the transformation object to the 
preset Object. 

970 - "y" indicates that the preset object is closed. The 
number of vertices is 3. Coordinates (6,-3),(3,-1),(4,1). 

1000 - 1700 Rotation subroutine. The subroutine is not executed 
until the key is released. 
ret is the line number for the start of the subroutine. 
~ = "r" indicates that the subroutine has been called by the 
'repeat' option of line 230, "p" by the 'previous image' option, 
"f" by the 'follow' option, "s" by the 'superimpose' option, 
"a" by the 'axes' option. 
The subroutine continues at the appropriate line number, 
depending on the value of ~. 

1030 - Input the angle of rotation. 

1040 - Input the x coordinate of the centre of rotation. 

1050 - Input the y coordinate of the centre of rotation. 
1060 - SUB 790 stores these coordinates. 

1080 - 1135 This section is only executed if the angle of 
rotation is 0, i.e. the transformation is the identity. 
1080 - 1110 Tests x and y, the centre of rotation 

coordinates, for inclusion in the ranges of the axes. 
tt = 1 if the ranges have been increased. 

1120 - If tt = 1 then SUB 300 clears the screen and redraws 
the axes, SUB 530 redraws the screen display. 

1130 - Plots the centre of rotation. 
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2140 FOR K=l TO n 
:1150 LET radiUS=SQR (A6S IX-X(~) 
)~2+ABS (y-Y{K»~2) 
1160 IF Ix-,-acliUSl <minx THEN LET 

minx=INT (x-radius): LET .tt=:!.. 
1170 IF (x+radius) >maxx THEN LET 

maxx=INT (x+radiuS) +IINT IXi-r·ad 
ius)<><x+radius»): LET tt=:l. 
:1.180 IF (y-.-adiLI",.) <lllirlY THEN LET 

miny=INT Iy-radi US): LET t t=l. 
1190 IF Iy+radius) >maxy THEN LET 

maxy=INT 1\I+radiLts) +tINT I;J+,-ad 
ius)<>(y+r.adiLtsJ); LET tt:::.!. 
1200 NE.X. l\ 
:1220 IF tt=1 THEN GO SUB 300: GO 

SUB 530 
1220 IF 01=0 THEN RETURN 

2225 PLOT FN f DO ,FN 9 {,~}: LET d 
=PI/2SeI 
2230 LET b=3-S,*,INT (.3:/5) 
1240 IF a>0 THEN LET bb=5 
2250 IF a<0 THEN LET bb=-5: LET 
b=b-5 
1255 IF b=0 THEN LET b=5 
1260 LET ,,=SIN (blfdl: LET c=COS 
(t;.;r.d) 
1270 LET e =X Cl..) .. c -y Cl..) "S +x ~ ! 1. -c) 
+Y ... 5: LET f=X (1.) ... s+y (1) .. c+y .. (1.-C 
) -X"5 
1275 FOR ~ =:1. TO n: LET e (;;) =$ (~) 
,,"S';;fc-tU',) ... sSi'i;;; LET f(~)=slln*S 
s;o.s+t (K) i'iSS;fC: NEXT K 

1150 - radius = the distance of the object point from the 
centre of rotation. 

1160 - 1190 The ranges of x and y are extended to allow a 
rotation of 360 about the centre of rotation. 

1210 - The screen is redrawn if necessary. 

1220 - The transformation subroutine begins here if 'repeat' 
option has been used. If the angle of rotation is 0 and 
g,8 = "r" then the centre of rotation has already been 
plotted and RL~URN is executed. If angle F 0, then the 
ranges will have been adjusted. 

1225 - Plots the centre of enlargement. d = 1°, in radians. 
1230 - b = a(modulo 5). b is the angle of the first image. 

bb = the increase in angle for each successive image (5 
or -5, depending on a). 
If a is a multiple of 5, then b = 5 or -5 depending on a. 

1260 - s = the sine of the angle of rotation for the first 
intermediate image. c = the cosine of the angle. 

1270 - (e,f) are the coordinates of the first point of this 
image. 

1275 - arrays e and f contain the vector components of the 
sides of the image. 



1280 FOR J; b Te, a STEP b b 
1290 OVER :I. 
:131)0 LET p=FN fIe): LET q=FN 9 I £ 
) 
:!.3:!.0 FOR k=:J. TO n: LET ptk)=etK) 
. LET Cl I ~) = f I!; ); NE:>:: ); 
1320 IF j-a THEN OVER 0; GO TO 1 
4-00 
1330 PLOT p,q 
134-0 FOR k=1 TO n-\c$="o"': DRRW 

p (I:) ,-1 ( 1;': NEXT K 
1350 PLOT p,q 
1360 LET £. =SIN I (j +00) *d): LET C 
=C05 \\,i+bb)"dl 
1370 LET e=x(:1l*C-yl:!.)*S+Xr.t1-C) 
+\I*s; LET f=x(1)*s+y(l.l;;c+y*il.-C 
.\ -;'l{ '*s 
1380 FOR 1;=1 TOn: LET e():.l=sl\·.) 
*ss*c-tllt.l*ss*s; LET (\k)=s(li.Jr.s 
s.s+tlk)*SS*C; NEXT k 
14-00 PLOT p,q 
1420 FOR i<=:l. TO o-(c$="n") DRRI.! 

p I I<.l .' q I U; NEXT k 
:1420 PLOT p,q 
:1430 NEXT J 

1280 - 1430 See notes below." 
1300 - (p,q) are the coordinates for the first point of the 

image, adjusted for scale. 
1310 - The arrays e and f have been calculated in the 

previous execution of the loop. 
1320 - The final image is to be drawn if j = a. 
1330 - 1350 Draws the image. 

1360 - The sine and cosine of the angle of rotation for the 
next image. 

1370 - (e,f) are the coordinates of the first point of the 
next image. 

1380 - The vector components of the sides of the next image. 

1400 - 1420 Erases the image (or draws the final image). 

• For a rotation of angle a about (x,y) (X) (cosa -Sina) (Xk)+ (t,,) 
Y: -7 sina cosa Y.. t" 

Let s = sina and c = cosa. 

(
X) (X).:;. cx - sY + to< = X * t", = x( 1 - c) + sY and so (XI<)..-? (CXk - SYk + x( 1 - c) + SY) 
Y ....,. Y sx + ey + t~ = Y 9 t~ = Y( 1 - c) - SX Yk SX. + cYK + y( 1 - c) - sx 

Also (Xk+,)....,.(CXK+' - SYK+! + x(1 - c) + SY) and so (Xk+I - x.)_C(Xk., - Xk) - s(y~ .. , - Yk) 
Yk" sx •• , + CYk.' + y(1 - c) - SX (YK+I - YK)-')-S(Xk+' - x,.) + c(Y",., - Yk) 

If sk and t" are the components of the vector joining (Xk,YK) to (xK+"y", .. ), then Sk -'>- cs~ - st", and 
tK~ SSK + ct" • These images are evaluated as ek and f", and then transferred to p~, q", on the next 
execution of the loop 1280-1430.This is so that the time-consuming calculations are carried out between 
image being drawn and its being erased. This makes the time that the image is on the screen longer than 
time between erasing the image and drawing the next. 

the 
the 
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14-4-13 IF d$="Y" THEN GO ,SUB 1.520; 
GO TO 1580 

14-45 RETURN 
14511.' IF a=0 THEN RETURN 
24-55 LET :-< {:l ~ ::: (P -5) .· .. S S -ox ~ LET ~ 
(1) = Iq -5) ,"SS -c'u 
14613 ~OR k=l TO n 
14-7121 LET x(k+1)=X(k)+ptk)/ss; LE 
T Y (k +1) =y (r.) +'1 (K) /55; LET s O;} = 
p(l-;)/SS; LET to.)=ql);)/5S 
3.4811.' NEXT I; 
1.490 LET 9$:="9" 
1513121 RETURN 

151121 IF a=0 THEN RETURN 
3.520 LET e(:!.)=(p-S)/SS-OX 
.:l!530 LET f {:lJ ={q-5J /SS-oy 
1640 FOR ~=1 TO n 
15513 LET e(K+ll=ettl+p(t.l/Ss: LE 
T f(K+l)=f(Kl+qO.)/ss 
155 £I NE)(T ); 
3.57£1 RETURN 

1440 - SUB 1520 sets arrays e and f with the coordinates of the 
final image. Line 1580 starts the demonstration. 

1450 - 1500 Executed only if the transformation subroutine has 
been called using the 'follow' or 'superimpose' option. The 
present image becomes the object for the next transformation 
if the option is 'follow'. 'Superimpose' will store these 
coordinates in arrays v and w, and then set the first members 
of these arrays, i.e. the coordinates of the original object, 
as the object for the subsequent transformation. 

1510 - 1570 Executed only if the transformation subroutine has 
been called using the 'previous image' option. 
The coordinates of the image are stored in arrays e and f. 
The coordinates for the object remain unchanged. 
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:1580 OVER 1. 
:1585 FOR k=l TO n 
1590 IF IN!"<.EY$=u" THEN Get TO .159 
;3 
159.1 IF INKEY $ { >"" AND INKEY Si ( >" 
f" THEN GO TO 1591 
1595 PLOT FN f IX I);)) .,1'1'1 9 ty tU) : 

DRAW (x -x (KI ) lfS S, (y -y (lU ) lfS:5: p
LOT FN '(x) ,FN g(y): DRAW lall)
x) i!-S s, If I k ) -y) lfSS 
1600 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 150 
€I 
:l60:!. IF INKEY$="'" THEN GO TO 1.e. 
05 
:1602 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 16 
02 
1603 GO TO 1630 
:1605 PLOT FN f!:>:o,»,FN gly(k): 

DRAW (X -:.( (1<. ) ) *.5.s" ~ Y -~ tit) } *s s: P 
LOT FI'! , (x) .• FN gIll}: DRAW (a (l~
x) lfS s, If (k) -y) "'5 S 
16.10 GO TO 1595 
.1630 PLOT FN f (x 11\) .• FN gly no i 
:1640 DRA\.J (a (r. ) -x (I) ) lf5 S, (f (l) -y 
(I"-) lfSS .• a/180,t-PI 
.1650 IF INKEY$= .. ·· THEN GO TO 165 
eo 
:1652 IF INKEY$="f" THEN GO TO 1e. 
60 
:1655 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO :le. 
SS 
1660 PLOT FN f(x(k»,FN g(y(l) 
1670 DRAW le (I;) -x (l») *S:5, (f IIn -y 
Ik»",ss,a/180*PI 
:1.680 IF INKEY$="f" THEN GO TO :1.5 
30 
1685 PLOT FN f (x (1(.» ,FH 9 Iy (k»: 

DRAI-.l (X-X (!O) iI'.!;.S, IY-y un) ;,;ss: p
LOT FN fIX) ,FM g(y): DRRW lelk)
x) *ss, 1 f (In -y) "'ss 
1690 NEXT ); 
1700 OVER 0: RETURN 

1580 - 1700 Demonstration of the properties of a. rotation. 

1591 - 1610 Draws lines from the centre of rotation to the 
object point and to the image point. 

Holding down the 'f' key results in the lines flashing 
off and on. 

Demonstration continues at line 1630 when any other key 
is pressed (the lines are left drawn on the screen). 

1630 - 1680 Draws an arc from the object point (X~, Yk) to the 
image point (e k • f.) with the centre of rotation as the 
centre for the arc. 

The arc may be caused to flash by holding down the 'f' key. 

1685 - Erases the lines and arc. 
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2000 - 2970 Subroutine for the Reflection transformation. 
The subroutine is in two parts, one for invariant lines of 
the form y = mx + c, the ether for invariant lines of the 
form x = C. 

2~O~ IF INKEY!!; < >"" THEN GO TO 20 The subroutine is only executed when the key is released. 
00: REM Reft~ctjon jn the tine y 
=iflX+C ..:-r ?:=c 
212101 L.ET ,- e. t .:;;;:D~0.- LET t t ==0 
2002 IF 9$="("" THEN GO TO 21.55 
2003 IF 9$="P" THEN RETURN 
2004. IF 9$=" f" OR 9$="S" THEN GO 

TO 2320 
2005 IF 9$="a" THEN GO TO 2020 
20136 POKE 23659, e: PRINT AT 22., ID 
;"Invaiiant tine .. ~::mx~c .. y/~ 

PO 
KE 23659,2 
~007 IF It .. iF.EY$-="rl" THEN GO TO 2!5 
00 
2008 IF INKEY$<'''y'' THEN GO TO 2 
007 
2009 IF INKEY $ -{ >" ~\ THEN GO TO 20 
09 
2010 INPUT "m? ";m;" c? ";c 
2013 IF c<miny THEN LET miny=c: 
LET t t =1 
2014. IF c>maxy THEN LET nlaxy=c: 
LET tt=l 

ret = the return address if GOSUB ret is called after the 
transformation has been completed. 
Jumps to various line numbers according to the option which 
called the subroutine. 

2006 - Requires the form of the invariant line to be chosen. 

If the invariant line is of the form x = c, then the subroutine 
continues at line 2500. 

2010 - 2014 Input m and c. The y intercept,c,is tested for 
inclusion in the y range. tt = 1 if the range has been 
increased. 
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20:!.5 GO sue 780: LET den=:!. .. (AB-S 
mJ1'2 
2020 FOR )(.=1 TO n 
2025 LET P ()(.) =2"," ('J (~) *',' -c "'""' -x !") 
*(~BS m)"tE)/de:n 
212'30 LET e (1;) =X (t,) +p ()<.) 
212'4-0 IF Et ()(.) <minx THEN LET ",inx= 
INT e();): LET tt=1 
204-5 IF elK) >maxx THEN LET maxx= 
INT e ~ t.) + \ INT e ~ K.~ .::-- e ~ t:.l .l; LET t 
t =:1 
2050 LET q l K) =2 *" { c -y ( K) +ffJ *'x t K) ) ,f 

den 
2055 LET f (K ) ='J ();) +q (K ) 
212'50 IF f ()<.) <min'J THEN LET min'J= 
INT f (K.l; LET t t =;1. 
2055 IF f ;:;;.; )mo:~:J Ti-1EN L~T ::la;(!:;t= 
I NT f 0; ) + ( It~T f (U <} f (K;' ;.: LET t 
t =1 
2070 NEXT )(. 

2015 - SUB 780 stores the values of m and c in memory. den = 1 + m'. 

2025 - 2030 Evaluates the x-coordinate of the image. 

2040 - 2045 Tests the x-coordinate for inclusion in the range of x. 
tt = 1 if the range has been increased. 

2050 - 2065 As above, for the y-coordinate of the image. 

2020 - 2070 evaluates the coordinates of the image of each point in turn using the following formulae: 

y=mx+c 
\ 

If the object, 0, has coordinates (X~'YK) then ON = mx K - YK + c 
/1 +._ ma 

~ \: . ) ON = .,.. - ~ - m>x,) 
j1 ~ m' j1 + m~ 

c - y,,- + mx" 

j1 + m' J1 +m' 
--i> ~ 

(~ ) (xk + q) = (e,f) or = 20N = r = p,y,,+ 



2080 IF t t ==-.:1. TH!;;f"; GO St)S ::lee; GO 
SUB 5313 

21385 LET e tn +:l.) =e (1): LET fIn +1.) 
=f (3.) 
213913 OVER 0: GO SUB 630 
23.55 OVER 3. 
2160 FOR K=~ TO n 
2165 FOR U=1 TO 2 
21713 IF INKEY$= .... THEti GO TO 2l.7 
13 
2175 IF INKEY$="r" THE!, GO TO 21 
85 
21813 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 21. 
613 
2:1.85 PLOT FN fIX(I;.»,FN g(ytl;.»: 

DRAW le (I;.) -x 11;.» rSS, «( (In -y on ) 
'*ss 
21913 IF U=2 THEN OVER 13: PLOT FN 

f (e (k ) ) .' FN 9 ( ( (k) ); OVER 3. 
23.93. IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 219 
3. 
2192 NEXT U 
2195 IF :rNt-~E·.,l$<::::ufu THEN GO TO 21 
65 
2200 NEXT I;. 
22132 IF.INKEY$= .... THeN GO Tt.) 220 
2 
2206 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 22 
136 
22113 OVER 13 
22413 FOR k=1 TO n-(C$="n") 
22513 PLOT FN (ell;.ll,FN 9((11:1} 
2270 LET P I k ) = (E: (k +3..\ -e (t.) ) ifS S : 
LET q I k ) = ( f (I;. T 1) - f I Ji..l } *s s 
22813 DRAW P!k),qll;.) 
22913 NEXT It 
2295 PLOT FN fletl»,FN gl{(l), 
2300 RETURN 

2080 - Redraws the screen if the scales have been changed. 

2155 - The 'exclusive or' print command. 

2165 - 2192 is executed twice, the second time erasing the 
construction line and drawing the image. 

2170 - 2180 Pause until a key is pressed and released or until the 
'f' key is held down. 

2185 - Plots the object and draws a line to the image. 

2190 - Plots the image when the line is erased, i.e. when u = 2. 

2191 - Pause until a key is pressed. 

2195 - Repeats the routine above if the 'f' key is held down. 

2202 - 2206 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

2240 - 2295 Draws the final image. If (C,8 = "nil) = 1, i.e. the 
shape is not closed, (en,fn) is not joined to (e"f,). 

End of Reflection subroutine. 



2320 FOR ~=1 TO n 
2330 LET X I k ) =e I k); LET y (k) = f (t. 
): LET s (~) =p (lU .-S Si: LET t t l:.) ='1 ( 
~) /ss· 
2340 NEXT K 
2345 LET X(n+1)~x(1); LET y(n+l) 
=y (1) 
2350 OVER 0; RETURN 
2500 IF INKEY $ < >"" THEN GO TO 25 
130 
2501 LET ret=2500: LET tt=0 
2505 IF 9 $ =" p" THEN RETURN 
2510 IF 9$="r" THEN GO TO 2750 
25:22' :IF lJ$=·of·· iJR 9$="S" TH:::;:;'; GO 

TO 294-0 
2525 IF 9 $,," a" THEN GO TO 2570 
25313 INPUT "Invariant line x=c> 
c? "; c 
2535 IF c<minx THEN LET minx=c; 
LET tt=1 
2536 IF c>maxx THEN LET maxx=c: 
LET tt=1 
2537 GO SUB 900 
2570 FOR k~1 TO n 
2500 LET s=(XIIJ-C) 
2590 LET e(~)=x(k)-2*s 
260@ IF e (I<) <minx Tt-!EN LET min;<= 
J:NT elK): LET tt=1 
2610 IF elk) >IDaxx THEN LET maxx= 
INT e (k) + (INT e (k) < > e (1; ) ); LET t 
t=:l 
2E>50 NEXT k 

2320 - 2350 Executed when the 'follow' option has been chosen. The 
image of the reflection becomes the object for the next 
transformation. 

2500 - 2850 Reflection in lines of the form x = c. 
Continues only when the key is released. 
ret = the return address if the subroutine is recalled. 
2505 - 2525 As 2002 - 2005, 

2530 - Input the mirror line in the form x = c. 

2535 - 2536 Tests c for inclusion in the range of x. 

SUB 900 stores this value .f c in the array k. 

2580 - 2590 Computes the x-coordinate of the image (the y
coordinate remains unchanged). 

2600 - 2610 Tests the x-coordinate of the image for inclusion 
in the range of x. 

2570 - 2650 evaluates the coordinates of the image of each point in turn using the following formulae: 
x-c 

ON = XI< - C = S 

I ~--
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255121 IF tt=~ THEN GO SUB 300: GO 
SUB 530 

257121 LET e(n~~)=e(2) 
25Be OVER • . 
2740 PLOT FN fIe), 0: DRAW 0, 1.75 
275121 OVER ~ 
275121 FOR ~=1 TO n 
2755 FOR U=~ TO 2 
27712' IF INKEys= .... THEN GD TD 277 

" 2775 IF INKEY$=" f" THEN GO TO 27 
90 
2780 IF INj<,EY $, :..... THEN GO TO 27· 
60 
279121 PLOT FN (lxlk)).FN 9(ylkl): 

LET s =2 if ! C -:< (I:) ) *s s: !)RAW s, 0 
28012' IF u=2 THEN OVER 0: PLOT FN 

fIe 0.)) ,FN 9 Iy 11\»): OIJER ~ 
28~0 IF INKEy$= .... THEN GO TO 281. 
o 
2820 NEXT LI 
2825 IF INKEY$=" f" THEN GO TO 27 
65 
2830 NEXT 1\ 
2B4e IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 2lO'4 
o 
2850 IF INt<.EY Si .: > u" THEN GO TO 28 
5121 
:2655 CH.}ER 0: 
2670 FOR 1:=1 TO n-(cl="n") 
2380 PLOT FN fte()!.}),JFN 9ty{)i;.») 
289121 LET P 1)(,1 = le ()( ~.i) -e I)(J:' *55: 
LET q (K) = Iy I);~~J -y (),» ,,:ss 
290121 DRAW p(kJ,q(k) 
291.121 NEXT K 
291.5 OVER 12': PLOT FN i(e(1.).FN 
9Iyl~») 
2930 RETLIRN 
294121 FOR k.~ TO n 
2950 LET x (K ) =e I K): LET S (k) =p ( ~. 
)/S5: LET tlk)=q(JO/ss 
295121 NEXT I:. 
2965 LET x(n~l)=x(1.); LET y(n~1.) 
=y 11.) 
2970 RETURN 

2660 - Redraws the screen if necessary. 

2740 - Draws the mirror line. 
2750 - 2850 Constructs the image as 2160 - 2200. 

2855 - 2930 Draws the image as 2210 - 2300. 

2940 - 2970 Executed if the transformation subroutine has been 
called from the 'follow' option. The image becomes the object 
for the next transformation. 
s(k) and t(k) are the vector components for the sides of the 
image. 
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3000 IF INKEY $ < >',.. THEN GO TO ~e 
00: REM Translation. Input x com 
ponent and y component of t,ansl 
ation vector 
3005 LET r£t;3000: LET tt;0 
3010 IF 9$='"r" THEN GO TO 3180 
3015 IF 9$;":a" THEN GO TO 31:)35 
3017 IF 9 $"'''P'' TliEN RETURN 
3020 IF 9$<>"r" AND 9$<,"s" THEN 

GO TO 3030 
3023 IF ;<;=0 AND y=0 THEN RETURN 
0027 GO TO 54-4-5 
~0-30 INPUT ··I.h~ctCq··_:~ comp'? u.;~<.;u 

y comp? "o:::'! 
3031 IF INi"U::-Y$ < :.>'" THEN GO 'TO 30 
31 
3035 IF x=0 RND y=o THEN RETURN 
3040 FOR k=l TO n 
3090 LET e (k)=X(k)+X 
3100 LET f (X) =~ (K) +~ 
3110 IF e (t.) <minx THEN LET minx= 
INT e (f.): LET t t =:1 
3120 IF eO;) >maxx THEN LET maxI(; 
INT e (k) + (INT e (k) < >e (k) ): LET t 
t=l 
3130 IF f (t.) <miny THEN LET miny= 
INT f(k): LET tt=l 
3140 IF f (J() :·maxlj THEN LET maxy== 
INT f ( t,) + (INT f (k:' <) f (k) ): LET t 
t =1 
3150 NEXT K 
3160 IF tt=l THEN GO SUB 300: GO 

SUB 530 
3170 LET e(o+l)=£(l); LET f(n+1) 
= f (1) 
3175 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 3.17 
5 
3176 IF INKEY $ < > .... THEN GO TO 31 
76 
3180 IF x=0 RND y=Q THEN RETURN 

3000 - 3500 Translation subroutine. 
3000 - The subroutine is executed only when the key is 

released. 

3023 - The identity transformation. 
3027 - From line 5445 the image is set as the object for the next 

transformation, for 'follow' or 'superimpose' options. 
3030 - Input the x and y components of the translation vector. 

3090 - 3100 Translates (XK'YK) onto (eK,fK) with vector (;) • 
3110 - 3140 Tests e.and f~ for inclusion in the ranges 

of the x and y axes. 

3160 - Redraws the screen if necessary. 

Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
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3185 O\.lER 1 
3190 FOR k=2 TO 10 
3195 FOR m=l TO 2 
3197 IF k=10 THEN OVER 0 
3200 PLOT FN fIX(1)+X*k/10).FN 9 
(y (;1.) +Y iH /:!.i2') 
3210 FOR J=l TO n-(c$="n") 
3220 LET paS (J) il-SS, LET qat I.i) *s 
S 
3225 DRAW p,q 
3230 NEXT j 
:>2~S IF -=$="Y" THEN PLOT FN f .(;.:~ 
1) +XiH./l0) ,FN gill (2) +YifK/:!.O) 
32~0 IF k=10 THEN GO TO 3260 
3250 NEXT m 
3250 NEXT 1\ 
::>320 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 332 
o 
3325 IF It·n,U:",.. $ -< :.. .... THEN GO TO 33 
25 
3325 IF d$="n" THEN O\}ER 0: RETIJ 
RN 

3185 - The 'exclusive or' printing command. 
3190 - 3260 Draws 10 stages of the translation. The 10th (final) 

image is drawn using the OVER 0 command so that it will not 
erase any lines with which it coincides. 

3226 - ~ contains the response to the option for the demonstration. 
If the response was 'no' then RETURN. 



3330 FOR ~~~ TO n 
3335 FOR m=~ TO 2 
33~0 PLOT FN f(X(~)) ,FN g(y(~» 
3350 DRAI.J X 'fS$, Y 'fSS 
3355 IF -INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 335 
5 
3358 IF :tNKE'i Si =" -;.. THEN GO TO 33 
55 
3360 IF INKEY$(> .... THEN GO TO 33 
e:.0 
3365 NEXT n\ 
3366 Ir INI<'C"l$"'" f" THEN GO TO ,'33 
;35 
3369 IF Ik=n AND INKEY$= .... ) OR I 
NKEY$=" r" THEN GO TO 3368 
3370 NEXT ~ 
3372 IF INKEY $ ( >.... THEN GO TO 33 
72 
3375 FOR m=~ TO 2 
3380 FQR ~~~ TO n 
3390 PLOT FN '!x!k);,FN 9{Y(k») 
3400 DRAW x*ssIY~ss 
3~10 NEXT J<. 
34-15 IF INKEY $~'''' THEN GO TO 34-:1. 
5 
34-20 IF INKEY$=" f" THEN GO TO 34 
30 
"3·1.25 IF INKEY$ O{;. .... THEN GO TO :34-
25 
34-30 NEXT m 
34-35 IF INKEY$=" f" THEN GO TO 33 
75 
344£'1 O~IER 0 
3500 RETURN 

3330 - 3500 Demonstration of the translation properties. 
3330 - 3370 For each point in turn, a line is drawn to its 

image and then erased (when a key is pressed). 
Pressing any key initiates the next stage of the 
demonstration. 
Holding down the If I key will cause the line to flash. 

3375 - 3435 As above, but the translation lines are drawn for 
all the points before they are erased. 
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4000 IF INKEY $ < ~ •• ,. TiiEN GO TO 40 
1313: REM Enlargement.Input centre 
of en largemen t fO llOllled by the 

sca le factor 
413135 LET ret=4eee: LET tt=0 
4006 IF 9$="P" THEN RETURN 
4-008 IF 9 Si .: :.- "'-" THEN GO TO 4.015 
40139 IF sf=1 THEN RETURN 
4010 IF 9$="r" THEN GO TO 4190 
41315 IF g$="a" THEN GO TO 40513 
41320 IF 9$<>"f" AND 9$<>"s" THEN 

GO TO 40313 
4027 GO TO 5445 
4030 INPUT "e Of Enl.X cOOrd?";;( 
;" y coord~n;y 
4040 INPUT "Scale factor? ".;sf 
4045 GO SUB 7913 
413513 IF x<minx THEN LET minx=INT 

x; LET tt=l. 
4-0E!2I IF X :-!'!!8X;", THEN LET ma.x:·::::::INT 

x+(INT x<>x): LET tt=l. 
413713 IF Y(llIiny THEN LET miny=INT 

;,I; LET tt=l. 
4-08£1 IF Y >max~ THEN LET ii)ax~;:; LNT 

y+(INT y<>y); LET tt=1 
4083 IF tt:1 THEN GO sue 300: GO 

SUB 530 
4087 IF .'=1 THEN PLOT FN fIX).F 
N g(y); RETURN 

4000 - 4620 Enlargement subroutine. 

4009 - The identity transformation. 

4030 - Input the centre of enlargement (x,y). 
4040 - Input the enlargement scale factor. 
4045 - SUB 790 stores the coordinates of the centre of enl. 
4050 - 4083 Adjusts the scales, if necessary, to include the 

centre of enlargement. 

4087 - If sf = 1, then the transformation is the identity, and 
the centre of enlargement is plotted. 



~ege FOR k=~ TO n 
4~00 LET e un =X+!;~ lto) -X) == f; LET 

f (K) =y + (y (); -' -;) J *$ f 
41:1.0 IF ell<.) <minx THEN LET min:<= 
INT ell<.): LET tt=:I. 
4120 IF e (I\) >maxx THEN LET maxx= 
'INT e (k) + {INT e Ut J ,:.- e (R) }: LET t 
t :::::.1 
4·:130 IF ·f {1.) <miny TtiEN LET miny~ 
INT f (K): LET tt=:I. 
414121 IF r ()Il >maxy THEN LET max~= 
INT f (J() + I IHT f (k) (> f I 1<.) ): LET- t 
t=l 
4-150 NEXT k 
416121 IF tt=l THEN GO sue 300: GO 

SUB 53121 
417121 LET e(n+1)=el1): LET fln+~i 
=f{l.) 

4:175 OVER 13 
41813 PLOT FN f (x),FN 9 (y) 
41913 IF sf<0 THEN GO TO 4413121 
4213121 FOR k=l TO n 
42:1121 LET PIJ()=lxlk)-x)=ss 
422121 LET qIK)=lylJ()-y)*ss 

4090 - 4170 For each object point, the coordinates of the image 
are computed. The scales are adjusted if these coordinates are 
outside the range of the x and y axes. 
Each image is found as follows: 

I 
~ 

°7-<XK
'YK) 

Centre C (x,y) 

--'> 
CO = G~: ~) 
~ -'lo 
Cl = CO • scale factor 

_ (Xl< - X)Sf) 
- (YK - y)sf 

4180 - Plots the centre of enlargement. 
4190 - The subroutine continues at 4400 if the scale factor is 

negative. 

(
PK)iS the vector from the centre of enlargement to the object 
q. point (x~'YK),adjusted for scale. 



4225 OUER :l 
4230 FOR ID=1 TO 2 
4232 IF INK.::l'.$: .. •· THEN GO TO 423 
2 
4235 IF nW.El'S=" r" THEN GO TO 42 
4.0 
4236 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 42 
38 
4240 PLOT FN f (x) ,Ft-! 9 (Y); DRA~) 
p(k),"I(O 
4245 IF INKEl'$= .... THEN GO TO 424-
5 
4-250 NEXT m 
4252 IF INKEY$=" f" THEN GO TO 42 
30 
4253 IF INKEYS"' .... THEN GO TO 425 
2 
4255 FOR ID=1 TO 2 
4260 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 426-

" 4-265 IF IN~.E ... ~I:J;=: .. f·' THEN GO 'TO 4-2 
70 
4258 IF INKEY$< > .... THEN GO TO 42 
68 
4270 PLOT FN f(x),FN 9(~) 
4250 DRAW p{K)*sf,q(~)*sf 
4-281. IF m =2 THE!'"l OI .. lER CS. PLOT FN 

f (e 0:.) ) .' FN 9 ( f (I:.) ); O'-'ER 3. 
4285 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 42c' 
:5 
4290 NEXT m 
4-31210 IF INKEY$:=;" f" THEj-,,1 GO TO 42 
55 
4305 NEXT " 
4310 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 431 
o 
43:1.:1. IF IN~.E"{=·:> .... T:-!CN GO TO 4~; 
3.3. 
4315 OVER e. FLOT FN flXI~FN g(y 
) 

4320 FOR 1:.=3. TO n-(c$="n") 
4330 PLOT FN f(e(U),FN gl(O';') 
4340 LET p(K)=(eIK+1)-eIKll*sS; 
LET qO.l={f(K+:!.l-fIKl)*SS 
4350 DRAW p(K),q(Kl 
4350 NEXT K 
4370 RETURN 

4230 - 4253 Draws a line from the centre of enlargement to the 
object point, and then erases it (when a key is pressed and 
released. 
Holding down the 'f' key causes the line to flash. 

4255 - 4300 Draws a line from the centre of enlargement to the 
image point. When a key is pressed and released the line is 
erased and the image point is plotted. 
Holding down the 'f' key causes the line to flash off and on. 

Pause until a key is depressed and released. 

4315 - Plots the centre of enlargement. 
4320 - 4360 Draws the image. 
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~~00 FOR ~=1 TO n 
4410 LET p(K)=(xO;)-~()*ss 
4420 LET q(K)=(Y(k)-~}*SS 
44;;10 OVER 1 
444-0 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 444-
o 
4450 PLOT FN ((Xl,FN glyJ: DRRW 
P(k),qO;' 
4-460 IF INKEY$="f" THEN GO TO 44 
90 
4-470 IF INKEY $ ( >.... THEN GO TO 44 
70 
4-490 IF INI'.EY$=" f" THEN PLOT PN 
f I x) ,FN 9 (y): DRR!..' P (k) ,q ( "): PL 
OT FN f (X) ,FN 9 (y): DRRW P ("J ,q I. 
~.l: GO TO 4490 
4500 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 449 
e 
4510 PLOT FN f (x) ,FN 9 (y): DRAW 
p ()() *s f ,q ( ") *5 ( 
4520 IF INKEY$=" f" THEN GO TO 45 
40 
4530 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 45 
30 
4-54-0 IF' INKEY$="f" THEN PI..DT PN 
f(Xl.,FN 9(yl: I)RAW p(l;l*Sf"qU'.iiO 
5 f: PLOT FN (X) .,PN 9 (~): DRRW.,. 
( k) *5 f , q ( ") *5 f; GO TO 4540 
4550 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 454 
:;;> 
4560 PLOT FN f(x),FN 9(Y) DRAW 
p(k),q(U 
4570 PLOT FN f(x),FN g(y) DRRW 
P ( k) *5 f ,q (I<., *S f 
4580 OVER 0: PLOT FN f{Xl ,FN 9ty 
): PLOT FN ,f ie a.l) ,.FN !} 1'1,1;):S 
4585 IF I:NKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 45 
85 ' 
4.590 NEXT " 
4-595 IF _ It·It'.EY$= .... THEN GO TO 459 
S 
4-600 IF INKEY $ < ).... THEN GO TO 46 
00 
4c·20 GO TO 4320 

4400 - 4620 Executed only if the soale factor is negative. 
The procedure is as 4200 - 4315 except that the line from the 
centre of enlargement to the object is not erased before the 
line from the centre to the image has been drawn. 



5000 IF INJ<.EY $ < ~"" THEN GO TO 50 
00: RE1'-; Shear • .!np': . ..it ,ir,var.l ant t 
ine y=mx+c or x=c, and a point ~ 
ith its image 
5005 LET ret=5000: LET tt=O 
5006 IF 9$c>"r" THEN GO TO 5020 
5008 IF x-xx RND y~yy THEN HETUR 
N 
5010 IF 9$="('" THEN GO TO 5250 
5020 IF 9$="f" OR 9$="5" THEN GO 

TO 5440 
5024 IF 9$="P" THEN RETURN 
5025 IF 9$="a" THEN GO TO 5070 
5030 . POKE 23659, '" : PR INT RT 22.,0· 
i t1 Inva,-iant line",Y=l»x+c", Y/o 

POKE 23659,2 
5031 IF J:NKEY$="n"' THEt..: GO TO 55 
00 
5032 IF INKEY$<'''Y'' THEN GO TO 5 
03.1 
5033 IF INKEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO 50 
33 
'5034- INPUT "m? ".; m.= u c? u; C 
5035 IF c <min'~ THEN LET minY=INT 

c: LET tt=~ 
5'2136 IF c >maxy THEN LET ma:<y=INT 

C -I- (INT c < > c): LET t t =1 
5£137 GO SUB 780 
5040 IF INKEY$<' .... THEN GO TO 50 
40 
504-5 :INPUT "Object x cooJ-d?n;x.: H 

y coc·rd?"; y 
5050 INPUT "Image x c,~o'-d?".;xx;" 

y cooed'?".; Y!::I 
5'2155 IF INKEY$< > .... THEN GO TO 50 
'55 
5060 LET d=mrX-Y+C; LET a=xx-x: 
LET b=yy -y: LET e ,-'-0,- =0 
506:2 IF El -=0 RNr) b "=0 THEN LET it.. ~g 
9: GO SUB 630: RETURN 

5000 - 5970 Subroutine for the Shear transformation. 

5008 - The identity transformation. 

5030 - Allows the choice of the form of the invariant line, 
y = mx + c or x = c. 

5031 - If the invariant line is of the form x = c, then the 
subroutine continues at line 5500. 

5034 - Input m and c. 
5035 - 5036 Tests if c lies within the range of the y-axis. 

tt = 1 if the range is increased. 

5037 - SUB 780 stores m and c. 

5045 5050 Input an object (x,y) and its image (xx,yy) under 
the shear. 

5060 - (~) is the vector from (x,y) to (xx,yy). 
5062 - If a = 0 and b = 0 then the transformation is the 

identity. SUB 630 draws the invariant line. 



5053 IF a=0 THEN POKE 23559,0: P 
RINT RT 22._0.; ··l:n.:orr.;ct .li'"lfv,-m.:tt 
ion - Press any Key 

H. POKE 23659,2: LET 
error=l 

5054 IF error=l AND INKEY$="" TH 
EN GO TO 5064-
5055 IF error=l AND INKEY$(>"" T 
HEN GO TO 5040 
5055 IF RBS Ib/a-mJ)1E-4 OR y:m. 
x + c T HEN POKE 2;:0<659, (:1: PR n~T AT 
22,0; HInco.-rect in fo,-matioo - Pr 
ess any Key 

": POKE 23559,2: LET error= 
1 
5067 IF erl-Cfi=:l. RND 1:Np~EV$="" TH 
EN GO TO 5057 
5068 IF error=l AND INKEY$<} .... T 
HEN GO TO 512140 
507121 IF X {min~; THEN LET min:·;=INT 

X: LET tt=l 
5072 IF Y {,miny THEN LET mir,Y=l:NT 

y; LET tt.~:l. 
5073 TF x>maxx T.fEN LET maxx=ZtIT 

x+ (INT x < ::)o:>(J: LET tt::::.:l 
5074- IF ~:~ljlax::; THEN LE'r max~=1:N'T 

y+(INT y<)y): LET tt-=l 
5075 IF xx<minx THEN LET minK=IN 
T XX: LET tt=l 
5075 IF yy Ol}l flY THEN LET ri,iny=IH 
T Y\l: LET t t =1 
5077 IF xx >maxx THEN LET ftlaKx=IN 
T XX+(INT x:~<:~x:~): LET tt=:t 
5078 IF yy:,.ma>:y THEN L:=;T ruaxy=:IN 
T YY+lINT yy<>yy): LET tt=l 
5079 IF tt=~ THEN GO SUB 300: GO 

5LIB 530 

5063 - 5065 An error message is printed if a = 0, since b p 0 and 
the invariant line is not vertical. 
Pressing a key returns to 5040 which requires (x,y) and (xx,yy) 
to be input again. If a ~ 0 then the subroutine continues. 

5066 - 5068 An error message is printed if ~p m, since each 
point must shear parallel to the invari~t line, or if 
y -= mx + c, i.e. (x,y) lies on the invariant line. 

5070 - 5079 The ranges of the x and y axes are extended, if 
necessary, to include (x,y) and (xx,yy). 
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5080 FOR K=~ TO n 
5085 LET s=(m*xIKl-yl)(l+C)/d 
5090 LET e<i;.)::·!(Y_.l+s*a 
509~ IF A65 (s-~) <lE-~ THEN LET 
ax=x: GO TO 5100 
509S LET ax=x+ 0·: (t) -::<) .,,'{l.-S) 
5100 LET flk)=YiK)+S*b 
510~ IF ABS (5-1) <lE-~ THEN LET 
ay=y: GO TO 5110 
5105 LET ay=y+(y (kl -y) ,'(~-S) 

5085 - 5105 (See below for the mathematical formulae.*) 
d = mx + c - y (previously calculated). s = mxK + c - y,,-

mx+c-y 
(eK,fK ) is the image of (x.,Y.). (ax,ay) is the point on the 
invariant line as shown in the diagram, unless (x,y) and (XK'YK) 
are the same distance from the invariant line, in which case 
ax and ay are given the. values of x and y respectively. 
Lines 5094 and 5104 avoid division by O. 

* Distance of (x,y) from the invariant line = mx + c - y = do. 
J1 + m~ 

Distance of (XK'YK) fron the invariant line 

ad, f bd • 
ek = xl<. + -d ' K = y,,- + -, d, • 

5110 IF e (k) <minx THEN LET f>lin,,:= 
INT e ( )(): LET t t = 1 
5115 IF ax<minx THEN LET minx=IN 
T ax: LET t t =:1 
5~20 IF e t~) :d!J.ax>~ THEt·: LET ri:axx::::: 
lNT e ():.) + (INT e 11<,) <.' e ():.) ): LET t 
t=l 
5.125 IF ax.>maxx THEN LET maxx=IN 
T aX+IINT ax<~ax): LET tt=l 
5100 IF flK) <Dliny THEN LET miny= 
INT f (1;): LET tt=l 
5105 IF aycminy THEN LET miny=IN 
T ay: LET tt=1 
5140 IF f():.) >m3xy THEN LET maxy= 
INT f (I<.) + (INT f (I<.) (> f (k) ); LET t 
t =1 ---
5145 IF a!f>Dl3X!f- THEN-LET ma:(y=IN 
T a~+(INT ay{)a~): LET tt=~ 
5150 NEXT I<-
5160 IF tt=l THEN GO SUB S00: GO 

SUB 530 
5170 LET eln+1)=e(1!: LET (In+1) 
"f (1) 

5110 - 5170 Extends the ranges, if necessary, of the x and y axes 
to include (ek,f.) and also (ax,ay) - this is necessary since 
(ax,ay) will be required on the diagram in the demonstration 
which follows the transformation (if ~ = lIyll). 
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5180 OVER 0: GO SUB 630 
5250 O'v'ER 1 
5280 FOR u=l TO 10 
5285 FOR k=~ TO n 
5290 LET ptK)=x(K)+le(K)-x(K»r.L' 
/ 10: LET q (k ) =y (to) + ( f • k) -Y (K) ) r.'J 
/10 
5295 NEXT k 
5300 LET pln+1)=p!:!.): LET q(n+:!.) 
=q (1) 
5305 FOR j=l TO 2 
5310 IF L'=10 THEN LET ,;=2. O\..'ER 
o 
5312 PLOT FN f (p Il» .• FN 9!q (1» 
5315 FOR I'.=:!. TO fl- (c$="n"): IF L' 
=10 THEN OVER 13: GO TO 5325 
53~6 LET iflfg=Xlk+l)-Xlk) 
5317 IF ABS inf9(lE-~ THEN GO TO 

5325 

5318 IF ASS ((0,; 0.+:1.) -\,l(~.» h.nfg
m).>lE-4- OR AB5 (pl);)-X();)).···inf9 
) >=1 THEN GO TO 5325 
5319 IF SGN lnfg()5Gr~ (P{k)-X(K) 
I THEN GO TO 5321 
~3a0 OVER 0. D~HW (XCK+1)-P(K))* 
~s ~ {y (t;. +.1) -q (Y.) .) -l\SS: Q',}ER ;t: OHR 
t~i (p tx+:l.) -x t~+1..~) :foSS ~ iq ('~+.:1) -!:,J {;.: 
+1» .. 5:5: GO TO 5330 
5321 DRAW Ixlk)-plk»*ss. (ylk)-q 
lk»"ss: PLOT FN f!X(X»,FN g(yl 
k) ): OVER 0: DRAW !P (l: +1) -x t K) ) * 
ss, (q ! I'. +1) -y UI) ) .. SS: Ot-'ER :1.; GO 
TO 53313 
5:::<25 DRAIJ 11" (); +:U -I" ();).I !i-$S., Iq (l> T 
1) -q ( It) ) ifS S 
5330 NEXT K 
5332 IF ,i =1 THEN PAU::·E 10 
5335 NEXT .. i 
534-0 NEXT u 
534-5 IF d$="Y" THEN GO TO 5000 
S~30 RETURN 

5180 - Draws the invariant line. 

5280 - 5340 Draws 10 intermediate stages of the shear, the 10th 
being the final image. 
5285 - 5295 Evaluates the intermediate points for the images, 

using k/10 of the vector joining (X.'YK) to (eK,fK). 

5305 - 5335 Each image is drawn twice, the second time to erase 
the image, except the final image. 
5312 - Plots the first point of the intermediate image. 
5315 - 5325 See notes on the next page *. 

u = 10 - the final image. 
5316 - 5317 If xk+.- X K = 0 then the side of the object is 

not parallel to the invariant line. 

5318 - Since infg (Xk+' - XK) does not equal zero, infg may 
be used as a divisor without the risk of error • 
GOTO 5325 if the side of the object does not have a 
gradient m or if the intermediate image does not 
coincide with the object. 

5319 - Case 2 (see notes). 

5320 - Case 1 (see notes). 

5321 - Case 2 (see notes). 

5325 - Not executed if 5320 or 5321 has been drawn. 

5345 - Jumps to 6000 if the demonstration is required. 
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• Notes on section 5315 - 5325 
Because it is likely that an edge (line) of an object is parallel to the invariant line, this means that 

the drawing of the intermediate image will erase part of the object if OVER 1 is used. This section has been 
written to avoid this, as follows: 

Consider the line and its image (shown in red). We have two possibilities depending on the direction of 
the shear. 

Case 1 _~(~P~ • .l,;' 9::IJKI:.):..... ____ -('-'p'-'~::..:.., ,qJ<..') We require (PI< ,q.) to (XIo(."YJ<.+'> to be drawn using OVER 0 

and (x~."YJ<.") to (PK •• ,qK.,) to be drawn using OVER 1. (x""Y,,-) (X"'."YK+') 

Case 2 

(p\<."""q"'K:...)~ ____ ...;.;(P:,K:;;+~.,~q:::",::,...:.~ We require (Pk,q,,) to (xk,yd to be drawn using OVER 1 

(XK'YK) (x"-+,,YJ<.+I) and (Xk'Y~) to (PK."qK+') to be drawn using OVER o. 

5~~0 IF X=XX AND ~=yy THEN RETUR 
N 
54-4-2 LET e (n of-1) =e (1); LET f (n t-:1.) 
= f (1) 
S~4-5 FOR t=l TO n 
5~50 LET x 0.) =e (r:); LET y.)() = f (!o: 
): LET Sa) =e (It +:1) -e (I(): LET to. 
) =f Utof-l} -f (~) 
54-50 NEXT ~ 
54-65 LET xln+l)=xll); LET ~Inof-l) 
=y f 1) 
54-7() RETL'RN 

5440 - The identity transformation. 

5442 - 5470 Executed if the 'follow' or 'superimpose' option is 
chosen. The image of the shear becomes the object for the 
next transformation. 



5500 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 55 
00 
5501 LET ret~5500: LET tt~@ 
5503 IF 9$~"P" THEN RETURN 
5505 IF 9$,,"r" THEN GO TO 5520 
5508 IF X=XX AND y=yy THEN RETUR 
N 
5510 IF g$="," THEN GO TO 5750 
5520 IF 9$="f" OR 9$="5" THEN GO 

TO 594121 
5525 IF 9$="a" THEN GO TO 5570 
5530 INPUT ·'Inva,-.iant line X.=::C .. 
C? H; C 
5535 IF c{min:"" THEN LET ii:inx=c: 
LET tt~1 
5536 IF c>ma.xx THEN LET maxx=c: 
LET tt=1 
5537 GO 5UEi 900 
5540 IF INt-U::::Y ~ -< :, .... T~r='M GO TO 55 
4-0 
5545 INPUT "Obj e c t X coo r cl?",; )(.; .. 

y coord'?";y 
5550 INPUT "Image x COord?";:cc" 

Y COO id?"; YY 
5555 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 55 
55 
5560 LET a~0: LET b~yy-y: LET d= 
x-co LET erl-or~e 
5561 IF x<>xx OR x~c THEN LET e,
ror~1; POKE 23659,O; PRINT AT 22 
~0;"Incorrect information - Pres 
$. any I;ey .. P 
OKE 23659,2 
5562 IF error=1 AND INKEY$~"" TH 
EN GO TO 5562 
5563 IF e""O;~1 AND INKEY$<> .... T 
HEN GO TO 554-0 
5568 IF b~e THEN PLOT FN ((c),C: 

DRAW 121.,175; RETURN 

5500 - 5970 This part of the subroutine is executed in a similar 
way to 5000 - 5430, but for invariant lines of the form =c. 

5530 - Input c, where x = c. 

5535 - 5536 tt = 1 if the range of x has been increased to 
accommodate c. 

5537 - SUB 900 stores the value of c. 

5545 - 5555 Input an object point (x,y) and its image (xx,yy) 
under the shear. 

5560 -(~) is the vector from (x,y) to (xx,yy) and so a = O. 
d = the distance of (x,y) from the line x = c. 

5561 - 5563 Error message if x ~ xx or if x = c, i.e. (x,y) 
lies on the line x = c 

5568 - b = 0 gives the identity, in which case the invariant 
line is drawn and RETURN is executed. 
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5570 IF x<m.inx THEN LET nlinx",INT 
X: LET tt=1 

557:1. IF ~<min\,l THEN LET min~=INT 
!l: LET t t =1 

5572 IF x>maxx THEN LET maXX=Itrr 
x+IINT X<>X); LET tt=l. 

5573 IF ~>max!l THEN LET maxy=INT 
y+IINT ~<>y); LET tt=l. 

5574- IF xx<minx THEN LET minX=IN 
T xx; LET tt=:I. 
5575 IF ~!l<miny THEN LET miny=ZN 
T yy; LET tt=1 
5576 IF xx >maxx THEN LET n)a~(x=IN 
T xx+IINT xx<)XX); LET tt=l. 
5577 IF y~>maxy THEN LET maxy=IN 
T yy+IINT ~y<>yy): LET tt=1 
5580 IF tt=1 THEN GO ~UB 300; GO 

SLlB 530 

5585 FOR ~=1 TO n 
5590 LET S=b/d*(x{K)-c) 
'5600 LET f tk.) =y (ji.,) +$; LET e lk) =~(: 
f X ) 
5505 IF RBS (b-5) ':l.E-~ THEN LET 
ay=y: GO TO 5630 
5610 LET ay=y+lylkl-Y)*b/(b-S) 
5530 IF flk) cminy THEN LET miny= 
INT flk); LET tt=:l. 
5535 IF a~l <min~l THEN LET iitiny=IN 
T ay: LET tt=1 
564-0 IF f (k) >maxy THEN LET maxy= 
INT f 1 k) + (INT f (k) {> f ! I:) }; LET t 
t =l. 
5645 IF ay>max!l THEN LET maxy=IN 
T <l!l+{INT ay<~ay): LET tt=1 
5550 NEXT k 
S660 IF tt=1 THEN GO SLlB 300: GO 

SLlB 530 
5670 LET fln+1)=fl1); LET ~(n+1) 
=X (n +1) 
5680 OVER 121 
574-0 PLOT f"N t (Cl ,0: C>RAW 0 .. 3.75 

5570 - 5580 Increases the ranges of the axes, if necessary, to 

include (x,y) and (xx,yy). 

x K - c is the distance from (XK'YK) to the line x = c. 
Xl( - C (XK'YK) will shear vertically a distance (YY - y) = s. x - c 

So, eK = XK and fK = YK + s. 
(ax,ay) is, as previously, the point where the line through (x,y) 
and (XK,YK) meets the invariant line. If x K - c = x - c then ay 
is given the value of y. 

5630 - 5660 Increases the ranges of the x and Y axes, if necessary, 
to accommodate (eK,fK) and (ax,ay). 

5740 - Draws the invariant line. 
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5750 OVER 1. 
5750 FOR u=3. TO 3.0 
577421 FOR !(. =.l. J ~I :: 

5780 LET q(K)=yIK)+lfl~)-YI~)J.U 
/10 
5790 NEXT I<. 
5800 LET q(n+~)=ql~) 
583.0 FOR j=1 TO 2 
5820 IF U = 10 THEN LET .i =2: OUER 
o 
5830 PLOT FN flxt3.»,FN 9IqI1.») 
564-@ FC:R k:::l TO fi-{C$-"n"); :LF JJ 
=10 THEN OVER 0: GO TO 5850 
5843. IF yll<.+1)=yCk) THEN GO TO 5 
850 
5842 IF XII\)=0 AND XI~+1)=0 THEN 

OVER 0: GO TO 5B50 
5B43 IF X(I\+1) <>xtl<.) OR ABS Ilq! 
~) -y t I<. ) ) / (y I I<. + 1) -y (I<.) ) ) } = 1. THEN 
GO TO 5850 
:;;845 IF SGN ~~ ~ P. +:U -~ ~!I.) ) ~ };5GN \ 
flk)-ylk» THEN GO TO 5B4B 
5847 OVER 0: DRAW 0, (ylk+l.)-qlkJ 
).ss: OVER 1: DRAW 0, IqIK+1J-ylk 
+3.»*ss: GO TO 5860 
5848 DRAW 0. (yl!<.)-ql!\»ess: OVER 

0: DRRW O. Iq ( Ii. + 3.) -y ( I:. ) ) *s s: O''-E 
R 1: GO TO 5860 
5850 DRAW IX (I<. +1) -X (1<.» ess. Iq Cl:. + 
1) -q I k ) ) *s s 
5855 OVER .1. 
5860 NEXT I<. 
5870 IF J =:1. Tt-tEN PP-USE 1.'0 
5380 NE:{T ... : 
5890 NEXT u 
5900 IF d$="Y" THEN GO TO 5000 
5920 OVER 0 
5930 RETURN 
:;;940 IF X=XX RND y=yy THEN RETUR 
N 
5942 LET e(n+3.)=ell.): LET (In+1) 
=f(1) 
5945 FOR k=1 TO n 
5950 LET y! 1:) = f (K): LET S t ~ ;. =e t k 
+ 1) -e 0;): LET t (Id = ( (l< +1) - f lId 
5950 NEXT k 
5965 LET X(n+~) =X(~): LET ~(n+~) 
=~ C 1) 
5970 RETLIRN 

5760 - 5890 Draws 10 intermediate stages of the shear. 

5780 - The intermediate points will be (X.,qK) as the x 
coordinate does not change. 

5820 - The final image is drawn only once, in the OVER 0 mode. 

5842 - x" = 0 and XK+I = 0 ~the image and object sides 
coincide with the y-axis, and so OVER 0 is used. 

5843 - This condition occurs if the image and object lines do 
not coincide. 

5845 - 5848 Draws the image line when it overlaps the object 
line, as before in lines 5319 - 5321. 

5850 - Not executed if 5847 or 5848 has been executed. 

5900 - Jump to 6000 if the demonstration is required. 
5930 - End of the subroutine. 
5940 - Identity transformation, therefore RETURN. 
5942 - 5970 Subroutine to set the image of the shear as the object 

for the next transformation. 



6000 IF J:N}!.E'i" $ =" .• " THl:N GO Ta &00 
0: REM Demonstration for shear 
5001 :IF :INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 60 
01 
6005 OVER 1 
601121 FOR k=1 TO n 
6020 LET e =e I l\ I -x 1/(.); LET f = ( (/(.) 
-:; I k ) 
6025 :IF ASS e'l.E-4- AND RBS f(l.E
~ THEN GO TO 5~80 
612130 LET pl!\)=x-XIK); LET qtK)=~ 
-y (l; I -
512135 IF ASS (a-e) <lE-4 AND ASS ( 
b-f) <1E-~ THEN GO TO 5130 
6040 LET mm=1 
6050 FOR u=1 TO mm 
612160 :IF SGN a<)5GN e OR SGN I><.S 
GN f THEN PLOT FN flxlK»,FN 9t~ 
(I)); DRAW PIli) .S5,qlk) .55; GO T 
o 5~ge 
5070 IF lABS a<RBS el OR IRBS b( 
RBS f) THEN PLOT FN i (~< (1:» ,FN <> 
I Y f 1;) ): DRAt,! P ( x ) *s 5 .. F /" ( f - I> j ,q ( R 
i .55 .. f ". I f - b) 
508121 IF lABS a>AB5 e) OR IRBS b) 
RSS i I THEN PLOT FN f (:<) ,FN 9 (\,I) 
: DRRIJ p (1.) *S£d· pJ ( f -p) ,q (It) !!-55 rt:> 
./ ( f -b) 
5090 NEXT LI 
6:100 IF INi',EY$="" THEN GO TO 610 

" 6:1.1.0 IF INK~Y.$:=:·· f" THEN LET mm:.-2 
: GO TO 5050 
5120 IF INKI:.Y$< , .... THE.N GO TO 51. 
2121 
5:1.30 LET mm=l 
6~~0 FOR U=~ TO mm 
6150 PLOT Fri fix} JFN glys; DRRW 
a *5S ~ b*ss 
5:160 NEXT LI 
5:1.70 IF INKEY$=· .. · ·"(HE.N GO TO 51.7 

" 5180 :IF :INKEY$="f" THEN LET mtn=2 
; GO TO 61.40 
6:1913 IF :INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 51 
90 

6000 - 6500 Subroutine to demonstrate the properties of a shear. 

6020 - (~) is the vector which shears (XK'Y~) onto its image. 
6025 - If e = 0 and f = 0 then no demonstration is given as 

the point lies on the invariant line. 

6035 - If the object point is the same distance from the 
invariant line as the specified object. omit 6040 - 6120. 

6060 - If (XK'YK) is on the opposite side of the invariant line 
from the specified object (x,y) then a line is drawn from 
(XK'YK) to (x,y) to cross the invariant line at (ax,ay). 

6070 - If (x,~) is nearer the invariant line than (X~'YK) and 
on the same side, a line is drawn from (XK,YK) through (x,y) 
and extended to meet the invariant line at (ax,ay). 

6080 - If (XK,YK) is nearer the invariant line than (x,y) and on 
the same side, a line is drawn from (x,y) through (XK,YK) 
and extended to meet the invariant line at (ax.ay) • 

6050 - 6090 is executed once unless the 'f' key is held down, 
when the line is drawn and then erased, causing it to flash. 
The program continues to 6130 only when the line has been 
drawn an odd number of times in the OVER 1 mode. This 
ensures that the line is not erased at this stage. 

6140 - 6190 A line is drawn from (x,y) to (xx,yy) with the 
option of 'flashing'by holding down the 'f' key. 



62130 LET plkl=xx-elkl: LET qlJ(J= 
yy-f(k) 
5205 IF RSS (a-e) <~E-4 AND ABS ( 
b-f)<~E-4 THEN GO TO 6300 
62~0 LET mm=~ 
5220 FOR u=1 TO mm 
8230 IF SGN ac)5GN e OR SGN bc)5 
GN f THEN PL OT FN r f e (i\) } J. F1J 9 { f 
(1\)): DRAW pIll *ss,qlkJ.ss: GO T 
o 6260 
6240 IF lABS aCABS e) OR lABS be 
ABS f) >~E-4 THEN PLOT PH fie Il<) 
,FN 9£((1\»: DRAW ptX)ifSS.(,'If-b 
) , q (1\) *S s * f / ( f - 1:» 
6250 IF (ABS Et >ABS e) OR lABS b;· 
ASS f) THEN PLOT FN (lxx),FN g(~ 
y): ORAI.J P (I;) ifS5*1:>/ (f -b) ,q 11:) *SS 
*I:>/«(-b) 
6260 NEXT u 
6270 IF INKEY $= .... THEN GO TO &27 

'" 6280 IF INKEY$="f" THEN LET mm=2 
: GO TO 6220 
629@ IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 52 
90 
6300 LET mm=1 
6310 FOR U=1 TO mm 
6'.3:221 PLOT FN f (X (t)) .. FN 9 (~{~)} ~ 

DRRt.J e *,ss.). f *$S 
6330 NEXT u 
6340 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 6::04-
o 
6350 IF INKEY$="r" THEN LET mm=2 
: GO TO 6310 
6360 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 63 
60 

6200 - (~) is the vector from (eK,fK) to (xx,yy). 

6205 - If the object (XK'YK) and the specified object (x,y) are 
the same distance from the invariant line, omit 6210 - 6290. 

6210 - 6290 As section 6040 - 6120, to draw a line from 
(eK,fk ) to (xx,yy) produced if necessary to meet the invariant 
line at (ax,ay). 
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;:-':<71<1 LET P (K) =X -x (K), LET q (lI.) =;1 
-'01 tu . 
5375 IF RBS la-e) <~E-4 AND ASS 
b-f) C1E-4 THEN GO TD 64113 
63813 IF 58N 3c)SGN e OR SGN bc.S 
GN f THEN PLOT FH fIx 1)<,») ,FN 9 {Y 
(~»: DRAW p (In if SS ,q ()~) if SS : GO T 

o 54.~0 
63913 IF tABS aCRBS e) OR (RBS be 
RBS f) THEN PLOT FN [lXI)<.)} .• FN 9 
(y (kl): DRAW p (k) .. ss .. r.··({-bl ,q 0: 
) .. ss .. f/{f-b) 
54.00 IF (AEi!"'· a >ABS e) OR 1 AEi5 b I· 
RBS fl THEN PLOT FN F(Xl.FN Sly) 
: DRAW PIRJ.SS .. b/(F-bJ.'iIKJrSSeb 
/ (f -b) 
54.10 PLOT FH f (X) ,FH 9 Iy): DRRW 
a -!-ss,. b*,ss 
64.20 LET P(K)=xx-e(~): LET qlll.)= 
yy-f(U 
8425 IF ASS la-e) <1E-4 RND RSS 
b-f) <1£-4 THEN GO TO 6455 
64-30 IF SL~r.; a,: :.-S'GN e CM: SGN b < >5 
GN f THEN PLOT FH (leO,»),FH 91£ 
0;)): DRAW pO;.lifSS,q(U .. ss: GO T 
o 6455 
6440 ~F {RSS a<ABS e) OR {RSS be 
RBS f) THEN PLOT FH fieill),FN 9 
( f (K) ): DRAW p (~;) i:-S S * f / ! (-b) .} q {).: 
) .. 55 .. (/1 (-bJ 
5450 IF IRBS a>RBS e) OR (RBS b. 
ABS f) THE~4 PLOT FN (xx) ,FN 91y 
y): DRRW PI}()ifSS.b/tC-b),ql}()!;-ss 
*b/(f-b) , 
6455 PLDT FN flxl)<.),FN gIYlll.»: 

DRRW e ifS 5 , f if SS 
54613 IF IHKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 54'=' 
I) 
64. 7£1 IF INi~.i:·t$ « ). .... , THEN GO TO 64 
70 
64-80 NEXT ~ 
6'500 OtJER 1~~ ~ .~ETL!R'N 

6370 - 6500 Erases the lines previously drawn in section 6040 -
6360 by redrawing them using the OVER 1 mode. 



7000 IF INKEY $ < .,.... THEN GO TO 70 
00: REM Stretch. Input invariant 

line y=mx+c or X=C, and the 
scale factor. 

7005 LET ret=700e: LET tt=e 
7006 IF S$<)"r" THEN GO TO 702@ 
7008 IF sf=2 THEN RETURN 
7020 IF 9$="'-" THEN GO TO 725@ 
71320 IF 9$="f" OR 9$="£" THEN GO 

TO 7440 
7024 IF 9$="P" THEN RETURN 
7025 :IF gS=""," THEN GO TO 7@7@ 
703@ POKE 23659,O: PRINT AT 22,0 
;"Invariant line ... y=mx+c .. y.~·n 

". 
POKE 23659,2 

7032 IF :INKEY$="o" THEN GO TO 75 
00 
7032 IF INKEY$<>"Y" THEN GO TO 7 
032 
70::;13 IF INKEY.$·:)"" THEN GO TO 70 

7034- INPUT "m? 4O;m;" C? .'; ~ 
7035 IF c <l'f: 3. n~ THEt-J LET m:i n',} =INT 

c: LET tt=l 
70~6 IF ..: )f:l2XY THEN LET re a;<y = INT 

C+(INT c{~c); L~T tt=~ 
712137 GO ''::·UB 780 
704-0 IF J:t':r~EY s·; :..... THEN ;:0 TO 70 
40 
7050 INPUT ··S~= le f.=rcto:-? ".=.s f 
7080 IF :5f=2 THEN LET K=9g: GO 5 
LlB 630; RETL'RN 
707~ IF t 1.:::1. THEN GO SUB ::H.::t£' ~ GO 

SUB 530 

7000 - 7970 Subroutine to stretch an object with a given scale 
factor from an invariant line. 

7008 - The identity transformation. 

7030 - As for the shear, this subroutine is written in two 
parts, one for invariant lines of the form y = mx + c, 
the other for invariant lines of the form x = c. 

70}1 - If the invariant line is of the form x = c, then the 
program continues at line 7500. 

70}4 - Input m and c for the line y = mx + c. 
70}5 - 70}6 increases the range of the y-axis, if necessary, 

to include c. 

70}7 - SUB 780 stores m and c. 

7050 - Input the scale factor for the stretch, sf. 
7060 - If sf = 1 then the transformation is the identity. 
7075 - Redraws the screen if the range of the y-axis was 

increased. 
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7080 FOR K=2 TO n 
7065 LET d = I III if-X (K) -y I k) + C) " (m *D\ .. 
1): LET s =d if- (S f -1) 
7090 LET e (};) =X (I:) +5 Hn 
7Q95 LET ax =X (k.\ -d *1lI 
7100 LET fIK)=yfK)-s 
7105 LET ay=yIX)+d 
7110 IF e (K) <minx THEN LET min;<= 
INT elK): LET tt=l. 
7115 IF ax<minx THEN LET minx=IN 
Tax: LET tt=l 
7120 IF e(r.!}maxx THEN LET lnax;(= 
INT e (K) + (INT e (K .~ -(.) e ( ;; J J. LET t 
t=l 
7.1.25 IF a).;' :-maxx THEN LET maxX:::::J:N 
T ax+(INT a:,,>ax): LET tt=l 
7130 IF (Ir.) <miny THEN LET miny= 
INT (r.): LET tt=l -
7135 IF ay O'fJiflY THEN LET miny=:IN 
T a!!; LET tt=l. 
714-0 IF ( K J >maxy THEN LET maxy= 
INT f (lU + (INT ( t;) < } f rk.) ): LET t 
t=1 
7145 IF ay>maxy THEN LET maxy=IN 
T ay+(INT ay <.'ay) ; LET tt=l 
715@ NEXT r. 

• 

7085 - 7105 Evaluates the coordinates of the image of each object 
point (XK'YK) and also where the perpendicular from (x""y",) 
meets the invariant line (see notes below'). 

7100 - 7145 Adjusts the ranges of the x and y axes, if necessary, 
to accommodate these points on the screen. 

y=mx+c ox = mx K - YK + c 

-J 1 + m' 
IX = OX • sf OI = OX • (sf - 1) 

1)iJ1 ! m") OX = (sf --'" (sf - 1)lCO = (sf - -1 
J1 + m'" 

I = (xl<. + sm'YK - s) X = (x", _ dm'''K + d) where d = mxK - YK + c 
• 1 + m' 



7160 IF tt=l THEN GO SUB 300: GO 
SUS 530 

7170 LET eln+l)=el1): LET (10+1) 
= f (1) 
71a0 OVER 0: GO sua 530 
7250 OtJER 1 
7280 FOR U=l TO 10 
7285 FOR ~=1 TO n 
7290 LET P[t)=x[k)+(e[k)-x!t»~v 
.~~:100: LET q I it) ='1 1)\) + ( f {it) -y \ 1\ i ) ~HJ 
/10 
7295 NEXT 1-
7300 LET pln+l)=p(l): LET q(O+.l.) 
=q (1) 
7305 FOR j=l TO 2 
7310 IF LI=10 T,iEN LET j=2: O .... ER 
o 
7312 PLOT FN f(p(l»,FN 9(q(1» 
7315 FOR 1\=1 TO n-(c$="n"): IF I,} 
=10 THEN OVER 0: GO TO 7390 
7320 LET in f 9 =x (1\ +:1.) -x \"): IF RE; 
5 infg<lE-~ THEN GO TO 7340 
7325 IF m=0 THEN GO TO 7390 
7330 IF ASS ((y(k+l)-y[I\»/infg+ 
l/ml )lE-4 THEN GO TO 7390 
7335 GO TO 7350 
73~0 IF mC>0 THEN GO TO 7390 
7345 IF :<11\)=0 RND m=0 THEN OVER 

;21: GO TO 7'392 

7160 - Redraws the screen if the ranges have been increased. 

7180 - Draws the invariant line. 
7280 10 iwtermediate stages of the stretch are drawn and erased. 

7290 - (PK,qK) are the coordinates of the intermediate images. 

7312 - First point of the image. 

7320 - If x I< = X K~I then the object line is vertical. Jumps to 7340 
to see if the gradient of the invariant line is O. 

7340 - If the gradient is not zero, then jump to 7390. 
7345 - If xk = 0 and m = 0 then the object line is perpendicular 

to the invariant line and also coincides with the y-axis. 
7320 - 7345 establishes whether or not the line joining (XKtYK) to 

(XI<+IIYK ... ) is perpendicular to the invariant line. If it is, the 
intermediate images may coincide with the object, in which case 
the image needs to be drawn so that parts of the object are not 
erased. The notes on the following page explain how this is 
achieved. 



7350 IF SGN (0} t K +~) -q (" +l.) ) (>SGN 
tylt)-q(t» THEN GO TO 7385 

7355 IF RSS (y 10 -f Ik» (RBS (yO. 
+l.)-f(~+l» THEN GO TO 7370 
7350 IF sf>l. AND ASS Iq(k+l.l-y!k 
+~» (ASS Iy()r.)-y(k+l.» THEN GO T 
o 7380 
7365 IF Sf<l AND ASS (~(~}-Y{K») 
(ABS t y I" +:1.) -y 0.) l THEN GO TO 73 
75 
7366 GO TO 7390 
7370 IF sf<1 RND RBS (qlk+1l-ylk 
+~)) <RBS {y (l<.) -y {K+~n THEN GO T 
o 7360 
7371 IF sf>1 AND ABS (qlk)-y(k» 
<RSS (ylk+1l-ylk» THEN GO TO 73 
75 
7373 GO TO 7390 

7350 - 7373 is executed if the object line is perpendicular to 
the invariant line. Six possibilities exist where the object 
and image coincide. These are shown below (the images have 
been drawn in red). 

1. sf <. 1 

k'YK) ~I<..ql<.) 
(X" .... Y,,+,~ 

(P ... , .q" .. ) 
Cases 1 and 2 lead to the execution of line 7375 • 

4. sf>1 

(x~+ ,,+t)~,,+,.qk+') 

(XI<..Y~ 
(x" .... Y~+,) (p!<.ql<.) 

Cases 3 and 4 lead to the execution of line 7380. 
5. sf< 1 6. sf>1 

(Pk+,.q •• ,') 

(xk., .YK .. ). . 

Case 5 leads to lines 7386 and 7390. 

(x"'., 
(Pk+,.qK.,) 

Case 6 to 7385. 



I 
I;:; ..,. 
I 

7~75 OVER 0: DRAW (x(k+1)-P(k»~ 
sS,lylk+1)-qlk».SS: OVER 1: DRA 
t..1 IP 1)(+1' -x Ilt+-1» .SS, Iq Ik+l.) -y Ik 
+1».55: GO TO 7420 
7360 DRAW IXlk)-plk».S5.lylk)-q 
Ik».SS: PLOT FN f(XCk».FN glYI 
k~): OVER 0: DRAW IPlk+1'-xlk». 
ss;lqlk+1,-yCt».ss: OVER 1: GO 
TO-7420 
7385 IF sf>1 THEN DRAW (XlkJ-Plk 
»*SS.(Ylkl-qC~'J*SS; OVER 0: PL 
OT FN fIX(k).FN glylk»: DRAW I 
X Ik +1) -x (k» .SS. Cy Ik ... 1) -Y I)(» .ss 
: OVER 1: DRAW IPlk+-1)-xlk+1»*S 
s, (qlk+1)~ylk.:1.»*ss: GO TO 7420 
7386 IF 5f<1 THEN OVER 11) 
7390 DRAW IPlk+-1)-pll».ss.lqlk+ 
1) -q (It) ) .SS 
7395 OVER :1. 
7420 NEXT f. 
7422 IF j=1 THEN PAUSE 10 
7424 NEXT j 
7426 NEXT \! 
7426 IF d$="y" THEN GO TO e000 
7429 OVER 0 
74-30 RETURN 
744-0 IF S(=1 THEN RETURN 
74-42 LET e In +1) =e (1): LET (In +1) 
~f (1) 
744-5 FOR k=1 TO n 
74-50 LET xCU=eO:.1 : LET !I (/0 =f 11<. 
): LET S 11<.) =e I k +:!..l -e !.U: LET t I X 
) =f 11'.+:1.) -f Ik) 
7460 NEXT to; 
7465 LET x In+:!.) =X 11.': LET !I Cn+-1) 
=!I (1) 
74-70 RETURN 

T575 - 7390 Draws the line from (PK ,qK) to (P .. ~"q,,~,) using the 
OVER 0 mode where the line ooincides with the objeot line 
and OVER 1 mode elsewhere. 

7428 - Jump to 8000 if the demonstration is required. 

7440 - 7470 If sf = 1 then the transformation is the identity. 
This seotion is exeouted when the 'follow' or 'superimpose' 
option is chosen. The image of the stretch is set as the 
object for the next transformation. If 'superimpose' was 
chosen then this object will be stored in arrays u and v, 
and then the first members of arrays u and v will be set as 
the next object. 



..... 
()) 
VI 
I 

7500 IF INKEY$< > .... THEN GO TO 7S 
00 
7501 LET ret=7500: LET tt=0 
7503 IF 9$="P" THEN RETURN 
75135 IF 9 $ « >" r" THEN GO TO 75.20-
7508 IF Sf=l THEN RETURN 
7510 IF 9$="," THEN GO TO 7750 
7520 IF g$~"fu OR 9$='·5" THEN GO 

TO 7940 
7525 IF 9$="a" THEN GO TO 7570 
7530 INPUT "Inva,-iant line X=C., 
c? u;c 
7535 IF c(minx THEN LET minx=c: 
LET tt=.1 
7536 IF c>maxx THEN LET rnaxx=c: 
LET tt=l. 
7537 GO SUB 900 
7540 IF INKEY$ < > .... THEN GO TO 7S 
4.(3 
7550 INPUT .. 5 ca le fa:: t c· r? .. ; E f 
7560 IF S(=1 THEN PLOT FN fIC}.C 
: DRAW 0.~75: RETURN 
75B0 IF tt=2 THEN GO SUB 300: GO 

SUB 530 
7565 FOR ~=.1 TO n 
7590 LET cl= Ix (r.) -0 LET s=d* (s f 
-1,\ 
7500 LET f ( k) =Y r i:): LET e (") =X (K 
) +s 
7530 IF e(t.) <minx THEN LET minx= 
INT elk): LET tt=.1 
76-·1--0 IF e f~) >1.tJa:-:x THEN LET r:)a:-::<= 
INT e It.) -I- (TNT e i K) (> e \ /() ): LET t 
t=.1 
7650 NEXT l\ 
7660 IF tt=l THEN GO SUB 300: OD 

SUB S30 
7570 LET (In-l-.1)=(11): LET ern-l-1) 
=e (1) 
7680 OVER 0 
774-0 PLOT FM [(C),0: DRFHJ 0 .. 1.75 

7500 - 7970 Subroutine for a stretch when the invariant line is 
of the form x = c. 

7530 - Input c, where x = c is the invariant line. 

7537 - SUB 900 stores the value of c. 

7550 - Input the scale factor, sf. 
7560 - If sf = 1 the transformation is the identity, in which 

case the invariant line is drawn, followed by RETURN. 
7580 - Redraws the screen if necessary. 
7590 - d = distance of the object point from the invariant line. 

s = displacement from the object point to its image. 
7600 - The image of (XK,YK) is (eK'YK) as the stretch is 

horizontal. 
7640 - Adjusts the scales and redraws the screen as necessary. 

7740 - Draws the invariant line. 



775@ OVER 1 
7760 FOR 0=1 TO 10 
7770 FOR ~=1 TO n 
7780 LET P \ r.! =X (r..l + (e (~;.l -x ! 1: .... ,\'LJ 
/:1.@ 
7790 NE:O<T t. 
780@ LET pIO+1)=pI1) 
7810 FOR J=l. TO 2 
7820 IF tJ = 10 THEN LET J -2; Ot..'ER 
o 
7830 PLOT FH f (P Ill) ,FN 9 IY I.l)} 
78&0 FOR 1-1 TO n-(c$-""n"): IF u 
=1@ THEN Ot..'ER 11': GO TO 7905 
78&5 IF y{k+1) ()Ylk) THEN GO TO 
7905 
7860 IF yll)=@ THEN OVER 0: GO T 
o 7905 
7855 IF SGN L'i (r. +1) -p t)( +:U j < )-SC:.N 

(X{k)-p(k)) THEN GO TO 7695 
7660 IF RSS (XIll-eIK)) <ABS (xlt 
+1)-e!I:+1» THEN GO TO 7660 
7665 IF sf>1 AND ABS (plk+l.)-X!K 
+1) <ABS (X{kJ-x{k+l.» THEN GO T 
o 7890 
7870 IF .fC1 RNO RSS (P(K"-x(k») 
{RBS (Xlk+1J-X(X)) THEN GO TO 78 
85 
7675 GO TO 7905 
7880 IF sf CL AND ASS IP!X +1) -;( (K 
+1)) <ABS (xll)-xll+1») THEN GO T 
o 7890 
7881 IF sf>1 AND ASS ip{kl-xlk)) 
cRBS (xll:+1J-X(K)) THEN GO TO 76 
65 
7863 GO TO 7905 

7750 - 7883 Draws 10 intermediate images for the stretch as 
described in 7250 - 7373. 



7885 OVER 0: DRAW (x!k+l.l-plkl}* 
55.0: OVER 1: DRAW IPIK+1J-xll+1 
»*ss,0: GO TO 7910 
7891!1 DRAW (xO;)-P(I(»)*ss .• O: PLOT 

FN f(x(J(),FN g(yO;)): OVER 13: 
DRAW Ip(k+1J-X(~J).SS,0: OVER 1: 

GO TO 7910 
7S95 IF sf>.1 THEN £'oRRU (X(~}-P(I\ 
».Ss,0: OVER 0: DRAW (X!k+11-X( 
K)).ss.e: OVER 1: DRRW IpIK+ll-x 
(1;+1).SS.0: GO TO 7910 
7900 IF sfc1 THEN OVER 13 
7905 DRAW (pll+1J-PI!;JJ*ss.lyel;+ 
i)-YIII).ss: OVER .1 
79113 NEXT I( 
7915 NEXT .i 
7920 NEXT u 
7925 IF cl.$:;;-·· ~{" THEN -G.Q TO ,geeo 
7930 OVER 0: RETURN 
7940 IF sf=1 THEN RETURN 
7942 LET e In +1) =e <':1.): LET fIn +:1.1 
= f I:J. J 
794-5 FOR 1;1 TO n 
7950 LET x(k)=e(K): LET S(k)=el~ 
+ 1) -e (k): LET t (I;) = f ( K +':1.) - f 0; J 
7960 NEXT k 
7965 LET xtn+:l.I=XIl.): Lt:.T ytn+l) 
=y (':1.) 
7970 RETURN 

7885 - 7920 As 7375 - 7426. 

7925 - Jump to 8000 if the demonstration was requested. 
7940 - 7970 As 7440 - 7470. 



8000 IF ItW.EY.$ =.... THEN 80 TO !:'@ID 
0: REM DemDnstra~ion for stretch 
800.1 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 8e 
0.1 
8005 OVER .1 
B@l@ FOR K=l. TO n 
8020 LET e =1'1 ();) -x ( ~:): LET f = f (K) 
-y (K) 
B025 IF e=O RND £=0 THEN GO TO D 
300 
8030 FOR U=.1 TO 2 
804-121 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 804 

'" 6050 IF INKEY$="r" THEN GO TO eo 
70 
6060 IF INKEY$,:, .... T);EN GO TO 60 
60 
8070 PLOT FN f (x (I;) ) .' FH 9 (y (I;) ) : 

DRAW -e *'55 -' (5 f -1) , - f *5 S / (S f -1.) 
8100 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 810 
o 
8.105 NEXT Lt 
8110 IF INI'.EY$="f" THEN GO TO 80 
:30 
8120 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 81l. 
o 
8130 FOR u=1 TO 2 
814-0 IF INt,EY$= .... THEN GO TO 81.4-
o 
8150 IF INKEY$="r" THEN GO TO 81 
70 
8.150 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 8.1 
60 
8170 PLOT FH f (e (K) ) , FN 9 ( f (K) ) : 

DRAW -e*ss*sf/(Sf-.1J,-f*sS*Sf/! 
s£-1J 
82013 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 620 
:0 
8205 NEXT U 
8210 IF Ir"lt-:".EY.$='· f" THEN GO TO 8.1 
30 
8220 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 823. 
:0 
8235 IF INKEY${) .... THEN GO TO 82 
35 

8000 - 8350 Demonstration of the properties of the stretch. 
Pressing a key and releasing it moves the demonstration 
into the next stage. 

8020 - (~) is the vector from (xK'YK) to (e~,fK). 
8025 - If the object point is on the invariant line, GOTO 8300. 
8030 8120 Draws a line from the object point onto the 

invariant line, perpendicular to it. 
Erases the line when a key is pressed and released. 
The line flashes off and on when the 'f' key is held down. 

81}0 - 8235 Draws a line from the image point onto the 
invariant line, perpendicular to it. 
Erases the line on the second execution of the loop. 
Holding down the 'f' key will cause the line to flash. 



6240 FOR u=l TO 2 
8250 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 825 

'" 621:.0 IF INKEY $=" f" THEN GO TO J;S;2 
70 
8265 IF INKEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO 82 
65 
8270 PLOT FN f (X (k)) ,FN '9 (y (K)): 

DRRW e lfSS, F If:S:S 
6275 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 827 
'5 
(3280 NEXT U 
6285 IF INKEY$="f" THEN GO TO 82 
4-0 
3290 IF INI(E'{$= .... THEN GO TO 323 
'5 
830'0 NEXT k 
8305 IF INKE,';;;" .. ·· THEN GO 1'0 1330 
'5 
8306 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 83 
06 
8340 OVER 0 
8350 RETURN 

8240 - 8}50 Draws the line from the object point to the image 
point and then erases it. Holding down the 'f' key will 
cause the line to flash. 



Appendix B - The listing for the program 'num-pat'. 
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I .... 
'D .... 
I 

:I. ZNK 7: 60RDER 0: PAPER 0: C 
LS RESTORE 4-

2 PAUSE '" 
~ FOR 1t=0 TO 7: RERD x: POKE 

U5R "a"i-It,x: NEXT K 

'" 
I2l 

" 
!lll 

00 

0 

4- DATA ','-6.0.0.:1.27 .. 0.0 .• 8 
5 LET i =0 

.10 PRINT ··Tr.iaTi~te riln::bsrs ..... ii 
Square numbers ••• S 
Tn + To -1. =5n .... J:Ju 

20 IF ZNKEY $=" t" THEN GO TO 1'7 

22 

30 

31. 
35 

35 

37 

ZF ZNKEY$=",-" THEN GO TO 50 

ZF ZNKEY$<~"s" THEN GO TO :2 

CL:; 
PRINT "Sn =5n -1 i- {2n -l.} •••• 

1+3+5+7 ••••• El 
1 +2+3 + ..... +Sl +1. .... a n 

ZF ZNKEY$="b" THEN GO TO 10 

ZF :tNKEY $ "," C.. THEN GO TO 60 

38 IF INKEY$="X" THEN CLS GO 
TO 5 

39 IF ZNKEY$<>"a" THEN GO TO :3 
6 

1 - Sets background to black, writing to white. Restores DATA line 4 
2 - Pause until a key is pressed. 
3 - Sets the user defined graphics 'a' to + which will be used for 

division on the display as / is unfamiliar to the pupils for 
whom this program was developed • 

10 - Prints the option message. 

20 - 30 Jumps to the appropriate section of the program according 
to the reponse to the options. 
Only the 't', 'r', and's' keys produce a response. 

31 - clears the screen. 
35 - Prints the options for the square number demonstrations. 

36 - 39 Jumps to the appropriate section for the square numbers 
option • 
Pressing the 'x' key returns to the options in line 10. 
Only the 'a', 'b', 'c' and 'x' keys produce a response. 



I 

~ 
N 
I 

40 CLS 
50 LET i=i+.l 
60 INK 3 
70 FOR It=.l TO i 
50 PRINT AT i, I:. -1; ". ".: AT 1:.._ i-1-

; ... ": NEXT "-
85 INK 7 
66 IF i=.l THEN GO TO 1.15 
90 PRINT AT i, 20.: (i -:1.) ·t2.: .. +".: 

FLASH .1.: "?" 
95 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 95 
96 IF INKEY.$ < > ".. THEN GO TO 95 

1013 FLASH 0: PRINT AT i .• 213.; {i-l. 
)1'2;"+".;2*i-1,;·· = H; FLASH l..:u~.n 

.l0S IF IN!-'.EY$="" THEN GO TO :10'5 

.l06 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO .10 
5 

1.l0 FLASH 0: PRINT AT i ,20.: li-1-
)t2;u+";2*i-1.;u = u;i-ta 

l:l.l GO TO .la5 
.l.l5 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO l.l. 

5 
.1.'1.6 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO l.l.5 
.1.17 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO .l.l 

7 
1.2C PRINT RT i.,20;ul." 
122 IF INKEy$= .... THEN GO TO 122 
:1.23 IF INKEY$<) .... THEN GO TO 1.2 

:3 
125 INK 4 
:1.3121 FOR ;; =:1. TO i, PRINT AT i., t.-

1; ..• "; AT k I- i -1.; ... ": NEXT k 
150 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 1513 
.lSS FLASH 0 
160 IF i =20 OR INKEY$="X" THEN 

GO TO 3113 
:l6.l GO TO 50 

40 - 161 Demonstration of sn., + 2n - 1 = sn. 
i = the number of dots in the side of the square, initially 
set to 1 and increased by 1 at each execution of the loop. 

60 - 80 Prints a magenta gnomon of dots around the green square 
of dots, as in figure 2.19. 

86 - Jumps to 115 if the first square (1 dot) is displayed. 
90 - Prints the number of dots in the green square, followed by 

" + 1". The question mark flashes. 
95 - 96 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

100 - Overprints '1' with the number of dots in the gnomon, 
followed by " = 1". The question mark flashes • 

110 - Overprints '1' with the total sum of dots on display. 

111 - Omits lines 115 - 123 when i>1. 
115 - Demonstration continues only when the option key is released. 
116 - Pause until a key is pressed and released • 

120 - Prints '1' for the first square (one dot). 
122 - 123 Pause. 

125 - 130 Changes the dots of the gnomon to green, making the 
next square. 

150 - Pause until a key is pressed. 
155 - Normal mode of flashing. 
160 - Jumps to the section which displays the sequence without the 

dot demonstration when the 'x' key is pressed or the screen 
is filled (20 by 20 dot square). 

161 - Repeats the demonstration for the next square. 



170 CL5 
171 PRINT .. To+(o+1)=Tn+l.. •• I:! 

1+2+3 •••• +o=To •• ~§ 
n tn +.1) /2=Tn ••• S·~ 

172 IF INKEY $=" C:" THEN GO TO 12 
00 
17~ IF INKEY$="b" THEN GO TO .14-

00 
174- IF INXEY$="x" THEN CL::' GO 
TO 5 
175 IF INKEY$ < > •• a" THEN GO TO 30 

72 
175 CL5 : LET 5=0 
.177 IF INKEY $ { .> •••• THEN GO TO 17 

7 
180 LET i =i +1 
.1E'5 LET 5 =$ +i 
:1''''0 FOR "- =.1 TO i 
200 INK 4: PRINT RT i ,9-INT (i/ 

2) +!r..: •• Ill" AND INT t i /:2) *2:= i .: ..... R 
ND TNT (;/2.1 ;;'2(.>; 

'3 

20.1 NEXT ;; 
202 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 202 
203 IF INKEY $ ( >".. THEN GO TO 20 

205 IF i=.1 THEN GO TO 221£' 
208 INt~ 7: PRINT AT ; ,20; s -;;" + 

"; FLASH 1.; "?" 
210 IF INKEY$=· .. • THEN GO TO 210 
21.1 IF INKEY$(.' .... THEN GO TO 2.1 

.121.:2 FLASH g; PRJ.NT RT .... ' £G.: s -i.: 
"+"; i;" = u; FLASH 1..: .. ?U 
215 IF INKEY$=···· THEN GO TO 215 
2lo6 IF INKEY$·~:- .. •• THEN GO TO 2.1 

6 
2.18 FLA::·H 0: PRTNT AT i, 20.: s -i.: 

u+"; i.:" = ";s: GO TO 225 
220 INK 7: PRINT AT i .• 20; ":.." 
225 FOR 1<;=.1 TO i 
230 INK 3: PRINT AT i .. 9-INT (i ,.' 

2) +-k; .. an AND INT (i .... 2) *-a"=i ; ..... R 
ND INT ( ; /2.1 lr2 ( > i 

24-0 NEXT "-
250 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 250 
255 IF 5=211<:1 OR INKEY$="X" THEN 
GO TO 420 
2E·0 GO TO 18'" 

170 - Clears the screen. 
171 - Prints the options for the triangle numbers demonstrations. 

172 - 175 Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial options. 
Pressing the 'a', 'b' or 'c' key jumps to the corresponding 
demonstration. 
No other key produces a response. 

176 - s is used to store successive triangle numbers. 
177 - Demonstration A continues when the key is released. 
180 - i stores successive integers. 
185 - Generates the next triangle number. 
190 - 201 Prints a row of green dots below the previous triangle 

of dots. To keep the pattern of dots running diagonally, when 
i is even the dot is in the top right of the character square, 
when i is odd the dot is in the top left corner. 

202 - 20} Pause. 
206 - If the first triangle number is displayed (1 dot) GOTO 220. 
208 - 218 Prints, in stages, the numerical values of 

t •. , + i = t~ , where t" is the n~- triangle number. 
The question mark flashes at each stage until a key is 
pressed, when it is overwritten with the numerical value. 

220 - "1" is printed for the first triangle number. 
225 - 240 Changes the row of green dots to magenta, the colour of 

the previous triangle. 

250 - 260 Repeats the demonstration for the next triangle number 
when a key is pressed. If the 'x' key is pressed or the screen 
is full the sequence above is printed without the dots. 



::::130 CL5 
305 LET i =0 
3:1.13 IF INKEY $ <> .. " THEN GO TO ::;>:1. 

e 
312 INK 7 
315 LET i=i+1 
3213 PRINT; (i-:!")1'2.;" + ".:2*i-3..: 

.. = ";i~2 

5 

325 IF INKEY$="x" THEN CLS : GO 
TO 5 
3313 GO TO :310 

41313 CLS 
~05 LET S:e~ L~T i=O 
420 INK 7 
425 IF INKEY $ ( > .. " THEN GO TO 42 

4313 LET i=.+l 
44-0 LET S =s +; 
450 PR:INT S -i;'" + u; i.: H :: "'.: s 
4-55 IF INKEY$=""x" THEN CL5 : GO 
TO 5 
4613 GO TO 4-20 

300 - 305 Redundant unless it is required that the sequence below 
is printed beginning with the first term at the top of the 
screen, in which case line 160 needs to be changed - GOTO 310 
is replaced with GOTO 300· 

310 - 330 When the key is released. the numerical values of the 
sequence s,., + (2i - 1) = s~ continues being printed below the 
last square which was demonstrated. 
Pressing a key halts the sequence until the key is released. 
Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial option display. 

400 - 405 Redundant unless it is required that the sequence below 
is printed beginning with the first term at the top of the 
screen. in which case line 255 needs to be changed - GOTO 420 
is replaced with GOTO 400. 

420 - 460 When the key is released the numerical values of the 
sequence t;., + i = t, continues. being printed below the last 
triangle which was demonstrated. 
Holding down a key halts the sequence, until the key is 
released. 
Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial option display. 



I 

~ 
\J1 
I 

501Zt CLS 
505 LET $=0, LET n=-~ 
515 LET n=n+1 
515 CLS 
53. 7 LET :s =$ -1-11 
520 FOR i=0 TO n 
S2S INK 3 
530 FOR k=l. TO .:. 
540 PRINT AT i,9-INT (i/2)-I-II.;"· 

" AND INT (i /2) *2=i : " ... AND INT 
( i ..... 2) *:2 < > i 
54-5 NEXT K 
550 FOR J=i TO n 
555 INK 4-
560 PRINT AT i, 11-INT (i /2) +.i.: .. 

... AND INT (i/2~*2"'i;""" RND INT 
(i/2) *2<>i 

:1 

570 NEXT j 
580 NEXT i 
590 IF INKEY$="'· THEN GO TO 59!;': 
::>91 IF INKEY $ { >.... THEN GO TO 59 

600 INK 7 
610 PRINT AT n +1, 1.1+n /2.: s +n +1..: A 

T n-l-;1, :10; 

6 

615 IF 5=0 Ti1EN GO TO 598 
616 PRINT S 
6:17 IF l.NK~Y$=··" THEN GO TO 617 
6:16 IF INKE··'!j;< > .... THEN GO TO 6l. 

619 PRINT AT n+.1.,l.0.5+n/4;"+";A 
T 11-1-:1,14-+11/2;"="; FI...ASHl.;AT /1.,.l. 
,116+n....-2.; .. ?U 
620 IF .INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 620 
62l. IF INKEY~;( > .... THEN GO TQ 62 

1. 

500 - 740 Demonstration of the relation t~ + to_I ~ Sn' 

515 - n stores successive integers. Initially n = o. 
517 -s stores the current triangle number. 
520 - n is the number of rows of dots in the larger triangle. 
530 - 545 Prints a row of dots (magenta) of the first 

triangle. The rows alternate with the dots in the top left 
and then in the top right corner of a character square 
to ensure a diagonal pattern. 

550 - 570 Prints a green row of dots for the second triangle. 

580 - Next row of dots of the triangles. 

610 - Prints the number of dots in the first triangle. 

616 - Prints the number of dots in the second triangle. 
617 - 618 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

619 - Prints '+' between the two numbers, followed by , = 1'. 
The question mark flashes. 

620 - 621 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
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622 INK '3 
623 FOR i=n TO e STEP -1 
525 FOR k=1 TO i 
6-'30. PR.INT RT .i ... 9-.!NT Cl/:2) +~.~.: u 

"~RT i .. 9-INT In .... 2J+K.:··· n 

o 

64-0 NE~'T f. 
541 NEXT i 
643 FOR q=0 TO 100: NEXT q 
64-5 INK 4-
646 FOR i=n TO e STEP -1 
550 FOR j=i TO n 
toe.£, PRINT HT i 4.:1..:l-INT !.i /.2) +.J': H 

"; AT i, 11-INTln /2) +.i.;". " 
562 NEXT j 
654 NEXT i 
666 FOR q=0 TO 100: NEXT q 
570 FOR 1=n TO 0 5TEP -~ 
672 PRINT AT i, 11-INT (0/2) +0;" 
";AT iJ.1.0-INT (n./2)+.i; .. • .. 
675 NEXT i 
685 IF INKE"':($=:::'··· THEN GO TO 586 
690 IF I.NKP[$.-;: :_ .. k .. THEN GO TO 69 

691 INK 7: FLASH 0: PRINT AT n+ 
1.~J.5+n/2": (n+-l)-t2 

692 INK 5 
693 FOR ;=0 TO n 
694- FOR j=0 TO n 
695 PRINT AT i .. :!.0-IHT [0/2) +j;" .. " 
6SS NEXT J 
697 NEXT i 
698 IF INH .. EY 3i~"'. THEN GO "1"0 598 
699 IF INKEY$="X" OR 0=19 THEN 

GO TO 710 
700 GO TO 515 
710 IF INKEY$< > .... THEN- GO TO 71 

o 
712 INK. 7: PRINT LET 0=0+1: L 

ET s=s+n 
715 LET 0=n+1 
720 LET 5 =5 +n 
730 PRINT s-n;" + n;s.;u = 'U .. :o·t2 
735 IF INKEY;!;="X" THEN CLS : GO 
TO :5 . 
740 GO TO 715 

622 - 641 Rearranges the first triangle of dots into a right
angled triangle, row by row. 

643 - Pause for about two seconds. 
645 - 664 Rearranges the second triangle into a right-angled 

triangle, row by row. 

666 - Pause for about two seconds. 
670 - 675 Moves the second triangle next to the first triangle to 

form a square. 

685 - 690 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

691 - Overwrites the question mark with the number of dots in the 
square. 

692 - 697 Changes the colour of all the dots, row by row, to cyan. 

698 - 700 Pressing a key repeats the demonstration for the next 
pair of triangle numbers. Pressing the 'x' key or if the screen 
is full (n = 19) jumps to line 710. 

710 - The program continues only when the key is released. 

712 - 740 Continues printing the sequence without the dot display. 
Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial option display. 



800 CL5 : INK 4-
805 FOR i=1 TO 10 
810 FOR J=1 TO i 
820 FOR k=1 TO i 
8~0 PRINT AT J, /\; ..•.. 
84-0 NEXT " 
850 NEXT J 
854. IF INKEY.$<> .. •• AND i=:l. THEN 

GO TO 854 
855 IF INKEY$=···· THEN GO TO 855 
65& :IF IN KEY .$ < >.... THEN GO TO 85 

6 
860 FOR l=1 TO i 
870 PLOT 8,H .• 171: DRAW 8* (i +.1.-t 

) -1, -8 * ( i + 1-U + 1 
880 PLOT 4,175-8*l: DRAW 8r\i+1 

-l.l -.1, -8*li +1-l) +1. 
690 NEXT t 

:1 

900 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 900 
901 IF INKEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO 90 

905 IN~; 7 
910 FOR l=1. TO i-1: PRINT AT t+ 

1 .• i +1.; l.; AT i +1 .• l +1; l: NEXT l 
91.1 PRINT AT i+1,i+1;' 
915 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 9.1.5 
915 IF INKEY$< ) .... THEN GO TO 91-

E· 
91.8 PRINT ••• 
919 IF i=1 THEN GO TO 980 
920 FOR l=1 TO i: PRINT t.: '.+";: 
NEXT t 
930 FOR l='-1 TO :1 STEP -, PRI 

NT l.;" +.. AND t { : •. 1..:: NEXT t _. 
940 PR I tIT .. ==";.: FLRSH .1. ~ PR .INT 

.. '?" .; 

:t 

950 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO- TO 950-
95.1 IF INKEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO 95 

950 FLASH 0: PRINT ; CHR$ S.: i ·ra 
970 l:F-l:NKEy$= .... THEH GO TO 970 
980 CLS 
98:1 'IF Ir-H~.EY $ =" :.:.. THEN GO TO 5 
985 INK 4-
990 NE>-''T i 
995 INK 7: GO TO 5 

800 - 995 Demonstrates 1 + 2 + 3 •••• n •••• 3 + 2 + 1 = n'. 
805 - The demonstration shows the first 10 square numbers. 
810 - 850 Prints a square of green dots. 

854 - The demonstration will net begin until the option key 
(c) is released. 

855 - 856 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
860 - 890 Draws straight lines to divide the square into 

diagonal rows of dots. 

Pause. 

905 - 911 Prints the number of dots in the diagonal rows, 
at the edge of the square. 

Pause. 

918 Three lines space beneath the square. 
919 - Omits lines 920 - 970 for the first square. 
920 - 940 Prints '1 + 2 + 3 +' up to the value of i, followed 

by the values of '(i-1) + (i-2)+ ••• + 2 + 1 = l' 
The question mark flashes. 

Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

960 - Overprints the question mark with the square number. 
970 - 981 Pressing a key continues the demonstration. 

Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial option display. 
990 - Repeats the demonstration for the next square. 
995 - Return to the initial option display after the 10x10 

square. 



1000 CLS : INK 4 
2005 FOR i=1 TO 20 
2020 FOR j=1 TO i 
2020 FOR K=1 TO i 
:1030 ·PRINT AT J, K; .. a .• 
104.0 NEXT Jt. 
1050 NEXT J 
.1055 :IF .INKE'{$o{>···· RND :1=1. THEN 
GO TO 1055 
:11'1613 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 20<'::, 
o 
:1.136:1. IF INKEY;;; {> .... THEN GO TO 1.0 
01 
~070 FOR t=~ TO l~ PLOT 8*tl+~-t 
) -2 I ,l. 7.3. . DP.Rt .. J g, -8,* l -2. r;.R,g~.; S -r. t 
,O: NE.XT l 
:l080 IF INKEY$='··· THE.N GO TO :l08 
o 
11'18.3. IF INKEY $ ( )- .... THEN GO TO 10 
61 
2082 INK 7 
1085 FOR l=1 TO i: PRINT AT t .. i .. 
:l.;2!1-l-:l.: NEXT l 
:1..087 IF INKEY$="'" THEN GO TO 1.08 
7 
1088 IF IN KEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO 10 
88 
:1.090 FOR l=1 TO i-1: PRINT AT l, 
i +3; .. +u; NEXT l 
1092 PLOT 8*i +8, :l.67-8iEoi: ·1::'RRW 24 
.;0 
1093 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 109 
3 
1094. IF INKEY $ < > .... THEN GO TO 1.0 
94-
1096 PRINT AT i+2,i+:l.;;·ra 
1097 IF INK.EY$= .... THEN GO TO 109 
7 
.1098 IF INK.EY$="x" OR ;=19 THEN 
CL5 : GO TO 5 
:l099 CLS : INK 4-
1.:1.00 NEXT i 

1000 - 1100 Demonstration of 1 + 3 + 5 + ••• + (2n-1) = nL
• 

1010 - 1050 Prints a square arrangement of green dots. 

1055 - The demonstration begins only when the option key 
(b) is released. 

1060 - 1061 Pause until a key is pressed and reaeased. 

1070 - Divides the square into gnomons. 

Pause. 

1082 - 1085 Prints the number of dots in each gnomon, at the 
edge of the square. 

Pause. 

1090 - Prints a column of +'s next to the odd numbers. 
1092 - Underlines the bottom number. 

Pause. 
1096 - Prints the total of the odd numbers. 
1097 - 1098 The demonstration continues only when a key is 

pressed. The initial option returns when the 'x' key is 
pressed or when the 19x19 square has been demonstrated. 

1100 - Repeat the demonstration for the next square. 
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1200 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO :1.2 
00 
1201 LET p=l: CLS 
.12£15 LET P =P +:l. 
:1.220 INK 3 
1225 FOR j=l TO P 
:1.230 FOR k=l TO p-l. 
1235 PRINT AT .;,1;.+:1.0,' .. • .. 
124-0 NEXT k 
124-2 NEXT J 
.124-5 INK 7: PRINT AT l,.0,;P-l,; ";(" 
.; p;" = u; FLA!:.H :t.; H?H.: 
.124-6 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO :1.24-
6 
:1.24-7 IF INKE'{ $ < > .... THEN GO TO 12 
4-7 
.1250 FLASH £I: PRINT CHR$ 8;p~(p
~U 
1255 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 125 
5 
1256 IF INKE'Y' $ < }.... THEN GO TO 1.2 
56 
:1.260 INK 4-
1261 FOR J=:I. TO P 
~252 FOR R=j TO p-~ 
:1.263 PRINT AT j, K +10; ..... 
1264- NEXT k 
1265 NEXT J 
:1255 PLOT 84- ~ 1. 7.1 ~ DRRt.} 8' *,p I -8.:rP 
1268 INK 7 
1270 PRINT AT 3,0;p~(p-1}; .. A2 = 
"; FLASH 1~:"?u.; 
1275 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 1.27 
5 
1276 IF INKEY $ < }.... THEN GO TO :1.2 
76 
1280 FLASH £I: PRINT CHR$ B;Pr(p-
1)/2 
1285 IF INKE'Y'$= .... THEN GO TO 1.28 
5 
1286 IF INKEY $ ( ,''' .. THEN GO TO ~2 
Be-

1200 - 1399 Demonstration of n(n+1)/2 = t~. 

1220 - 1242 Prints a rectangular arrangement of magenta dots 
n by (n+1). Initially n = 1. 

1245 - Prints the values 'n x (n+1) = 11 for the current 
rectangle. The question mark flashes • 

1246 - 1247 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

1250 - Overprints '1' with the value of n(n+1) • 
cHR$8 = backspace. 

Pause. 

1260 - 1265 Overprints half the rectangular array of dots 
in green. 

1266 - Draws the diagonal line to divide the two halves. 
1268 - 1270 Prints, in white. the value of n(n+1). followed 

by , T 2 = l' The question mark flashes. 

Pause. 

1280 - Overprints '1' with the value of n(n+1)/2. 

Pause. 
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3..290 OVER 3.. 
3..293.. FOR j=3.. TO p 
3..292 FOR t=J TO p-3.. 
:1293 PRINT AT J ~ k +i0; n .,~ 
3..294- NEXT l( 
1295 NEXT ... i 
1296 PLOT 84,3..73..: DRAW 8*p,-8*p 
3..305 OVER 0: INK :3 
1310 FOR J=P-~ TO ~ STEP -~ 
1320 FOR K=3.. TO j-i 
1:::;:::;0 PRINT AT j,';-1<.+10;·· ",:AT .i, 
INT ((p +j -!-1) /2) -I<. +3..0; .. * .. AN!) INT 

((p-j)/2l*2<>P-j;···" FIND INT It 
p-j) /2) *"2=P-J 
1::340 NEXT r. 
1.350 NEXT ... i 
1360 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 3..35 
¥' 
:1370 IF INKEY$="z" THEN GO SUB i 
500 
:1380 IF INKEY$~"X" THEN PR:rNT AT 

p+2,0: GO TO 3..395 
3..365 CLS : OVER 0 
1395 IF p~.1.8 THEN GO TO 12£"5 
:1396 INK 7 
,1397 IF ;rNKEY"$·~ > •••• T)-t~N GO TO 1.3 
97 
1398 PRINT p; "x";p+3..;" = ";p*lp+ 
1);TA6 15;P*lp+l);"Fl2 = ";p*lp-f-l 
) /2: LET p=p+:1: IF INKEY$="X" TH 
EN CLS : GO TO 5 
1399 GO TO 3..398 

1290 - 1296 Prints the dots and line as in 1261 - 1266 using the 
'exclusive or' command, thus erasing them. This leaves a 
right-angled triangle of magenta dots, of size n(n+1)/2. 

1305 - Normal printing mode, colour magenta. 
1310 - 1350 Rearranges the triangle of dots into an isosceles 

triangle, row by row. 

1360 - 1380 Pressing and releasing a key continues the demonstration. 
Pressing the 'x' key results in the sequence being printed 
without the dot demonstration. 
Pressing the 'z' key executes subroutine 1500. 

1395 - If p<18 the demonstration is repeated for the next triangle 
number. The screen is filled when p = 18. 

1397 - The sequence below is printed when the 'x' key is released. 
1398 - 1399 Prints the sequence without the demonstration. 

For example, if p = 8,'8 x 9 = 72 72 + 2 = 36' is printed. 
Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial option display. 
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24-00 CL5 : LET i=0 
1.4-0:1. :IF !N!<.EY $ < >"" THEN GO TO :1.4-
02 
:1.4-02 LET i=i+1 
24-03 FOR J=1 TO i 
14-05 FOR k=:I. TO ; 
14:1.0 :INK ::;: PR:INT AT j, 9-:INT ! j .. ' 
2}+k; .. • .. AND :INT (j/2)·£-2=;; .. • .. A 
ND INT ( ; /2) £-2 < > J 
14-20 NE;':T " 
14.30 NEXT j 
:1435 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 1.4;;;; 
5 
2435 :IF INKEY$ < > .... TJ-lEN GO 10 :1.4-
36 
1.437 FOR j=1 TO ,: PLOT 82-4*J,2 
69-8:f.j: DRAl ... 1 8:fj~0: NEXT j 
:1.438 IF INKEY$~"" THEN GO TO 1.43 
eo 
14-39 IF :INKEY$c) .. ·· THEN GO TO :1.4-
39 
:144.0 INK 7: FOH ';=1. TO i: PHINT 
AT j,11+i/2;j: NEXT j 
14-41 :IF :INKEY$= .. ·· THEN GO TO :1.44-
:I. 
:1.4-42 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO :1.4-
4-2 
:1.4-43 Fo..J? .};l TO .:i.. P.RJNT RT .J -.1 , 
14+i /2: "+" AND j ~ >1.: NEXT .i 
24.45 IF i (> 1. THEN GO TO l.4.t:,0 
14-50 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 145 
o 
14-51 IF INKEY $ < )".. THEN GO TO 14-
51 
2455 CL5 : GO TO 1402 
1460 INK 7: PLOT 85+4£-;,167-8£-i: 

DRRW 24-,0: FLASH 1: PRINT AT i+ 
a" 1~+i /2; u,?"; 
14-65 IF INKEY$=" .. THEN GO TO 14-6 
5 
14-66 IF It-U-(E'"{ S < :- ••• , THE:"l GC: TO :14 
55 
14-70 FLASH ~: PR£NT CHR$ B;i£-li+ 
1) /a. 

" 1400 - 1495 Demonstrates rE i = to' 
"~I 

1401 - The demonstration only continues when the option key 
(b) is released. 

1402 - i increases by 1 at each stage of the demonstration. 
1403 - 1430 Prints the i th triangle number as an arrangement 

of cyan dots. 

1435 - 1436 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

1437 - Draws horizontal lines to divide the triangle into 
rows of dots. 

Pause. 

1440 - Prints the number of dots in each row, at the side of 
the triangle. 

Pause. 
1443 - Prints a column of +'s beside the numbers. 

1445 - 1455 If the first triangle number (1) is being 
demonstrated, then pause until a key is pressed and 
released after which return to line 1401 to demonstrate 
the next triangle number. For subsequent triangle numbers 
continue with line 1460. 

1460 - Draws a line under the column of numbers, with a 
flashing question mark below. 

Pause. 
1470 - Overprints '1' with the current triangle number. 



.1480 :IF :INKEY$=· .. • THEN GO TO 1":'8 

'" :l.4.85 CLS 
1490 IF INKEY$="x" DR j =.19 THEN 
GO TO 5 
1491 IF INKEY $ < }.... THEN GO TO 14-
9:1. 
1495 GO TO 1402 
1500 IF INX;::,..${.,·· .. THEN GD TO .15 
021 
251035 INH :3; FOR .... i:=:!. TD p -;1: PLOT 
80+(p+1-J)*4.162-S*J: DRRW S*j+ 

2.0: NEXT j 
.1510 IF INKEy$= .... THEN GO TO 151-
\21 
1520 IF INKEY$O .. •· TH::::N GO TO 15 
20 
1530 INK 6: FOR J=1 TO p-1: PRIN 
T AT ,i -I-l., I" -1-.10; j: NEXT ,i 
l.540 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 154 
o 
1550 IF :INKEY$<:- .... THEN GO TO ::'5 
50 
1560 FOR J =1 TO P -1: PRINT AT .i .• 
1"+12;"+" AND J<).1: NEXT J 
1570 PLOT 80+8*p,167-8*p: DRAW 2 
4,0 
1580 PR:INT FLASH 1; AT 1"-1-2 .• 11-1-1".;" 
7" ; 
1.590 IF INKEY $ =".. THEN GO TO 159 
o 
1600 IF :tNKEY$o .... THEN GO TO 10 
00 
1610 PR:tNT FLASH 0; AT 1"+2,11+1";" 
";AT p+2.l.0-1-p;p*lp-l)/2 

.1620 IF INKEY$="·· THEN GO TO 162 
13 
16313 RETURN 

1480 - 1495 When the 'x' key is pressed or the screen is filled 
(after the 19th triangle) return to the initial option 
display.Any other key continues with the demonstration of 
the next triangle. 

" 1500 - 1630 Demonstration of ~ i .. t after n(n+1 )/2 .. t ~ has 
~: I r"I been demonstrated. 

1505 - Draws horizontal lines to divide the triangle into 
rows of dots • 

1510 - 1520 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 

1530 - Prints the number of dots in each horizontal row. 

Pause. 

1560 - Prints a column of +'s beside the numbers. 

1570 - Draws a line below the column of numbers. 
1580 - Draws a flashing question mark below the line. 

Pause. 

1610 - Overprints '?' with the current triangle number. 

1620 - 1630 RETURN when a key is pressed • 



Appendix C - The listing for the program 'fibonacci'. 
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212100 REM Fibooacci 
200~ PAPER 0: BORDER 0: INK 7: C 
LS 
201212 GO SUB 30013 
2005 PALISE 13 
21211121 FOR t.=0 TO 23: READ a: POKE 

U5R "a"+1\ ~a: NEXT t 
2020 DRTA 0~S~0~0#~27,0,0~8,4e,~ 
e~4e~56~124~~24~124~56~~24,2S4,2 
54,254,254~25~,12~,0 

202~ CL:; 
21322 LET t~ =13: LET y =~ 
2025 LET C=0: GO SUS .22~0 

2029 GO '3Ua. :2500 
2133121 INK 7: PRINT AT 0,13; "»";AT 
1 .. 0;"." 
21335 GO SUB 251313 
2037 GO SUB 2270 
2038 GO SUB 251210 

2001 - Sets the whole screen black. 
2002 - SUB 3000 sets up axre:y rp. 
2005 - Pause until a key is pressed. 
2010 - 2020 Sets up the user-defined graphics from the DATA in 

line 2020. "a" = ~ "b" = rabbit head, "c" = rabbit body. 
It was decided to useT for division in the printout as the 
pupils for whom this program was written were not familiar 
with the use of /. 

2021 - Clears the screen. 
2022 - w and y are used to store successive Fibonacci numbers. 
2025 - SUB 2200 prints a green horizontal line (to represent grass) 

for the (c+1)th month. 

2029 - Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
2030 - Prints the first rabbit of the first month, in white. 
2035 - Pause. 
2037 - SUB 2270 prints '1' at the right of the first row. 
2038 - Pause. 
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2040 FOR c~2 TO 7 
2044 GO SUB £200 
2045 GO SUB 2500 
2046 INK 6 
2050 FOR J=~ TO 22 
212150 IF r${C,j) {)"Y" THEN GO TO 
2080 
2070 PRINT RT 2*c~J-:1_;"i";AT 2*<: 
+1, j -:1; "e" 
2080 NEXT j 
212182 GO SUB 2500 
2085 INK 7 
2090 FOR J~2 TO 22 
2100 IF r$(C+l"i) {)"W" THEN GO T 
o 2120 
22:1.0 PRINT AT 2iH:,J-:l.;"l";AT Site 
+1,j-2;"»" 
2120 NEXT J 
2125 GO SUB 250~ 
2130 INK 6 
214.0 FOP. ,i =:1 TO 21 
2150 IF r$ (C "i) < >"w" THEN GO TO 
21.70 
21.60 PRINT AT 2:;.C ,J-:1; ' . .&-" ;HT :2:.c 
+.1.1 j -l.; ..•.. 
2170 NEXT J 
2175 GO SUB 2500 
2177 LET z=y 
2178 LET y~y+t~ 
2179 LET '" =Z 
2180 GO SUB 2250 
2161 GO SUB 2500 
2185 NEXT C 

2040 - 2185 One stage of the demonstration. 
2044 - SUB 2200 draws a green horizontal line for the (c+1)th stage). 
2045 - Pause. 
2046 - Sets colour of printing to yellow. 
2050 - 2080 Prints a yellow rabbit wherever fly" appears in the 

string rp(c) , i.e. mature rabbits from the previous month. 
Each rabbit occupies two character squares, column (j-1) on 
lines 2c and (2c+1). 

2082 - Pause. 
2085 - Sets the colour of printing to white. 
2090 - 2120 Prints a white rabbit where "w" appears in the string 

rp(c+1), i.e. the current month. 

2125 - Pause. 
2130 - Sets colour of printing to yellow. 
2140 - 2170 Prints a yellow rabbit where "w" appears in the string 

rp(c), i.e. the rabbits which were born in the previous month 
and mature in the current month. 

2175 - Pause. 
2177 - 2179 Sets y to the number of yellow rabbits and w to the 

number of white rabbits. 
2180 - Prints the sequence at the right of the row. 
2181 - Pause. 



219121 GO TO 24121121 
2200 INK 4-
221215 FOR J=0 TO 20 
221.0 PRINT AT ==*C7-:l¥.j; "_'. 
2215 NEXT j 
2220 RETURN 
2250 IN~ 7 
226121 IF yc)1 THEN GO TO 23121121 

2265 IF w{)0 THEN INK S 
2270 PRINT AT 2:fc+:l.,.29; 0.3.," 
2280 RETLIRN 

23012'1 PRINT AT 2-:fc+l. ... 2.:l; J.J-~; u + u 

, 
231215 INK 6, PRINT w;, INK 7: PRI 
NT .. = u;y 
2310 RETURN 

2190 - Jump to by-pass the subroutines. 
2200 - 2220 Draws a green horizontal line 21 characters long. 

2250 - Sets colour of printing to white. 
2260 - Jumps to line 2300 from the 3rd stage onwards. 

2265 - 2270 Prints u1 u at the right hand side of the screen, white 
at the first stage (w=O), yellow at the second (w=1). 

2280 - RETURN executed only for stages 1 and 2. 

2300 - 2305 Prints at the right of the screen, in white, the value 
of (y-w), the number of white rabbits displayed, followed by 
u+u, then the value, printed in yellow, of w, the number of 
yellow rabbits. The line is completed with U=U followed by the 
value of y, the total number of rabbits. 

2310 - End of subroutine 2250. 



240121 PRINT 
. . S 
....... J:I 
~ 

"Continue sequence., .. 
Repeat de~onstration 
Print sequence~., .. ~. 
GOlden ratio •••••• § 

24el. IF INKEY$="c" THEN GO Slll3 :2 
7130: GO TO 24.09 

2402 IF INKEY$="r" THEN GO TO 2\,\ 
0l. 

2403 IF INKEY$="g" THEN CL5 
TO 261210 

2404 IF INKEY $ < ~ •• p" TliEN GO TO 2 
40:1. 

2405 CLS : LET w=2: LET y=l. 
241216 PRINT w'y 
2.4.0.9. PRINT l,';" +"; y;" = .. <.'" +y 

2420 LET Z =y: LET y =y +l~: LET li' =Z 
2425 IF INKEY$=")(" THEN CLS : GO 

TO 24013 
2420 GO TO 2409 
2500 IF INKEy:;;= .... THEN GO TO 2Se 

'" 2510. IF INKE'Y·$"::~·· of THEN G.O TD 25 
2121 
2520 RETURN 
26130 LET ~'=:1; LET Y =:1 
2610 PRINT ut;"' 7- ";y;1f = "';lil./ l) 

2620 LET X =li': LET u' = •• +y: LET y =:( 
2630 IF INKEY$="X" THEN CLS : GO 

TO 241210 
254121 GO TO 26:10 

2400 - Prints the options. 

2401 - Option 'c' - SUB 2700 clears the bottom of the screen. 
Line 2409 continues printing the sequence without the 
rabbit demonstration. 

2402 - Option 'r' - returns to the start of the program, to clear 
the screen and repeat the rabbit demonstration. 

2403 - Option 'g' clears the screen and prints the ratios of 
successive pairs of numbers in the Fibonacci sequence. 

2404 - Jumps to 2401 if 'p' is not pressed. Only one of the four 
keys will produce an exit from the loop. 

2405 - OptioD 'p' - sets w and y to 1. Clears the screen and 
prints 1 on the first two lines of the screen (line 2406). 

2409 - Continues printing the values of w '+' y '=' (w+y), where 
w and y are consecutive numbers in the sequence, for options 
'pt and 'e'. 

2410 - Sets w and y as the next pair of consecutive numbers. 
2415 - Clears screen and displays options when the 'x' key is pressed. 
2420 - Continues the sequence if 'x' has not been pressed. 
2500 - 2520 Subroutine to pause until a key is pressed and released. 

2600 - Option 'g' - sets w and y to 1. 
2610 - Prints the values of w '';'' y '=' (w/y). 
2620 - Sets w and y to the next pair of numbers in the sequence. 
2630 - Jumps to the option display if the 'x' key is pressed. 
2640 - Continues the sequence of ratios if 'x' is not pressed. 



270'0 PRINT AT 25 ... 0 
27~0 FOR J=2 TO 32 
2720 PRINT " "; 
2730. NE)t.T J 
27~0 PRINT AT 25,0 
2750 RETURN 
a000 DIn r$i8.21J 
3010 LET r $ (2) =" klSSSSSSSSSS.SSSSS 
SSSSS .. 
3020 LET r $ (2) =" ysssSSSSS.SE-ssss.£. 
SS$.ss .. 
3030 LET 
SS.SSS I. 
alZl4.0 LET 
ssss.s." 
3050 LET 
SSttfSS .. 
a060 LET 
l\lS~SS . •• 

r$(3)~"yssssssss£ssswSS 

.,- $ (4.1 ="ysssss.s.swss.s.Sl:JSS 

r$(5)="y~~~~~~~~~~s~~~s 

r$16l="ysswsyssysswSYSS 

312170 LET r$17'="yswysyswyswysysw 
QS.4SW" 
3080 LET r$ (8) ="y!~yywYItlYY!~\Hj\~YWY 
y~JYI~Y" 
312190 RETURN 

2700 - 2750 Subroutine to clear the option display from the 
bottom of the screen and set printing to line 15 of the screen. 

3000 - 3090 Subroutine to set up the string array r~ which 
contains the information for printing the rabbits. 
r~(k) is the k"h row. 
y indicates where a yellow rabbit is to be printed. 
w indicates where a white rabbit is to be printed. 
s indicates a space. 

The printout below was obtained by :- FOR k = 1 TO 8: PRINT r~(k): NEXT k. 
It shows the final arrangement of white and yellow rabbits after all 8 months have been demonstrated. 
(A 9th stage would not have fitted on one line.) 

I,ISSSSSSSSSSS'SSSSSSSSS 
yssssssssssssssssssss 
YSssssssssss~~sssssss 
~SSSSSSSWSSSSYSSSSSSS 
ysssswssyssssysssswss 
YSSklSYSSYSSklSYSSWSYSS 
YSklYSYSWYSWYSYSItlYSYSkI 
YWYYWYWYYklYYWYWYYWYWY 



Appendix D - The listing for the program 'prime'. 
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I 

'" .... 
l' 

:I. GO TO :1.:1. 
3 BRIGHT 0: BORDER 7: P~PER 7 

INK 0: CLS 
4- PRINT "This prog,-a!l> can 9;" 

e any prime nU~berl up to the ~0 
00th."."press ~ to list the prjm 
es.","press 13 for the Sieve Of 

Eratosthenes~·~~··Press m jf 
YOU ~iSh to print a specific 
prime","Press ~ to test a pri~e 

• Press § to stoP.'· 
S IF INKEY$~"e" THEN GO TO :19 

0 
6 IF INKEY$""s" 

0 
THEN GO TO 4-5 

7 IF INKEY$="n" THE:N CLS : GO 
TO 300 

8 IF INKEY$="p" THEN GO TO :.rs. 
(2) 

9 IF INKEY$="t" THEN CLS : GO 
TO 360 

:1.0 GO TO 5 

1 - Executed only on the initial RUN, to set up the array p with 
the prime numbers. 

3 - Sets the background white, printing black. BRIGHT 0 is a 
lower brilliance than BRIGHT 1. 

4 - Prints the initial option display. 

5 - 10 Jumps to the appropriate part of the program when the 
'e', 's', 'n', 'p' or 't' key is pressed. No other key 
will produce a response. 



11 REM ThiS part Of the progra 
rn, to line 17121 generates the pri 
mes 

14 DIM P C1.0(0) 

15 LET P(1J=2: LET P(2}~3 
1e. LET !!l=3 
20 LET J=£l 
21 LET t=0 

25 LET J=J+1 
:30 LET p=5*J-1 
40 LET S=INT SQR P 
50 FOR ~=1 TO m-1 
60 IF INT (P/P (Y.)) =pJp 11.) THEN 

GO TO 100 
7!Z1 IF po {K) >s THEN GO TO '30-
60 NEXT ,. 

9121 LET p On) =p: LET ID =Iit -1-1 
95 IF 1lI",.1001 THEN GO TO 3 

10121-- !...ET P =6=-J +:1 
105 LET s ""INT SQR P 
11121 FOR Jr.=1 TO .,-1 
12121 IF :INT Ip./P (Jr.») :P/ptJr.) THEN 
~o TO 25 
13121 IF p(iI.;>s THEN GO TO 150 
14121 NEXT t 
16121 LET p~~~~p: LET ~~~+1 
165 IF ID=101211 THEN GO TO 3 
:1.70 GO TO 2S 

11 - 170 Executed only when setting array p with the first 
1000 prime numbers. 

14 - Sets up a one-dimensional array p of dimension 1000. 
Each member is initially set to o. 

15 - The first two prime numbers. 
16 - m is a counter for the array p. 
20 - 21 Sets j and t initially to o. 
25 - 140 Uses the fact that all primes above 3 are of the form 

6j :!;1 where j is a natural number to avoid considering all the 
natural numbers. or all the odd numbers, when finding the 
primes. 
p is the number being tested whether it is prime or not. 
25 - Increases j by 1. 
30 - Considers p as 6j - 1. 
40 - s =.JP rounded down to an integer. 
50 - 80 Tests if p is divisible by the primes Pt to Pm_laS far 

as PI( where Pl<>./p. If p has no prime factor less than IP. 
it will have no prime factor greater thanlli. 
GOTO 100 if P is composite. GOTO 90 if p is prime. 

90 - Sets the next member of array p with the value of p, and 
increases m by 1. 

95 - If m = 1001 then the array p is full, return to line 3. 
100 - 140 As the above section, considering p = 6j + 1. 

GOTO 25 if p is not prime. 
GOTO 160 if p is prime. 

160 - Sets the next member of array p with the value of p, and 
increases m by 1. 

165 - As 95. 



I 
I\) .... 
I\) 

I 

:I. 

:1.80 CLS 
:1.8:1. IF IN!<.E.Y$C) .... THEN GO TO .lE; 

l.82 FOR m=:I. TO :1.000: PRINT PCDl) 
::If\3 IF ~NKE'{$="X If THEN GO TO 3-
:1.85 NEXT ID . 
186 STDP 

190 CL5 : BRIGHT ~ 
191 IF INgEY$<>uU THEN GO TO :1.9 

1 
1. 92 PR INT t • .1." 
1..96 PAPER 0: INK 7: PRINT AT 0, 

3;u,2";RT 0. .. 5;"3": PAPEFi 7: INK 0 
198 LET t:0: LET m=3: LET a:~0: 
LET b=3: LET C=2~O 
200 FOR W=p(ID-1)+1 TO plml-1 
210 BRIGHT (INT (,,1.-2) ;1'2=1\1) 
220 PRINT AT INT ({\~-:!.J ,'al-20;tt 

, b", (l~ - { INT ((\~ -1) / a) ) !fa -:1.1 ; \<' 
225 IF INT (to -' C) '" c =\\' THEN GO SLI 

B 276 
230 NEXT w 
2~0 PAPER 0: INK 7: 
250 PRINT RT INT (Ip \In) -11 ."'al-2 

eHt, b* Ip (m) - !INT Ip 11"1/,,,11 !!-",-:l.); 
p (m); 

260 PAPER 7: INK 0 
265 IF INKEY$="x·· THEN GO TO ::0-
270 LET m=m+:l.: GO TO 200 

180 - 186 Executed when initial option 'p' is chosen. 
180 - Clears the screen. 
181 - The program only continues when the key is released. 
182 - 186 Prints all the primes up to the 1000th, unless the 

'x' key is pressed, which returns to the initial option 
display. 

190 - 286 Prints the Sieve of EratGsthenes when the 'e' option is 
chosen. 

190 - clears screen and sets brilliance to BRIGHT 1. 
191 - Pause until the key is released. 
192 - Prints the number '1' in the sieve. 
196 - Prints '2' and '3' in the sieve, white on black. 
198 - m = the number of the current prime, a = the number of 

numbers per line, b = the number of spaces per number, 
c = the number of numbers to fill the screen. 

200 - w takes the values of the numbers between the last prime 
printed, and the next to be printed. 

210 - BRIGHT 1 if w is even, BRIGHT 0 if w is odd. 
220 - Prints the value of w in the appropriate place. 
240 - Black background, white print. 
250 - Prints the next prime in the appropriate position. 

260 - Sets white background, black print. 
265 - Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial options. 
270 - Increases m by 1 and continues the sieve. 



'" 

275 IF INKEY$:"" THEN GO TO 275 
276 IF INKEY$:"x" THEN GO TO ;3 
280 .IF INKE~:-":3:"::"'" THEN GO TD ~·8 

281 LET t=t+.1 
282 IF W<>100121 THEN GO TO 284-
283 LET a=5: LET b=&: LET c=~00 

: LET t=10 
28~ IF W:~0~oa THEN LET b=5 
285 8RIGHT 0: CLS 
286 RETURN 

31210 IF INKEY${) .... THEN GO TO 30 
e 

305 INPUT ;"Input N Illill give t 
he Nth prime ";m 

310 IF m>1000 THEN INPUT "N mus. 
t not be more than 10121121~ Tr~ a 
gain.";D'l 

320 PRINT AT 2e,e;p(m);" is the: 
";m; 
321 IF m>=4- AND m<=20 THEN PR IN 

T "th prime"; GO TO '3~:Z 
322 LET riJI*=f:l-INT !'m. ..... ~EU*1.0 
323 PRINT "th" AND mm=0;"s.t" AN 

D mm=l..; "od" AND mm=2; "rd" AND Hr-I-fs 
=3; .. th" AND mm>=4-;" prime" 

33121 POKE 23659,0: PRINT AT 22,0 
;"00 you want another? ~/n.": PO 
KE 23659,2 

:34-0 IF INKEY$="Y" THEN GO TO :'30 
o 

34-5 IF .!N¥.,EY;; -: :~ .. r; I. Yi7.'EN GO TO "3-
4-0 

3&6 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 34-
6 

35121 GO TO :3 

Subroutine 275 - 286 is called from line 225 when the screen is 
full. 
275 - 280 Pause until a key is pressed and released. Pressing the 

'x' key returns to the initial option display. 

281 - t = the number of multiples of 200 (c = 200) which have been 
printed. 

283 - When 1000 is reached each number has 4 digits (b = 4), 5 per 
line (a = 5), 100 per screen (c = 100), t = the number of 
multiples of 100 which have been printed. 

284 - When 10000 is reached each number has 5 digits (b = 5). 

300 - 350 Executed when the 'n' key is pressed after the initial 
option display. 
300 - The program continues only when the key is released. 

305 - Prints an input message for which prime is required. 
310 - Error message if input is greater than 1000. 

320 - Prints the mtl, prime followed by "is the " and the 
value of m. 

321 - 323 Prints "th" if 4 ~ m !:20, "st" if the unit digit of m, 
mm, is 1, "nd" if the unit digit is 2, "rd" if the unit 
digit is 3, "th" otherwise, followed by "prime". 

330 - POKE 23659,0 allows printing on the bottom two lines of 
the screen. POKE 23659,2 returns to normal. 

340 - 350 Pressing the 'n' key returns to the initial option 
display. Pressing the 'y' key jumps to 300. 



360 IF INKEY $ { :> "" THEN GO TO ',36 

" 055 INPUT "Input the: n~llbbe:r to 
be: te:sted "'m 

366 IF In >- (p (.1.000) ) '1-,2 THEN .p,RINT 
AT 20,0 i Ifs;" .i.s to et \. a {" -; E: u: GO 

TO 400 
~70 IF m<=0 OR m=2 OR (INT m) {> 

m THEN PRINT AT 20,0;m;'" .i~. not 
a p (' i rhe:. ": GO TO 4.00 

375 FOR K=2 TO m 
3ao IF I/r /p f k ) =INT ! "''-"P H.).> THEN 
PRINT AT 20,O;m;" is not Cl pr,im 

e. ": GO TO 395 
385 IF plk) >SQR lb THEN GO TO ~9 

5 
090 NEXT t-
395 PRINT AT 2e,0;m;" is a prim 

e." 
400 POKE 23659,.0: PRINT FiT 22," 

;"00 you wiSh to test another? 
y/n": POKE 23659,2 

43.0 IF INKEY$="y" THEN GO TO ~6 
:; 

43.5 IF INKEY$< >"n" THEN GO TO 4 
00 

43.6 IF INKEY $ { > "" THEN GO TO 4.:1. 
6 

420 GO TO :3 
450 STOP 

360 - 420 Executed when the 't' key is pressed after the initial 
option display. 
360 - Pause until the key is released. 

365 - Prints a message requesting input of the number to be 
tested. 

366 - Error message if the number is larger than the square of 
the 1000th prime. Then jumps to line 400. 

370 - Prints the value of m followed by " is not a prime" if 
m ~ 0, m = 1 or if m is not an integer. 

375 - 390 Tests if m is divisible by each of the primes. 
380 - If m is divible by a prime the message 'm is not a 

prime'is printed, then jump to line 396 (400). 
385 - It is only necessary to test for divisibilty by primes 

which are less than /M. 
395 - Prints when m is a prime. 

400 - Gives the option of inputting another number for testing. 

410 - 420 Jump to 365 if 'yes' response, jump to the initial 
option display if 'no'. 

450 - Executed if the's' key is pressed after the initial option 
display. 



Appendix E - The listing for the program 'loci'. 
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5 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: ~NK 7: C 
1.5 

.10 OVER 0: C1.5 : PRINT "This p 
rogram demonstrates the locus 
of a pOint P under certaincondit 
ions......... P lies on AB t~'he.,-e 

~ - A and e are twc fixe 
d points§ - A and 6 lie on two 

perpendicular lines 
§ - A lies on a Circle a 

od B is fixed" 
:la PR INT ''''l!iI Tt> er:> t i;) "f t 

he: distances from a fixed p 
oint and fr'Om a f.i;(ed tine. i 
.s constant H 

.14- PR:INT '-"13 -
en angte PAB 

(,'here: A and B 
ts" 

.R'2t~at.ion betu'€ 
and ang te PBA., 
are fixed poin 

20 IF INKEY$="e" THE~~ GO TO 40 
00 

25 IF INKEY$="d" THEN GO TO ::'0 
013 

30 IF INKEY$="C" THEN GO TO 20 
~0 

35 IF INKEY$=" bOO THEN GO TO 1.0 
00 

40 IF INt~EY $ ( ;." a" THEN GO TO 2 
('I 

45 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 45 
se CLS : PRINT UA and 6 are fi 

xed points"""'~ - P mO'oIes such 
t hat RP: BP = m: n" ~ 
~ ... "EI - P mOVE:E- SUCh- th3 t RF + PE: 

1 -=. C'on~ 't' =.:""."'" 
- 55 IF INKEY'i;';" b" THEN GO TO 6ii' 

50 IF INKEY$< >"a" THEN GO TO >;; 

5:1. IF INKEY$<) .... THEN GO TO 51. 

5 - Sets background colour to black, printing to white. 
10 - Prints the option display shown in figure 3.1 • 

20 - 45 Jumps to line 4000 if option E is chosen, 3000 if option D, 
2000 if option C, 1000 if option B. 
The program continues with line 50 if option A is chosen. 
No other key (except 'BREAK') produces a response. 

50 - Prints the option display shown in figure 3.2. 

55 - 61 Jumps to line 600 if option B is chosen. 
Continues with line 65 if option A is chosen. 



65 CL5 : PRINT "Locus of a po; 
nt P such that ".... RP: BP '" 

m:n "'"'''t~he,e Rand B al-e fixed 
"; RT ~1ZI_ 0; "Inpl" t Ill" 

70 INPLIT III 
30 IF fA < =0 THEN PRINT AT .1.0 .• 0; 

•• ID mu s t be po Sit i \I e J t,.' y a 9 a in .... : 
GO TO 70 

90 PRINT AT ~0, 0; :: Inpu t n 

1.00 INPUT n 
~05 IF INKEY$<>···· THEN GO TO .10 

5 
110 IF n<=0 THEN PRINT AT 10 .• 0; 

"n must be posi tiv€:" try again u
: 

GO TO 100 
120 PRINT RT 2,.14; m;": "; 0; AT 10 

,0;"P,ess any key to shaw the to 
ClIS .. 
130 GO SUB 900: CLS 
:14.0 IF m=i= THEN GO TO -4-70 
150 LET ab",RB5 (lIl-n) 
15'0 LET aY=iG: IF m<n THEN LET a 

~=-m 
170 LET ax=m*ab/lm+n~ 
180 IF m>n THEN LET a=0 
190 IF men THEN LET b=255 

65 - 595 Locus of P such that AP/PB is constant. 
65 - Prints the display shown in figure 3.3. 

70 - awaits the input of m. 
80 - Continues only when a positive number has been input • 

An error message is printed if m::; o. 
90 - 100 Requires n to be input. 

105 - 110 Continues only if n is positive. 
Error message if n::: O. 

120 - Prints the values of m and n in place of the letters m 
and n displayed on the screen. 

130 - SUB 900 - pause until a key is pressed and released. 
140 - If m=n the locus is the mediator of AB, drawn at line 470. 
150 - 190 The locus is a crcle. Two situations are possible. 

1. m>n. 

A 

2.m<n~ 

~~ 

AY:BY = m:n AX:BX = m:n 

Sets AB = lm-n I, AY = m, AX = ...!'!..AB 
III+n 

As above but AY = -m. 

180 - 190 If m> n then A is on the left of the screen, 
if m<n then B is on the right of the screen. 



~ .... 
0:> 
I 

200 LET XS=INT C2S0/m): IF m<o 
THEN LET xs=INT (250/0) 

210 LET r=ABS ray-axJ/2 
220 LET ys=INT (87/r) 
230 IF xs>yS THEN LET sf=Ys: GO 
TO 250 
240 LET S f =:~s 
250 LET r=,*s f 
255 IF mcn THEN LET a=2S5-ab*sf 
260 IF m>n THEN LET b=ab*,s{ 
270 PRINT AT :1.0 .• a/8; "A";TAB b/8 

-l.i "S"; PLCT a~6e: PLOT 1:-,,88 
280 GO SuB £kCD 
290 LET c:s f if. (a:-< r~~) /:2+a. 

300 FOR j=-60 TO 60 
31.0 LET X=C+,*COS (PI/50*.;) LE 

T y=-rif5IN (PI/50ifj) 
330 OVER 0: PLOT a.S8: OVER 1: 

DRAI-J X -a .' Y •. 
340 OUER I): PL DT b. 88: OVER -'-. 

DRAt,1 x-b.Y 
350 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO 35 

o 
360 O' . .JER (11: PLOT a. 88: OUER 1.: 

f')RAt ... 1 X -a., ~ 
07~ OVER O~ FLOT b~88: OVER 1: 

DRAW x-b.y 
380 OUER 0 

5 

390 PLOT x .• 88 +Y 
395 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO Ta 39 

4-00 NEXT .i 
410 GO SLIB 90e-
420 PLOT c. 88 
430 GO SUB 900 
440 CIRCLE c.BS.r 
4-50 LET r-ep=270: GO-SUB ~50 
460 GO '"0 l.£t 

200 - 240 Evaluates the scale (pixels per unit) to accommodate 
the diagram on the screen, horizontally and vertically. 
If m> n then XB '" 250/AY, if m< n then xs '" 250/YB. 
210 - r '" the radius of the circle. 
220 - ys = the y scale. 
230 - sf (scale factor) is set to the smaller of ys and xs. 

255 - When m<n the position of A on the screen is set. 
260 - When m;> n the position of B on the screen is set. 
270 - Plots and labels A and B on the screen. 
280 - Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
290 - c = the x coordinate of the centre of the circle. 

300 - 400 Draws the locus (a circle) with ~ from _1800 to 1800
, 

stepping 30 (~ '" 3j). 
310 - Evaluates the x and y coordinates of the current position 

of P, where x '" a + r co~ and y '" -r si~. 
330 - Plots A and draws a line from A to P • 
340 - Plots B and draws a line from B to P. 
350 - The demonstration halts while the 'm' key is held down. 

360 - Plots A and erases the line AP. 
370 Plots B and erases the line BP. 

390
5 

- Plots the current position of P. 
39 - The demonstration halts while the 'n' key is held down. 

410 - Pause. 
420 - Plots the centre of the circle. 
440 - Draws the complete circle. 
450 - Sub 950 jumps to line 'rep' when the 'r' key is pressed, to 

repeat the demonstration. Pressing any other key returns to 
line 10, which displays the initial options. 



4-70 LET a::00: LET l:;,~:l60 
480 PRINT AT J.0,9;"A";TR6 20.,"8 

.. -i8~Lgb ~BB 8~~0PLOT :l60 .• 86 

490 FOR y=-8S TO 87 
5:1.0 O\.-lER €I: PLOT a, a8: OliER 1.: 

DRRI.I 40, Y 
520 O\.-lER 0, PLOT b, 86: Ol'ER 1.: 

DRAtJ -40, Y 
530 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO 53 

o 
640 OVER 0: PLOT a~68; OVER 2: 

DRAt,1 40,y 
550 OtJER 10: PLOT b,SS: OVER :1, 

DRAt ... -40,y 
560 OtJER 0 

S 

570 PLOT :120,6S+Y 
575 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO TO 57 

580 NEXT Y 
590 LET rep=470: GO SUB 950 
595 GO TD .10 
600 CL5 : PRINT "LOCus Of a po; 

nt P such that •••••• RB:RP+PB = 
ffl:n .... "l~here A and B are fixed 

";HT .10 1 0; ·'.rnp()t m" 
605 INPUT ill 
6:10 IF ID (=0 THEN PFlINT AT .l@ .. D; 

"t)) must be pos.itive:~ try again"; 
GO TO 605 
615 PRINT AT 10,0;:rnput n 

1:>20 INPUT n 
625 IF n<=0 THEN PRINT AT :10,0.; 

"n must be positive. 
Try again", GO TO 620 
630 IF n <m THEN PRINT AT :l0,0.:" 

n cannot be less than ~. 
Try again", GO TO 620 

470 - 480 Plots and labels A and B. 

485 - Pause. 
490 - 580 Draws the mediator of AB. 

510 - Plots A and draws AP. 
520 - Plots B and draws BP. 

530 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 

540 Plots A and erases AP. 
550 - Plots B and erases BP. 

570 - Plots P. 
575 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down. 

590 - SUB 950 pauses until a key is pressed and released. If the 'r' 
key is pressed the demonstration is repeated. 

600 - 740 Locus of P where AP + PB is constant. 
600 - Prints the display requesting input of the ratio AB:AP+PB. 
605 - 630 Inputs m and n where AB:AP+PB = mIn. 

Error messages if n~ 0, m ~O or if n< m. 



6::>5 LET Y$=250: LET ;(:5=250/2~'n: 
IF m {>n THEN LET !:ts =67 /~·QR (n ,;;.11 

-rtJ *m) 
640 IF xs<~~ T~~N t ~~ ~r_v~. GO TO 6513 - - .- -_. _. --. - . 

54-5 LET. $ f =\lS 
650 LET a::::.(') *S f: L~ b=50R in:'ion

m*m>*s·f: LET- ab=2*m:fsf: LET ax;::::l, 
27-ab/2: LET bx=ax+ab 

555 PRINT AT 2,14;m.;":";n;AT 10 
.• 0; "Press- any ~ay to :shotif the t.Jo 
eLls 

6613 GO SUB 900 
e·65 CLS : PRINT AT 10 .. <>:<,,'8.: "A".: 

TAB bx./S_j.,;uE;u: PLOT aX .• B8: PLOT 
bx ,88 
1"·70 GO 5L'B 900 
575 IF m=n THEN GO TO 800 

685 FOR t=0 TO 355 STEP 5 
690 LET :-: :==*CG~ ~P.!/.:l.60*t).- L2T 
y-b*SIN (PI/1SO.t) 
695 PLOT ax J 88: O:..1ER 1.; r>RAt.t a p. 

/2+X J IJ 

5 

'" 

700 OVER 0: PLOT bX,sa .. O~'ER :1: 
DRAtJ ){ -a b ,,1'2 I Y 
7135 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO 70 

710 O',IER 0: PLOT ax ,88: O',IER :1: 
DRAW a b/2+x, Y 
715 O'JER 13: PL OT bX, 88: OIJER :l.
DRAIJ x -a b.r2, Y 
72121 IF J:NKEY$="n" THEN GO TO 72 

725 OVER 0: PLOT 227+x,8S+y 
730 NEAT t 
735 LET rep=660: GO SUB 950 
740 GO TO 10 

The locus is an ellipse. 
Z 

I 

-~ -

If AB == 2m and XY == 2n, then OY .. n. 

Also AZ = n, and so OZ ==Inl - m'. 

635 - xs is the horizontal scale so that 
XY = 250 pixels. 
ys is the vertical scale so that 
OZ = 87 pixels. 

640 - 645 sf = the smaller of xs and ys. 
650 - a and b are such that the equation of the ellipse is 

x2 y2 Sf + ~ == 1. ax and bx are the x coordinates of the foci • 

655 - Prints the values of m and n in place of the letters m and n 
on the screen. 

660 - Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
665 - Plots and labels A and B. 

675 If m = n then GOTO 800. (The locus of P is AB.) 

x' £ 685 - 730 Drawsar + b' = 1 using x = a coat, y == b sint 
for t == 00 to 3600 in steps of 50. 
690 - Evaluates the coordinates of P. 
695 - Plots A and draws AP. 

700 - Plots B and draws BP. 
705 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 
710 - Plots A and erases AP. 

715 - Plots B and erases BP. 
720 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down. 

725 - Plots the position of P. 
735 - Pause until a key is pressed. If 'r' is pressed, then GOTO rep 

otherwise return to the initial option display. 
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800 FOR :--< :obX TO a)! STEP -2 
81215 OVER 121: PLOT aX.88: OVER 1: 
[)RAW ab, a: OVER (): PLOT b:., , 88 
81121 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO 8:1 

o 
815 PLOT ax, 88: OUER 1: DRAtJ ab 

,0: OVER 0: PLOT bX,38 

e 
82121 IF INKEY$="o" THEN GO TO 82 

825 PLOT x,88 
83121 NEXT x 
835 LET rep=660= GO SUB 950 
640 GO TO 1.4tI 
9121121 IF INKEY $ =.... THEN GO Te 900 . 
91e IF INKEY$< ) .... THEN GO TO 9:1. 

" 920 RETURN 
9S0 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 950 
960 IF INKEY $ =-" {".. T~EN CL:3 : GO 
TO rep 
9713 IF IN!<;EY $ < ) .. " THEN GO TO 9,' 

0· 
98121 RETURN 

800 - 840 Executed if m = n, i.e. the locus of P is AB. 
800 - 830 Plots points along AB, stepping 2 pixels. 

805 - Plots A, draws AB, plots B. 
810 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is pressed. 
815 - Plots A, erases AB, plots B. 
820 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is pressed. 

825 - Plots the current position of P. 
835 - rep = the line number for repeating the demonstration. 

900 - 920 Subroutine to PAUSE until a key is pressed and released. 

950 - 980 Subroutine to pause until a key is pressed and released. 
Pressing the 'r' key returns to the line number which starts 
the repeat of the demonstration. Any other key executes RETURN. 
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l.000 IF INKEY.$ ~ ~.'.. THEN G.C TO. :J.\ZI 
00 
1.005 CLS : PRINT "Locus of a po; 
ot I~hich l.ies on AS· .. ··· .. ;'! !liD'.>' 
es on the y-3xis .. • .. a moves on th 
ex-axis·· ..... ·· AP:PB = m:n" 
1.e1.0 PRINT AT 1.3, €I; .. Inpu t '0" 
:l0:!. 5 INP'..tT l» 
1.020 PRINT AT :U2),e;"" 

:11330 INPUT n 
1.040 IF Ill=e AND n=12I THEN PRINT A 
T 1.121,0; ""Ill and n cannot both be 0 
"": GO TO :l005 
1045 IF meo AND ASS ID)" THEN LET 

m=-M: LET n=-n 
le46 IF n <0 AND ASS n .>1. THEN LET 

m=-Ill: LET n=-" 

1050 LET ab=85 
:l055 IF ID<O THEN LET al>=INT (8601-
(m +n) .... n) 
1e60 IF n<0 AND ro .... llll+nJ )126/86 T 
HEN LET ab=(m+nlfJll;;.126 

1000 - 1780 Locus of P whereP lies on AB, A lies on the y-axis, 
B lies on the x-axis. 
1005 - Prints the message asking for m to be input, where 

AP : PB = m : n (see figure 3.22). 

1015 - Input m 

1020 - Asks for n to be input. 

1030 - Input n. 
1040 - Error message if m and n are both zero. 
1045 - If either m or n is negative, the ratio is expressed so 

that the numerically larger is positive,·e.g. -5:3 ~ 5:-3. 
1046 - If both m and n are negative, the ratio is expressed 

using positive numbers, e.g. -7:-3 -:;. 7:3. 

1050 - ab = 86 so that AB occupies half the screen height when 
it is vertical. 

1055 - If m<O, then P divides AB externally. AB = 86(m+n)/n so 
that PB = 86 pixels when vertical. 

1060 - If n<O, then P divides AB externally, but P lies on AB 
produced. PA = mAB/(m+n). PA is maximum when AB is 
horizontal. 
If mAB/(m+n»>126 pixels then AB = 126(m+n)/m to fit on the 
screen. 



11217121 PRINT AT 6 .• 1.3; rn; ": "; n; AT :1.2 
,121; "AB cons.tant ••.•• I:l ". "AD + 
CIB constant ••••• § " 
108121 IF INKEY$="a" THEN GO TO :15 
0121 
11219121 IF INKEY$<>"b" THEN GO TO :I. 
08121 
110121 IF INKEY$<>"" THEN GO TO :1.:1. 
1210 
111215 PRINT ""press any key to s 
hO\\1 the locLts": GO SUB 913121 
111121 CL5 : PLOT :1.28,0: DRAW 121,:1.7 
5 
112121 PLOT 121,88: DRAW 255,121 
113121 GO SUB 913121 
:1.1.4.0 IF 1h)n THEN GO TD :l30e 
114.5 LET j=:l 
1 :150 OI,.JER .1. 

1070 - Overprints the letters m and n on the screen with their 
values, and asks for a choice of options. 

1080 - Jumps to line 1500 if option A is chosen, i.e. AB is constant. 

1090 - 1100 Continues only if the 'b' key is pressed (or the 'a' key 
at line 1080). 

1105 - 1430 Option B. 
1105 - Prints a message to press any key to show the locus. 
1110 - 1120 Draws horizontal and vertical axes, with the 

origin at the centre of the screen. 
1130 - Pause. 
1140 - If m")n then the overall width of the locus is greater 

than the overall height. 
1150 - 'Exclusive or' printing command. 



3.3.55 FOR Y =-ab-i-J TO (a1~);-:!.) ~J STE 
P j *4. 

226l' LET :~ =-ab-ASS !1 
2:1.70 LET X=Xif,; 

:1.:1.75 PLOT ~28+X,SS 
:1.:1.80 IF ID <0 THEN I)RAl..i -x itn,' (11) +n.l 
J-y*n/(~+n): GO TO 12ao 
1190 DRAW -x,-':o/ 
1200 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO :1.2 
00 
1205 PLOT :l.2S+x,SS 
1210 IF m<0 THEN DRRW -x*n/{m+n) 
,-y*n/(m+n): GO TO 1230 
1220 DRAW -X,-y 
1230 PLOT 12a+m~x/(m+nJ laa-n~~~( 
ID +n) 
l.235 IF INKE'!$="o t. THEN GC TO :l2 
3S 
124.0 NEXT Y 
1250 IF j=:1. THEN LET J=-:1.: GO TO 

:1.155 
1260 LET rep=:l.:l.:l.0: GO SUS 950 
1270 GO TO :le 

1155 - 1250 Draws the locus in two halves, one with j = 1, the 
other with j = -1. The complete locus will be a rhombus whose 
larger diagonal lies on the y-axis and so y is chosen as the 
independent variable. Taking x as the independent variable 
may result in very few positions of P being plotted. 

1160 - x = the current position of B. 
1170 - x is negative for the second execution of the loop. 

(y = the current position of A on the y-axis.) 

1175 - Plots the current position of B. 
1180 - If m<O then a line is drawn from B to P. 
1190 - If m ~ 0 then a line is drawn from B to A. 
1200 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 
1205 1220 Plots B and erases the line. 

1230 - Plots the current position of P. 
1235 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down. 

1250 - Loop 1155 - 1240 is executed a second time with j = -1. 
1260 - Sets rep = the line number which starts the locus 

demonstration. 
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1.30121 LET J~1., LET a=c, LET h=al> 
1.305 OVER ~ 
13~0 FOR x=-a~~ TO (b-1)*J STEP 
.j *4-
~330 LET y=ab-A6S X 
1.340 LET Y =y '*"J 
1.345 PLOT 1.28,88+9 
1350 IF n<0 THEN ORAl..! XHo./IID+nJ, 
-y~m/(m+n): GO TO 1.36121 
1355 DRAl.l X,-y 
:1.36121 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO :13 
e,!) 
1365 PLOT 128,88+Y 
1370 IF n <0 THEN DRA!,I XlH • ., (y,+n.1 , 
-y*m./(m+nl: GO TO 138121 
~375 DRAt ... 1 )~ .. -y 
~38e PLOT :l28+m*X/{m+n) .. 6.e.+n*~ .• • r 
m +n) 
1.335 IF INKEY$="n&O THEN GO TO :1.3 
85 
l39121 NEXT x 
1.4.121121 IF J =1 AN!:> a =121 THEN LET ,j =-
1: LET a=ab: GO-TO .:1.3.:1.0 
1410 IF J=-1 AND a=ab THEN LET b 
=121: LET J=1: GO TO 13:10 
142121 LET rep=11:10: GO SUB 950 
1430 GO TO 112' 

Loop 1310 - 1390 is executed 3 times. Firstly from x = 0 to ab 
when AB moves from the vertical to the horizontal in the first 
quadrant. Secondly from x = ab to -ab when AB moves from 
horizontal to horizontal below the x-axis. Thirdly from x = -ab 
to 0 when AB moves from the horizontal back to the vertical. 
As 1155 - 1240, the locus is a rhombus but here the longer diagonal 
is horizontal and so x is taken as the independent variable. 

1330 - Evaluates y, the current position of A. 

1345 - Plots A. 
1350 - If n<O then a line is drawn from A to P. 
1355 - If n"il'O then AB is drawn. 
1360 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 
1365 - 1375 Plots A and erases the line. 

1380 - Plots the current position of P. 
1385 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down. 

1400 _ 1410 j = 1, a = 0 during the first execution of the loop, 
j = -1, a = ab during the second execution of the loop, 
j = 1, b = 0 during the third execution of the loop. 

11f20 - rep = the line number for the beginning of the demonstration. 
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1500 IF INKEY${> .... THEN GO TO :15 
00 ___ -- -------
:1.510. PMINT .'" "p)-€;ss. =n~ f.i::!J 'tCo; .!:
how the locus": GO SUB 9013 
1520 CL5 : PLOT 128,0: DRA!.I ",:17 
;; 
:1.530 PLOT O,88: DRAIJ 255,0 
154-0 GO SUB 900 

:154-5 :IF m=0 THEN GO TO 1600 
1546 IF n=0 THEN GO TO 1900 

:1550 LET a=Ill/(Ill+n> ",aD 
15E·O LET b='H'·n /Ill 
1570 Oo.-'ER 1 

1580 FOR t=0 TO 356 STEP 4-
:1590 LET x =a-:fSIN {PI .. ':l.80if-tJ 
1500 LET y=b*COS {pr/26~*tJ 
16:10 LET h =a b/SQR . 0", ",r. ;>:>:;>X TU, ,Hb ;J'} 
",...,) 

1620 LET 0 b =n *x *h 
1630 LET oa=m*y~h 

1500 - 1780 AP:PB =: m:n, AB is constant. The locus of P is an 
ellipse. The coordinates for P are evaluated using the 
parametric form of the equation XZ ~ 

aZ. + b2. = 1, 

i.e. x = a sint, y = b cost. 
1500 - Pause until the key is released. 
1510 - Prints a message to press any key for the locus. 
1520 - 1530 Draws a horizontal and vertical axis with the 

origin at the centre of the screen. 
1540 - Pause. 

1545 
1546 

If m = 0, the locus of P is the y-axis. 
If n = 0, the locus of P is the x-axis. 

1550 - Evaluates a and b for the equation of the ellipse, 
a = mAB/(mTn), b = nAB/(mTn). 

1580 - 1750 Draws the locus (ellipse) by drawing positions of 
AB and plotting P where AP:PB = mIn. 
1580 - 1630 

A 

x = a sint, y = b cost 

tanG- = OB :: x = L = my 
n nx 1If.x 

OB = 
nx 

ABcoaS = AB'-r.r=~===7~~ j(nx)2. + (my)~ 

OA = ABsin9 = 
my AB . 

.j(nx'f + (my)~ 
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1.640 IF J'1<0- THEN PLOT :!.:28 t 8S-03:: 
DRAW x,oa+y: GO TO 1680 
~650 PLOT 12S+ob*SGN m,SS 
1660 IF IIJ40 THEN DRRW Db+x,y: GO 

TO ~660 
1670 DRAW -ob,oa 
1680 IF INKEY$="Jl)" THEN GO TO 16 
SO 
1590 IF n<0 THEN PLOT ~28IBS-0a' 

DRAW x.oa+y: GO TO 1730 . 
1700 PLOT 126+ob*SGN m,88 
1710 IF IIJ 4\Z1 THEN DRRl.l c.b.;.)! ,9: GO 

TO l.730 
1720 DRAW -Db,oa 
:1730 IF INKEY$="o" THEN GO TO 17 
30 
~74C PLOT ~26+x~88+~ 
1750 NEXT t 
1760 LET rep=1520 
:1770 GO sua 950 
:1.780 GO TO 10 

1640 - If n < 0 then A is plotted and AP is drawn since P lies on 
AB produced. 

1650 - Plots B. 
1660 - If m<O then BP is drawn since P lies on BA produced. 
1670 - Draws AB if both m and n are non-negative. 
1680 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 
1690 - 1720 Erases the line drawn above. 

1730 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down. 

1740 - Plots P. 
1760 - 1780 If the 'r' key is pressed, the demonstration is repeated 

from line 1520. Any other key returns to the initial option 
display. 
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:1.800 
~8:1.e 
*,j 
Ul20 
:1830. 
1.64.0 
4.121 

OVER :I.: LET J~:I. 
FOR ~=ab*J TO -ab~J STEP -3 

LET x=SGR (ab*ab-~~yj*j 
PLOT ~2a~68+y: DRRtJ x,-y 
IF I!·lKEY$="f\l" THEN GO TO 

1850 PLOT :l.2S.BS+y: DRAW x.-y: P 
LOT :1.28. 88+y 
.1.860 IF Il-!KEY$::-o'n" THEn GC TC :is 
60 
~870 NEXT Y 
1880 IF J=2 THE~J LET J=-2: GO TO 

1.810 
:1885 
1.890-
1895 
1900 
191215 
1.91.0 
1915 
1'~20 
1925 
1930 
1935 
35 
1940 PLOT ~2a/88+y: DRAW X1-Y: P 
LOT J.28+x" 88 
194.5 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO TO :1.9 
4.5 
,1.950 NEXT :1{ 
:. 9,",'" IF J "':;. i'i,";:" lI. =0 THEN LET' j =-
1: LET 1=1: LET as=ab. ~ET af=-a 
b: GO TO :'~20 
~970 IF .j=-:l THEN LET .j=1.~ LET a 
s~-ab: LET a':0. GO T2 ~EE9 
1975 LE-r i€.p=.1S2!Zl 
1.980 GO SUS 9Se: 
:l. 99£' ;?G TO .20 

1800 - 1895 The locus of P = the locus of A. 
1810 - Y = the current position of A. 
1820 - x = the current position of B. 
1830 - Plots A and draws AB. 
1840 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 
1850 - Erases AB and plots P (p = A). 
1860 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down • 

1880 - Repeats the above loop for AB in quadrants 3 and 2. 
1885 - If the 'r' key is pressed. the demonstration is repeated 

from line 1520. Any other key returns to the initial option 
display. 

1900 - 1990 The locus of P = the locus of B. 
1910 - 1915 Sets as and af for AB in the first quadrant. 
1920 - x = the current position of B. 
1925 - y = the current position of A. 
1930 - Plots A and draws AB. 
1935 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is held down. 
1940 - Erases AB and plots P (p = B). 
1945 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is held down. 

1960 - Repeats 1920 -1950 with AB in the 4th and 3rd quadrants. 

1970 - Repeats 1920 - 1950 with AB in the 2nd quadrant. 
1975 - 1990 If the 'r' key is pressed, the demonstration is 

repeated from line 1520. Any other key returns to the 
initial option display. 



212100 IF :INKEY $ < > .... THEN GO TO 20 
00 
201215 CLS : PRINT "A l.i es c·n a c i 
rete, centre c. S is a fixed p 
Dint·" '''The ratiO of BC:radiLls = 

t: rH 
212110 PRINT AT 12,0;":Input t" 
2020 INPUT l 
2030 :IF t<0 THEN PR:INT AT :10,O," 
l cannot be negative, try again" 
: GO TO 2020 
204.0 PRINT AT :1.0,0;" 

... "'Input 1''' 
2050 INPUT l" 
2060 IF r<=o THEN PRINT AT :1.0,0; 
"j must be positive ... try again 
": GO TO 2050 
2070 :IF INKEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO 20 
7121 
2080 PR:INT AT 3,25; t;":";l" 
2090 PRINT AT 6~0; "Locus of a pC' 
int Which ties on AS··· .. 
AP: PS = Ill: n" 
2100 PR:INT AT lG.0;·· 

...... ·<.Input mu 
2110 :INPUT ID 
2120 PRINT AT .10~Oi·· 

". "'Input n" 
2130 INPUT 0 
2135 IF INKEY$, : ...... THEN GO TO 2:1 
35 
214121 IF m=0 AND 0=0 THEN PRINT R 
T 10,0;"m and n cannot both be (21 
.. GO TO 2:ll.e 
2150 :IF m<0 AND ABS m)n THEN LET 

m =-lil: LET n =-n 
2:1.6e· :IF n <0 AND ABS n >m THEN LET 

m =-m: LET n ::-j) 
2:1.65·· PRINT. AT 8, :l.3;!l>; ": "; n' .' .~ . ..... po 
,ess any ~ey for the locus": GO 
SUB 900 

2000 - 2400 The locus of P, on AB, where A lies on a circle, 
centre C, and B is fixed. 
2000 - Pause until the key is released. 

2005 - Prints the message as in figure 3.38 and awaits the 
input of 1. 

2020 - Input 1. 
2030 - Error message if 1 <0. (1 = 0 results in B and C being 

coincident.) 
2040 - Prints an instruction to input r. 
2050 - Input r. 
2060 - Error message if r::;O. 

2070 - Pause until the key is released. 
2080 - Overprints the letters 1 and r with their values. 
2090 - 2160 Inputs m and n where AP:PB = mIn. 

Error message if m = 0 and n = O. 

2150 - 2160 The ratio is expressed so that the numerically 
larger number is positive. 

2165 - Overprints the letters m and n with their values. 



21713 LET ll=l+r: IF l{r THEN LET 
l l =2*:-

2175 LET yS;;;;;INT t87~lr):: L~, :",S=I 
NT !255/ll) 

21813 IF meo THEN LET ll=Ll*n/(m+ 
0): LET xs=INT (255.~ll) 

22130 IF n <13 THEN LET Ll=! l-l-(,) *m.~ 
(m+n): LETxs=INT (255/ll) 

2205 LET ::=:*285 n/lm+O): IF rr 
>r THEN LET ys=INT 87/('r 
22113 IF 'Js>xs THEN LET Sf=xs; GD 

TO 22313 
2220 LET ;:. f ='::,Is 
2230 IF l>=r THEN LET b=0 

2235 IF ler THEN LET b=!r-l.l'.l-sf: 
IF m<13 THEN LET b=(i-lliH)/(m+nl 

,*s f 

224.13 IF n<0 ANt> ll>2*r THEN LET 
b= (l +r) if-n/ (111+0) >'s f 

22513 LET c=b+l'.l-sf; LET cc=b+~c-b 
) *n./ (m +n) 
2251 LET r=.ifsf: LET ri=rrifsfif3G 
N n 

The locus of P is a circle which is an enlargement of the circle, 
centre C. Centre of enlargement = B, scale factor = n/(m+n). 
2170 - 11 = the distance from B to the opposite side of the fixed 

circle, or its diameter if B lies inside the circle, i.e. when 
l<r. 

2175 - ys = the vertical scale needed to accommodate the fixed 
circle on the screen. xs = the horizontal scale (pixels per 
unit) to accommodate 11 on the screen. 

2180 - If m<O the enlargement scale factor is greater than 1, in 
which case the horizontal distance to accommodate the enlarged 
circle is ll.n/(m+n). xs is also adjusted. 

2200 - If n< 0 the enlargement scale factor is negative. 
11 = the distance from the extreme left of the locus to the 
extreme right of the fixed circle. 

2205 - rr is the radius of the circle which is the locus of P. 
If rr >r then ths vertical scale, ys, is reduced in proportion. 

2210 - The scale factor, sf, is the smaller of ys and xs, to 
accommodate the whole demonstration. 

2230 - If 1 ~r, B lies on or outside the fixed circle, in which 
case B is plotted on the extreme left of the screen. 

2235 - If 1< r, B lies inside the circle, in which case b = the 
distance from B to the fixed circle (shortest distance). 
If m < 0 (enlargement s.f. > 1) and B lies inside the fixed 
circle, the locus of P will lie partly outside the fixed Circle, 
so b = the shortest distance from B to the locus of P. 

2240 - If n<O (enlargement s.f. < 0) and U )-2r (part of the locus 
lies outside the fixed circle) then b = the distance from B to 
the extreme left of the locus. 

2250 - c = the position of C, the centre of the fixed circle, from 
the left of the screen. cc = position of the centre of locus P. 

2251 - r = radius of the fixed circle. rr = radius of locus P. 
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2255 CLS 
.2250 PRINT AT :lO"b/S;~iB";TAS C_#~S 
-l.;"C": PLOT 1>,88: PLOT c,83 
2265 CIRCLE- C -, 88, r 
2270 GO SUS 91313 
2275 FOR J=-30 TO 30 
2280 LET X=c+I'"",COS (PI."30"'J): LE 
T y=-r.SIN {PI,30*JJ 
2285 LET Xx=cCi-.-rTCOS (PI .... 3it.HrJJ.

LET YY=-l'"r~SIN (PI,3e*J) 
2290 IF n <121 THEN OVER l.: PLOT :~, 
B8+y: DRAW xx-x,yy-y: GO TO 23~0 

230121 O,-JER 0: PLOT b, 88: OVER :I. 
231215 IF m<0 THEN DRAW xx-b,YY: G 
o TO 231121 
2307 DRAW X-b .. ~ 
2310 IF INKEY$","!TJ" THEN GO TO 23 
l.0 
2315 IF n<0 THEN OVER 1: PLOT x, 
68+y: DRAW xx-x,yy-y: GO TO 2330 
232121 OVER 121: PLOT b, 83: O'JER :l 
2325 IF m<0 THEN DRRi .. : :><X-b~yy: G 
o TO 2330 
2327 DRAt.J X-b .. Y 
2330 O',}ER Cl 
2340 PLOT xxlSS+yy 
234-5 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO TO 23 
4-5 
2350 NEXT J 
2355 GO SUB 900 
2360 PLOT b+!C-b) *n./(fiI+n) ,88 

2370 GO SUB 91313 
2380 CIRCLE cc,a~/ir 

2390 LET rep=2255: GO SLIB 950 
240121 GO TO 1121 

2255 - Clears the screen. 
2260 - Plots and labels B and C. 
2265 - Draws the circle with centre C. 
2270 - Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
2275 - 2350 Draws the locus of P. 

2280 - (x,y) = current position of A on the fixed circle. 
2285 - (xx,yy) = the current position of P. 
2290 - If n<O, the enlargement scale factor is negative, and 

so A is plotted and AP is drawn (AP passes through B). 

2300 - If n~O then B is plotted. 
2305 - If m< 0 then P lies on BA produced, so BP is drawn. 
2307 - If neither m nor n is negative, then BA is drawn. 
2310 - The demonstration is halted while the 'm' key is pressed. 
2315 - 2327 Erases the line drawn above. 

2340 - Plots the current position of P. 
2345 - Halts the demonstration while the In' key is held down. 

2355 - Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
2360 - Plots the centre of ths circle which is the locus of P. 

2370 - Pause. 
2380 - Draws the circle which is the locus of P. 

2390 - 2400 Pause until a key is pressed. If 'r' is pressed then 
the demonstration is repeated from line 2255, any other key 
returns to the initial option display. 



3000 IF INKEY $ < >.... THEN GO TO "30 
00-
3005 CLS : PRINT ··t is ~ fj~~d t 
ine, A is a fixed pOint''''''PN is 

the perpendicular from P to th 
e line l'''''' AP:PN = Jh:n" 
3010 PRINT AT J.2,0;"Input m" 
3020 INPUT ID 
3030 IF m -: =0 THEN PP.ItIT AT :1:2,,0; 
"m must be POSitive, tr~ a9ajn'~; 

GO TO 3C12C1 
304121 PRINT AT 12,0;:: InpL' t n 

3050 INPUT n 
306121 IF INKEY$<' .... T!-!EN GO TO 30 
60 
3070 IF n<=0 THEN PRINT AT 12,0; 
"0 must be pOSitivE:, try again": 

GO TO 3050 
3080 PRINT AT 6.1 24.: 1!:; .. : .. ; n ... ". ........ 
"Press any ~ey for the tocus .. 

3085 GO SUB 900: CLS 
3090 IF rtJ >~ THEN .se T-:3 3S0~ 
3J.00 IF m<n THEN GO TO 3300 

3000 - Pause until the option key is released. 
3005 - 3070 Prints the message as in figure 3.50 which requires 

m and n to be input. 
Error message if either m or n is negative. 

3080 - Overprints the letters m and n on the screen with their 
values, and prints a message instructing the user to press 
a key for the locus. 

3085 - Pause until a key is pressed and released, then clear screen. 
3090 - If m> n then the locus will be a hyperbola. 
3100 - If m,(n then the locus will be an ellipse. 



3110 
31.15 
3120 
3130 
.. 38 

REM pa,abo la 
PRINT TAB 5;"," 
PLOT 50, \21: DRAI,I ;;),:l 75 
PRINT AT 11.,.10; "A", PLOT 

:3135 GO SUB 90e 
3140 FOR y~-57 TO 87 3TEP 2 
3145 OVER .1 
3150 LET x =15+.,. jf'J ,'60 
3160 PLOT 50, 8S +\1: DRAt,! )(, '" 
3170 O'-JER 12): FLOT 60,88: OVER :L: 

DRAt,1 X -313 , 'J 
3180 IF INKE.'Y'-$-=="m·· THEN GO TO 3.1 
60 
3190 PLOT 50,88+'~: DRRIJ X,0 
3200 O'v'ER 0: PLOT S0,88, D'-'ER .1: 

DRA!.I >< -30, Y 
3210 OVER 0 
3220 PLOT ><+50,88+\1 
3225 IF INKEY$~"Ii" THEN GO TO 32 
2S 
3230 NEXT Y 
3235 LET r£p:2Co65 
324-0 GO SUB 9S\J 
3250 GO TO ~e 

3110 - 3230 Draws the locus of P where PN:AP = 1:1, i.e. the locus 
is a parabola. 
3115 - Draws and labels the fixed line, 1, at x = 50. 

3130 - Plots and labels the focus, A. 
Pause. 

3150 - 3170 Evaluates the x-coordinate for the parabola. 
Plots N, where N is the foot of the perpendicular from P 
to the directrix. Draws NP. Plots A and draws AP. 

3180 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is pressed. 
3190 - 3200 Erases PN and AP. 

3220 - Plots P. 
3225 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is pressed. 

3235 -3250 Pause until a key is pressed. The 'r' key will repeat 
the demonstration. Any other key returns to the initial 
option display. 



3300 REM ellipse 
3305 LET 5:==INT (m~8S£l/\m+nJ) 
33.1£1 LET b ==d .... T: *:30R !f': -::'1"s -= :Hft J 
333.5 IF b)87 THEN LET a=:rNT (87* 
!1 /SQR (n ifn -In HO) ) 
3320 LET b=a/nifSQR (n;cn-InHbJ 
3325 LET oa==a~ (n~n-m'~Hil-J .• ~m ..... n 
3330 LET o=a*n/ffi 
3335 LET s=a~m/n 
3340 IF INKEY $ { >.... THEN GO TO -33 
40 
334-6 PRINT .• t··: PLOT e .. ~ ~ ,e.RA\..~ 0 
~175: FRINT AT ~O~oa/a+1;··R··~ PL 
OT oa./8S 
3350 GO ::;'U8 se0 
3360 FOR t=0 TO 355 STEP 5 
3370 LET x=-a;cCOS (PI/:180iftJ: LE 
T y=b.SIN (PI/l.80ift) 

3380 OVER (21: PLOT 0 a, 88: O'.!ER :l._ 
DRAIJ S +x, Y 

3390 PLOT 0, y +88: ORAl.! 0 +X ,0 
3400 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO 34-
00 
34:1 0 OVER 0: PLOT 0 a , 88 : Ot'ER :l: 

DRAW s+x,Y 
3420 PLOT 0, Y +88: ORAl..! 0 +x ~. 121 
3430 IF INKEY$="o" THEN GO TO 34-
30 
3440 OVER 0: PLOT o+x,y+88 
34513 NEXT t 
3460 LET rep=334e 
34.70 GO 3US 950 
3480 GO TO 1.0 

3300 - 31t80 Draws the locus of P when AP:PN = m:n, m <n, i.e. an 
ellipse, eccentricity, e = m(n. 

x' y~ 
Taking C as the origin and a> + 1)i = 1 as 

o -ji the equation of the ellipse, b = a j 1 - e> 
= ~vn~ - m2. 

n 
OZ = 00 + CZ = ~+ a = aC.!.. -1) = (m+n)a. 

e e m 
3305 - 3335 computes the scale to accommodate the ellipse on 

the screen. oa = the distance OA on the above diagram. 
o = distance 00, s = distance AC. 

3340 - Pause until the key is released. 
3345 - Draws the directrix, 1, and the focus, A. 

Pause. 
3370 - Evaluates the coordinates of P using the parametric form 

x = -a cost and y = b sint. This ensures that the ellipse 
is drawn starting at point Z' in the diagram. 

3380 - Plots A and draws AP. 

3390 - Plots N and draws PN. 
31to0 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is pressed. 
3410 - Plots A and erases AP. 
31t20 - Plots N and erases PN. 
31t30 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is pressed. 
3440 - Plots the current position of P. 
3460 - 3480 Pause until a key is pressed. Pressing the 'r' key 

repeats the demonstration, any other key returns to the 
initial option display. 



3600 REM Hyperbola 
36:1.0 LET a=50*n/1b 
362'0 LET b =a .... o -1-5@R: fIft :,HJI -n -%n j 
3630 LET z=127+a*n/m 
364.0 LET s =:1.27 +a TIll/n 
3650 IF INKEY ~ ..-: )0 .... THEN Go. TO 36 
50 
3660 PRIN. AT 0,z,'B-1; ""l"": PLOT 
Z ,o: DRA!..I 0, :1.75: PRINT AT 10,5/8 
;"A"; PLOT s~a8 
.3670 GO SUS 900 
3660 LET J=1 

3690 FOR y=-B6_J TO 96*J STEP 2. 
J 
3700 LET x=J*a/b*SQR (b*b+~~Y)+1 
27 
3705 IF x)2SS OR x<O THEN GO TO 
3770 
37:1.O O~JER \i): PLOT S, BS: ;J~IER :l.: 
DRAW x -5,\1 
3720 PLOT Z.4 Y +SS; . l,;-RP.tJ X -,2 " et 
3730 IF INKEY$="m" THEN GO TO 37 
30 
374-0 OtlER 0: PLOT 5,CI,8: OVER :1.: 
DRAlJ x -~- .I Y 
3750 PLOT .z.l y +88 : I)RFil-.t X -:2 J 3 
3760 O~JER \21: PLOT >:, Y +88 
3765 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO TO "37 
55 
3770 NEXT y 

3600 - 3930 Locus of P where AP:PN = m:n, m>n, i.e. a hyperbola 
whose eccentricity, e = mVn. 

Using the 

b = a/e"-

x.t v' equation - --"- = 1, 
a" b" 

a· 
- 1 = - ,;'m" - n:2.. 

n 

o is the origin, 8 is the focus. 
am a an 

08 = ae = 7-, directrix - x=- = --. ne' m 
3610 - a = 5On/m ensures that the two foci are 50 pixels apart. 

This was found to be satisfactory for all likely values of 

66 m and n. " 3 0 - uraws and labels the directr1x, 1. 
Plots and labels the focus, A. 

3670 - Pause until a key is pressed and released • 

3690 - 3770 Executed with j = 1, i.e. y from -86 to 86 in steps 
of 2. The loop is then executed a second time with j = -1, 
which draws the left part of the hyperbola. 

Uses x = : Ib' + y' during the first execution. 

x = -i-lb' + y" during the second execution. 

3700 - Translates x 127 to the right so that 0 is central. 
3705 - Jumps to the end of the loop if x is off the screen. 
3710 - Plots S (labelled A on the screen) and draws PS. 
3720 - Plots N and draws PN. 
3730 - Halts the demonstraion while the 'm' key is pressed. 
3740 - Plots S and erases PS. 
3750 - Plots N and erases PN. 
3760 - Plots P. 
3765 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is pressed. 



~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

3780 IF J=1 THEN GO SUB 900: LET 
J=-1: GO TD 3590 

3790 IF INKEY!ji= .... T~iEN GO TO '379 ., 
3811)0 IF INKEY$="r" THEN CLS : GO 

TO 3650 
3810 IF INKEY$="a" THEN GO TO 38 
40 
3820 IF INKEY.$ { ) .... THEN GO TO 38 
20 
3830 GO TO :1.0 
3840 IF INKEY$() .... THEN GO TO 38 
40 
3850 IF b ...... a:.-G7/:127 THEN GO T"J 39 
1/)0 

3860 PLOT 0)aB-b/a*~27: DRAW 254 
~b/.3*25~ 
3870 PLOT O .• 8S+b/a*.:1.27.: DR;;i .. 1 .254-
,,-b/a *254-
3890 GO TO 3920 
3900 PLOT 127-87*a/b,1: DRAW :1.7~ 
:'fa/h, 1..74-. 
3910 PLOT 127-87*a...-b,.1.75: DRAI,1 :l 
74*a ...... b, -:174-
3920 LET rep~3560: G.o SUB 950 
3930 GO TO 10 

3780 - Repeats 3690 - 3770 with j = -1, i.e. draws the other 
part of the hyperbola. 

3790 - 3830 Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
'r' repeats the drawing of the locus. 
'a' draws the asymptotes (from line 3840). 
Any other key returns to the initial option display. 

- Pause until the key 
- The asymptotes have 

is released. 
equations y = + b --x. a 

If the gradient b/a is greater than 87/127 then the asymptotes 
disappear off the top and bottom of the screen rather than 
off the sides, and are therefore drawn as in lines 3900 - 3910. 

3860 - 3870 Draws the asymptotes when they disappear off the sides 
of the screen. 

3890 - Avoids 3900 - 3910. 
3900 - 3910 Draws the asymptotes when they disappear off the top 

and bottom of the screen. 

3920 - 3930 Press the 'r' key to repeat the locus. Press any other 
key to return to the initial option display. 



4.000 IF INKEY$<> .... THEN GO TO 4-0 
00 
4.005 CLS : PRINT "A and Bare: f.i 
xed'· .. "P moves in SLlCh a ttlalJ that 

" •••• "I:} ••• PS rot ate s an t.i c l 0 c r, 
wise at the same rate as 
PR'" • "El ••• PS ,-otates ant.iclocr.\" 
is eat t ltl ice the !" ate 0 f PR" 
.•.. ~ ••• Other relat;ons" 
4.010 IF INKEY$= .... THEN GO TO 4.0:1. 
o 
4020 IF INKEY$="c" THEN GO TO 4-0 .,,0 
4.030 IF INKEY$="b" THEN GD TO 4.:3 
00 
4.04-0 IF INKEY$<>"a" THEN GO TO 4-
010 
4-04.5 IF INKE' .... $ <.' •• " THEH GO· TO 4-0 
4.5 
4-050 PRINT '''Option ]'jj) - PR is in 

horizont 
Input the initial a 
degrees l Which PS ID 

theposit.:ve x directjo 

itially 
al. 
ogle" in 
aK~s kl":' th 
n" 
4050 INPUT r 
4055 IF r)~180 THEN LET r=.-:16'0: 

GO TO 4-Q65 
4.065 IF r -{et THEN LET t: =r+.l.60: <';-0 

TO 4055 
4070 LET ax=127-87*SIN (PI/~8e*r 
): LET bx =.127+87*SIN {PI/:l.S0.,.,,' 
4089 LET ay=a7-S7~COS fPI/~se*r) 

4000 - 6150 Locus of the point of intersection of two rotating 
lines through A and through B. 
4005 - Prints the option message as in figure 3.59. 

4010 - 4045 Jumps to the line number corresponding to options A, 
B or C when the appropriate key is pressed. 

4050 - option A - The two lines are rotating at the same rate. 
The line through A is initially horizontal. The line 
through B is initially at an angle r O

, where r is to be 
input. 

4060 - Input r. 
4065 - 4066 Adjusts the value of r so that 0 ~ r < 180. 

4070 - 4080 The locus is a circle. AB is a chord of the circle 
which subtends an angle r at the circumference. 

G k!Ys 
To draw the circle so that its diameter 
equals the screen height, ax = distance 
of A from the left of the screen, bx = 
distance of B from the left of the 
screen, ay = the height of AB from the 
bottom of the screen. 



4090 IF INKEY$ < > .. ,' THEN GO TO 4-0 
90 
4-1013 CLS 
4-110 PRINT AT 21.-aJ) ..... SI a:~/8+:l; ",A" 
; TRB bx /8-1; "8"; PLOT ,n:, ay; PLO 
T bX,J ay 

4..120 LET t=0~ GO SUB 5000 
4-130 LET j$="f.+,-": GO ;::'UB 6000 

414-0 Oo..'ER :I.; PLOT p, q: DRRI.' .!;- -I" , 
t -q; PLOT lJ, V: DRAW \~ -Ll _, z-v 
4.1513 GO SUS 9130 

4150 
4:1713 
S -p: 
\c' =V: 

FOR 
LET 
LET 
LET 

f.=3 TO :1.80 STEP 3 
pp=p: LET qq=q: LET S5= 
tt=t-q: LET UU=Ll: LET Y 
ww=w-u: LET ZZ=Z-V 

4.:1.8'0 LeT x =::":=:7+87*CiJ5 f (:2*lC..+r -9e. 
J*PI/:l.8el: LET y=87+87*SIN 1(2 •• 
+r -95l .PI/:l.SOl 
4190 GO SUB sees 
4200 GO SU8 6000 
42113 IF INKEY$="ro" THEN GO TO 4-2 
.10 
4220 PLOT pp, -'/.''/.: (>RAI) 50S, t t: PLO 
T uu,vv: DRAW w~)zz 
4.230 O\..JER 0: PLOT Y., y: OI,JER .1 
4235 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO TO 4-2 
35 
424-13 PLOT p, q; DRA!.' S -1" , t '-q: PLO 
T u,v: r/RAU l\l-t}. ... % -\,' 
42513 NEXT 11. 
4250 LET rep=4ege; GO SUB 950 
4270 GO TO 10 

4090 - Pause until the option key (a) is released. 
4100 - Clears the screen. 
4110 - Plots and labels A and B. 

4120 - SUB 5000 calculates (p,q) and (s,t), the coordinates of the 
endpoints on the edge of the screen of the line through A. 

4130 - SUB 6000 calculates (u,v) and (w,z), the coordinates of the 
endpoints on the edge of the screen of the line through B. 

4140 - Draws the initial lines through A and B. 

4150 - Pause until a key is pressed and released. 
4160 - 4250 k is the angle which PA makes with the horizontal. 

is is the angle which PB makes with the horizontal, as a function 
of k. In this option j = k + r. 

4170 - Allows the next positions of the lines PA and PB, and the 
coordinates of P, to be calculated before PA and PB are 
erased. This is so that the time between drawing the lines 
and erasing them is longer than the time between erasing 
the lines and drawing the lines for the next position of P. 

4180 - Evaluates the x and y coordinates for P, the intersection 
of the two lines. 

4190 - Calculates the endpoints of the next line through A. 
4200 - Calculates the endpoints of the next line through B. 
4210 - Halts the demonstration while the 'm' key is pressed • 
4220 - Erases the lines AP and BP, previously drawn. 
42}0 - Plots P. 
42}5 - Halts the demonstration while the 'n' key is pressed. 
4240 - Draws the next lines through A and B. 

4260 - 4270 Pressing the 'r' key repeats the demonstraion. Any 
other key returns to the initial option display. 



4-300 LET ax =4-0: LET b:~ =:1.27: LET 
ay=88 
4-3:1.0 IF INKEY $ {,." •. THEN- GO TO 4-"3 
:1.0 
4-320 CLS 

4330 PRINT AT 2:l-a!j/S ... a:r. ... n3+l.; UA" 
.;TF!6 bX./8-:1.;"6": PLOT aX,ay: PLO 
T bX, ay 
4-34-0 LET );.=0: GO SUB 5000 
4350 LET j $="2*1;.": GO SUB 6000 
4.360 OI..1ER :l.: PLOT p, q: DRAI.I 50 -1' , 
t -'1 
4370 GO SUB 91Z!S 
4-375 OJ.'}ER :l: PLOT p".q: D--RFH.J :;. -po .. 
t-'1 
4.380 FOR );.=3 TO :1.8121 STEP 3 
4390 LET pp=p: LET qq=q: LET ss ==: 
5-P: LET tt=t-q: LET UU=U: LET V 
v =v: LET ltll~ =W -Lt: LET zz =z-v 
4-4.00 LET x =~27 +-87 J-COS {t *P.:r .... g\2U : 

LET y =88 .. 87 *5IN {~*P.I ./9\11) 
44:1.0 GO SUB 512105 
44-20 GO SLlB 61300 
44-30 IF It-JKEY$=o'm ~. __ THEN GO TO .1.4-
30 
44-4t1! PLOT pp,qq: DRRU 505o,tt: PLO 
T UU;VV: DRAW Ww,zz 
44-45 IF INKEY$="n" THEN GO TO 4-4-
4.5 
4-450 OVER 0: PL OT x, 'J: OtJER :1. 
44-50 PLOT p,q: DRAW s-p,t-'1: PLO 
T u/v: DRAW w-u~z-v 
4.47\11 NEXT );. 
4.4-75 PLOT p, '1: DRA!J ;;. -p , t-'1 
4480 LET ,ep=43.10: GO SUB 950 
4-4-85 GO TO :le 

4300 - 4480 Option B - the locus of P is a circle centre B, 
radius AB. ax, bx and ay are as before, but with values so 
that B is at the centre of the screen and the radius is 87 
pixels. 

4330 - Plots and labels A and B. 

4340 - 4350 Evaluate the endpoints of the lines through A and 
through B. 

4360 - Draws a horizontal line through A and B,as the lines PA 
and PB are coincident. 

4370 - 4375 Erases the line above when a key is pressed and 
released. 

4380 - 4470 As lines 4160 - 4250 except that j = 2k, 
x = 127 + 87cos2k, y = 88 + 87sin2k. 
The locus is a circle, centre (127,88), radius 87 pixels. 

4475 - Draws a horizontal line through A and B'; 
4480 - Pressing the 'r' key repeats the demonstratioR. 

Pressing any other key returns to the initial options. 



I 

'" .j>. 
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4.60121 IF It-Ui.E")"-$ -{ ) .... THEN GO TO 4-e~ 
0a 
4.605 PRINT •• "Dp t i on !!i - PA is .i 
nitially hc.j"i2on 
ta l ..... "PR rotates. ant.l c t{)C.tlstjE.e 
to makeangle k degrees Yith the 

positive x dirEction. 
Input the relation betwee 

n the angle J, which PS ma~es ~ 
ith thepositive x direction, and 

"" 4-6113 INPUT "J = ";J$ 
4620 LET aX~11~~ LET bX~~44~ LET 

ay=88 

4-5.25 CLS 
4-63'0 PRINT AT 2~-ay .. ··0 ~ ax /3; "R"; T 
AB bx/S-1;"I3". FLOT ax.-<lI/: FLOT 
1:.'<, ay 
45413 LET ~=e: GO SUB 50013 
4650 GO SUB 6000 
4.655 O'.-'ER 1. 
46613 PLOT p,q: DRRW s-p,t-q 
4.66:1 LET f=0 
4655 IF J < ) 0 THEN PLOT Cl, V: DRAl,! 

t·} -1I I Z -\1: LET f =l. 
4-670 GO ";3.U5 9G~ 
4-675 LET y=86: LET x=.:14-4-
4580 LET k~f.+3: LET e~5 
4690 LET pp =p: LET qq =q: LET 50;;. = 
:S. -p: LET t t =t -q: LET ~,)~( =Ll:: LeT '\,~ 
v =V: LET ltll\l =\\1 -U: LET Z Z :::.,Z -",\,' 

47013 GO SUS 50013 
47~0 GO SU~ 6000 

4600 - Pause until the option key (c) is released. 

4605 - Prints the message as in figure 3.69. 

4610 - Prints at the bottom of the screen - j = n?n,which awaits 
an expression in k to be input. 

4620 - Since the locus of P is n0t predictable, these positions 
of A and B were found to suitable for the general case. 

4625 - Clears the screen. 
4630 - Plots and labels A and B • 

4640 - 4650 Finds the coordinates of the endpoints of the lines 
through A and through B, having set k = o. 

4660 - Draws the line through A (initially horizontal). 
4661 - f = 0 when both lines are horizontal. 
4665 - Draws the line through B, unless it is horizontal. If it is 

not horizontal, f is set to 1. 
4675 - Coordinates of the first position of P, i.e. at B. 
4680 - increments k by 3 and sets e = o. 
4690 - As 4170. 
4700 - Finds the endpoints of the line through A. 
4710 - Finds the end points of the line through B. 



4. 72121 IF f. =j THEN LET fr =:1.: GO TO 
4.77121 
4. 74.121 IF j =9121 THEN LET )( =1>:>:: LET 
y=88+33~TAN (PI/18a~~l, GO TO 4.7 
70 
475121 IF k=9121 THEN LET x=ax: LET 
y=88-33%TAN (PI/180%J): GO TO 4.7 
70 
476121 LET x=33*TRN IPI/:I.80*ll/(TR 
N (PI/260*J)-TRN (pX/~a0~t)~; LE 
T Y =88 +x *TAN (PI/ 18121*j.\: LET :>: =:'; 
+b:-< 

4-770 IF INKE'r$="m" THEN GO TO 4-7 
70 
4780 PLOT pp,qq: ["RAI.I s~.,tt 
4781 IF f=12I THEN LET ;=1: GO TO 
4790 

~7e5 PLOT uu1vv: DRAW ww,zz 
4786 IF INKEY$="o" THEN GO TO 4.7 
86 
4787 IF INKEY$="X" THEN GO TO :l.1Z' 
4790 OVER 0: IF y>=0 AND y~=175 
AND X)=0 AND x<=255 AND e=0 THEN 

PLOT x,Y 
4800 OI,.IER :I. 
481121 PLOT P., "I: DRRW s -p, t-q 
4820 IF 1=121 AND J=0 THEN LET f=0 
: GO TO 4.840 
4.830. PLOT Lt .• v: DRAt .. \ \\l-l.\"Z -"Ill 
484121 GO TO 4680 

4720 - If k = j then the two lines are parallel and so do not 
intersect, in which case e is set to 1 and 4740 - 4760 omitted. 

4740 - 4760 
If N is the foot of the perpendicular p 
from P to AB, PN = ANtank = BNtanj, 
i.e. (AB + BN)tank = BNtanj, 
and so 

ABtank 
BN = tanj tank' PN = BNtanj. 

A 

4740 - If j = 90, BN = 0 and PN = ABtank. 
47.50 - If k = 90, BN = -AB and PN = -ABtanj. 

The jump to line 4770 avoids an error when tan90
0 

is 
required. 

4740 - 4760 x is BN, Y is PN + 88 pixels. 

4770 - Pause in the demonstration while the 'm' key is pressed. 

4780 - Erases the line through A. 
4781 - If f = 0 then both lines are horizontal initially, in 

which case only one line was drawn and so only one needs 
to be erased.(line 4785 is omitted). 

4785 - Erases the line through B. 
4786 - The demonstration is halted while the 'n' key is pressed. 
4787 - Pressing the 'x' key returns to the initial options. 
4790 - Plots (x,y), the position of P, only if it fits within 

the screen and the lines are not parallel (indicated by 
e = 0). 

4810 - Draws the line through A. 
4820 - sets f = 0 if both lines are horizontal. 
4830 - Draws the line through B if the lines are not both 

horizontal. 



5000 IF ~>=180 THEN LET ~=t.-18e: 
GO TO 5000 

5005 IF k)90 THEN GO TO 5080 

5010 IF Y.=90 THEN LET p=ax: LET 
q=0: LET s=ax: LET t=175: RETURN 

5020 IF k=0 OR k=180 THEN LET p= 
O: LET q=BY: LET 5=255: LET t=ay 

RETURN 

5030 IF ay/axcTAN IPI/180*t.J THE 
N LET q=0: LET ?=ax-;;y .• 'TAN fPI.,':1 
80*~): GO TO 5050 

504-0 LET p=0:: LET q=ay-a>:*TAN fP 
I/1S0*Y.J 

505121 IF (175-ay)/(255-8~) <TAJ1 fP 
J:/l.60*~) THEN LET t=.1.75: LET '!:·=ec 
x+ (:1.75-a~) /TAJ.J fPI ..... .lBC:f?.l: RETUH 
N 
506121 LET s=255: LET t=a1J~ t255-a::~ 
) "TAN (PI/:l80*k) 
5070 RETURN 
50B0 IF ay/(ax-255l)TRN (PI~280* 
K) THEN LET q=O: LET p"aX-<ly.·'·n:u··! 
iPI/~80*~l: GO TO 5~e0 

50913 LET P =255 ~ LET q =ay -t t2SS-a:;~ 
)"TAN (PI/1SCHHJ 
5100 IF (ay -175.1 /ay, .'TRN fPJ'JJ.S0i1-
k) THEN LET t=17S: LET S=B),+ (175 
-ay)/TAN (PI/180*kJ: RETURN 
5110 LET 5=0; LET t::=a~-ay.*TAN LP 
1/.11:00,\'/;) 
5120 RETURN 

Subroutine 5000 - 5120 finds where the line through A meets the 
edges of the screen. A has coordinates (ax,ay). 

. 5000 - Sets k = k (modulo 180). 
5005 - If k is obtuse then the gradient of PA is negative, in 

which case jump to 5080. 

5010 - If k = 90, then PA is vertical and so the coordinates (ax,O) 
and (ax,175) are returned. 

5020 - If k = 0 or 180 (k = 180 is possible when the subroutine is 
called from line 5005) then PA is horizontal and so the 
coordinates (O,ay) and (255,ay) are returned. 

5030 - If ay < tank, i.e. the gradient OA is less than the gradient 
ax 

of PA, then PA meets the bottom of the screen at the point 
with coordinates (ax - ay/tank,O). 

5040 _ If ay> . . 
ax tank, 1.e. the gradient of OA is greater than the 

gradient of PA, then PA meets the left side of the screen at 
(O,ay - ax tank) 

5050 - If the gradient of AS, where S is the top right corner of 
the screen, is less than the gradient of PA, then PA meets the 
top of the screen at (ax~ (175 - ay)tank,175). 

5060 - If the gradient of AS is less than the gradient of PA, then 
PA meets the right side of the screen at (255, ay+(255-ax)tank). 

5080 - 5120 The coordinates of the points where PA meets the edges 
of the screen are evaluated in a similar way to that above, 
but for obtuse values of k. 

On RETURN (p,q) and (s,t) are the coordinates for the endpoints 
of the line to be drawn through A. 



5000 LET ,i =~"flL .i $ 
601.0 IF j)=l.S0 THEN LET J=J-:l80: 

GO TO 60:10 
5020 IF jc0 THEN LET j=j+:180: GO 

TO 6020 
6030 IF j)90 THEN GO TO 6110 
604.0 IF j=90 THEN LET lI=bx: LET 
v =0; LET '" =bX: LET Z =:l75: RETURN 

5050 IF j =0 THEN LET L! =0: LET \? = 
ay: LET \~=255: LET z=ay: RETURN 
6050 IF ay/bXCTAN IPI/:l80+jJ THE 
N LET "'=£1: LET LI=bx-ay/TAN (PI.,':I. 
80*J): GO TO 6080 
5070 LET Lt =0: LET v =ay -bX +TRN fF' 
I/180*,j) 
6030 .IF C:!..7S-a~) / !25S-b ...... ;) -!TRN (P 
I/:l.80*J) THEN LET z=:l.75: LET llt=!;. 
x+(:l75-ay)/TAN (PI/:l.8e*j): RETUR 
N 
609£1 LET ~1 =255: LET Z =ay + C2SS-o;t{ 
) *TAt,,! :fPIJ::lS0*j.'i 
6100 RETURH 
51~O IF ay/(bX-255l )TAN (PI/1S0* 
,i) THEN LET \/=13: LET U=bx-ay/TAN 
(PI/180~j): GO TO 6~30 

6120 LET 0=2155: LET v=ay+ ,'25S-bx 
) *TAN (PI/:le.0*,j.\ 
6130 IF {ay-175)/bx>TAN {P~/2B0* 
.. i) THEN LET Z ==175: LET \it =b>-:: ~ f .:175 
-ay) /TAN (PI/:l.8e*,i): RETL'RN 
6:1.40 LET w=0: LET z=ay-bx*TAN IP 
I/:l.80*J) 
6150 RETURN 

6000 - j = the angle which PB makes with the horizontal. 

Subroutine 6000 - 6150 is similar to subroutine 5000 - 5120, 
except that on RETURN (u,v) and (w,z) are the coordinates of 
the endpoints of the line to be drawn through B. 






